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Abstract

In this thesis, we are interested in the limits of quantum communication with and
without entanglement, and with and without noise assumptions on the communication
setup. When a sender and a receiver are connected by a communication line that is
governed by noise which is modelled by a quantum channel, they hope to design
a coding scheme, i.e. messages and message decoders, in such a way that they
are robust to this noise. The amount of message bits per channel use is called the
achievable rate of the coding scheme, and the maximal achievable rate for a given
quantum channel is called capacity of the quantum channel. Here, we are interested
in coding schemes and capacities under various assumptions, in particular in the case
where the sender and the receiver share quantum entanglement, which turns out to
be the most natural generalization of the classical communication analogue that lies
at the basis of many of our modern technologies.

In order to communicate with a quantum computer, the encoding and decoding
of a message for a quantum channel on a quantum computer is implemented by
a sequence of gates from a finite gate set. For classical channels, these gates are
assumed to be noise-free at the timescales relevant for communication, but this
assumption is likely not justified for quantum circuits. In the first part of this thesis,
we show that the encoding and decoding for entanglement-assisted communication
can be protected against noise by the use of techniques from quantum fault-tolerance
and error correction without significantly decreasing the capacity. In particular, we
recover the usual, noiseless case as the probability of errors in the circuit approaches
zero.

In the second part, we study a proposal for fault-tolerance on trapped ion quantum
devices in order to gauge their potential for implementing communication protocols
and to assess our assumptions about noise models, with a particular focus on the
preparation of maximally entangled states.

In the final part of the thesis, we revisit the comparison between quantum com-
munication setups where the sender and the receiver have access to entanglement
and setups where they do not. It is well-known that the communication rates are
improved when entanglement is present. Here, we show that this improvement can
be bounded for a large class of finite dimensional channels, taking a step towards
resolving a conjecture from one of the earliest papers on entanglement-assisted
communication.





Resumé

I denne afhandling er vi interesseret i grænserne for kvantekommunikation med og
uden sammenfiltring, og med og uden støjantagelser på kommunikationsopsætnin-
gen. Når en afsender og en modtager er forbundet med en kommunikationslinje,
der er styret af støj, som er modelleret af en kvantekanal, håber de at udvikle et
kodningsskema, dvs. beskeder og beskedafkodere, på en sådan måde, at de er
robuste over for denne støj. Mængden af meddelelsesbits pr. kanalbrug kaldes
kodningsskemaets opnåelige rate, og den maksimalt opnåelige rate kaldes kvan-
tekanalens kapacitet. Her er vi interesseret i kodningsskemaer og kapaciteter under
forskellige forudsætninger, især i det tilfælde, hvor afsender og modtager deler
sammenfiltring, hvilket viser sig at være den mest naturlige generalisering af den
klassiske kommunikations-analog, der danner grundlaget for mange af vores mod-
erne teknologier.

For at kommunikere med en kvantecomputer implementeres kodningen og afkodnin-
gen af en besked til en kvantekanal på en kvantecomputer ved hjælp af en sekvens af
porte fra et begrænset portmængde. For klassiske kanaler antages disse porte at være
støjfrie på de tidsskalaer, der er relevante for kommunikation, men denne antagelse
er sandsynligvis ikke berettiget for kvantekredsløb. I afhandlingens første del viser
vi, at indkodning og afkodning til sammenfiltringsassisteret kommunikation kan
beskyttes mod støj ved brug af teknikker fra kvantefejltolerance og fejlkorrektion
uden at reducere kapaciteten væsentligt. Især genopretter vi det støjfri tilfælde, da
sandsynligheden for fejl i kredsløbet nærmer sig nul.

I den anden del studerer vi et forslag til fejltolerance på ion-baserede kvanteenheder
for at måle deres potentiale for implementering af kommunikationsprotokoller og
for at vurdere vores antagelser om støjmodeller, med særligt fokus på maksimalt
sammenfiltrede tilstande.

I afhandlingens sidste del ser vi igen på sammenligningen mellem kvantekommu-
nikationsopsætninger, hvor afsender og modtager har adgang til sammenfiltring
og opsætninger hvor de ikke har. Det er velkendt, at kommunikationsrater er hø-
jere, når der er sammenfiltring. Her viser vi, at denne forbedring kan afgrænses
til en stor klasse af endeligt-dimensionelle kanaler, og tager et skridt i retning af
at løse en formodning fra en af de tidligste artikler om sammenfiltringsassisteret
kommunikation.





Contributions and structure

• Chapter 2 is based on joint work with Matthias Christandl and Alexander
Müller-Hermes. It has appeared on a preprint server under the identifica-
tion number arXiv:2210.02939 [9], and a shortened version features in the
proceedings of the 2023 International Symposium on Information Theory [10].

• Chapter 3 is based on an ongoing work with Matthias Christandl.

• Chapter 4 is based on discussions with Matthias Christandl, Alexander Müller-
Hermes, Marco Tomamichel and Andreas Winter, and the results are in prepa-
ration for publication.

• Some objects and concepts in Chapter 1 are also introduced in our work in [9],
which is reproduced in Chapter 2 for self-containedness of the manuscript. Due
to this, the introduced notation, theorems and definitions may have overlap.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The mathematical description of a world with quantum effects gives rise to a theory
of information and computation that fundamentally differs from the classical notion
which facilitates and simplifies our everyday lives. Developing and improving our
understanding of the fundamental limitations as well as the potential of a quantum
world has been the goal of theoretical and experimental research for decades, and
some important aspects of this theory are the subject of this introductory chapter. In
the later chapters of this thesis, we hope to contribute to this effort.

Section 1.1 introduces the fundamental mathematical and information theoretical
concepts that will be utilized in the subsequent chapters of this thesis.

Section 1.2 gives an overview over quantum fault-tolerance, highlighting important
aspects and state-of-the-art techniques for useful computation with quantum systems.

In Section 1.3, we discuss the possibilites and pitfalls of combining the techniques
from quantum Shannon theory and quantum fault-tolerance in order to study com-
munication in the presence of noise.

1.1 Quantum information theory
We will present a brief overview of the mathematical representation of quantum
states and quantum channels, before delving into how the unique properties of
quantum systems can be utilized for manipulating and encoding information. For
comprehensive introductions to quantum information theory, we refer to [84, 119,
120].

1.1.1 Quantum states and quantum channels
Let Md denote the matrix algebra of complex d× d-matrices, and let Vd denote a
complex d-dimensional vector space, which we will refer to as a Hilbert space of
d-level quantum state vectors. For all of this thesis, unless stated otherwise, we will
be considering finite dimensional spaces d <∞.

11



12 Chapter 1. Introduction

In Dirac notation, we denote an element of the Hilbert space by |ϕ⟩ ∈ Vd. On this
vector space, we denote the inner product by ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ ∈ C, and we define the outer
product: |ϕ⟩⟨ψ| ∈ Md. We assign the space Vd a standard basis {|x⟩}x=0,1,...,d−1,
which is often called the computational basis in quantum information theory.

A matrix A ∈ Md is unitary if A†A = 1d, where 1d denotes the identity matrix in
Md. A matrix B ∈ Md is Hermitian if B† = B. A matrix C ∈ Md is positive
semidefinite, which we denote by C ≥ 0, if it is Hermitian and has only non-negative
eigenvalues. A matrix is positive if it is Hermitian and has only positive eigenvalues.

A quantum state ρ ∈ Md is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix with tr(ρ) = 1.
These conditions ensure that the d eigenvalues of a quantum state ρ ∈ Md are
non-negative and add to 1, meaning that the set of eigenvalues forms a probability
distribution.

The set of quantum states is convex, and therefore, any state in it can be written as a
convex combination of at most d2 extremal points of the set. The extremal points
of the set of quantum states are states of rank 1, which we refer to as pure states.
The eigenvalues of pure states correspond to deterministic probability distributions.
States that are not pure are referred to as mixed states. One state of particular
importance is the maximally mixed state 1

d
∈ Md with a uniform distribution of

eigenvalues.

In quantum many-body theory, quantum systems are governed by interactions with
a larger environment, and often understood as pure states on a larger Hilbert space.
Composite Hilbert spaces are mathematically described by the tensor product, where
ρAB ∈ MdA ⊗MdB . The subsystem B’s individual state is governed by the partial
trace trA = tr⊗ iddB , and analogous for subsystem A. We will often denote the
subsystem’s states by trA(ρAB) = ρB and trB(ρAB) = ρA.

For any quantum state ρ ∈ MdA , it is possible to construct a pure state |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| ∈
MdA ⊗MdB such that ρ = trB(|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|), and |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| ∈ MdA ⊗MdB is referred to as
a purification of ρ.

A quantum state ρAB ∈ MdA ⊗MdB is called a product state if ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB.
A quantum state is called separable if is a probabilistic mixture of product states,
ρAB =

∑
x pX(x)ρ

x
A ⊗ ρxB where pX(x) is a probability distribution. The set of

product states is thus a subset of the set of separable states.

If a quantum state is not separable, then it is referred to as entangled. Entanglement
of two quantum systems is a quantum effect that plays a prominent role in quantum
information processing, and will lie at the center of many of the questions of this
thesis. We will also frequently refer to a particular example of an entangled state,
the maximally entangled state of two qubits ϕ+ = |ϕ+⟩⟨ϕ+| ∈ M2 ⊗M2, where
|ϕ+⟩ = 1√

2
(|00⟩+ |11⟩).

We refer to a quantum state as a classical state if it is diagonal in the computational
basis, i.e. ρ =

∑
x pX(x) |x⟩⟨x| with a probability distribution pX(x). We refer to a

quantum state as classical-quantum, or a cq-state, if ρAB =
∑

x pX(x) |x⟩⟨x| ⊗ ρx
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for some probability distribution pX(x) and quantum states ρx ∈ MdB .

The transformations that a quantum system can undergo are mathematically de-
scribed by quantum operations, which are linear, completely positive and trace non-
increasing maps between the spaces of quantum states. A map T : MdA → MdB

is trace non-increasing if tr(T (ρ)) ≤ tr(ρ) ∀ρ ∈ MdA and trace preserving if
tr(T (ρ)) = tr(ρ) ∀ρ ∈ MdA . A map T is completely positive if iddR ⊗T is a
positive map ∀dR, which means that it preserves positive semi-definiteness.

We refer to the subset of quantum operations that is strictly trace preserving as
quantum channels. The conditions of complete positivity and trace preservation
ensure that quantum channels do indeed transform quantum states into quantum
states.

1.1.2 Measures of distance and information
Measures of distance

Here, we will go over some of the many interesting and useful matrix norms and
quantifiers of similarity between quantum states and channels. We begin by defining
Schatten matrix-norms.

Definition 1.1.1. For any real number p ≥ 1 and any matrix A ∈ Md, the Schatten
p-norm of A is given by

∥A∥p :=
(
Tr
(
(A†A)

p
2

)) 1
p
,

For any matrix A and any p ∈ [0,∞), the Schatten p-norm is non-negative (∥A∥p ≥
0) and homogeneous (∥αA∥p = |α|∥A∥p for any scalar α). For any matrices A and
B, the Schatten p-norm fulfills the triangle inequality

∥A+B∥p ≤ ∥A∥p + ∥B∥p,

and is sub-multiplicative:
∥AB∥p ≤ ∥A∥p∥B∥p.

For p = 1, this norm corresponds to the nuclear norm or the trace norm, which is
the sum of the singular values of the matrix A. For p = 2, the Schatten p-norm
is the square root of the sum of the squares of the entries of the matrix A, and
corresponds to the Frobenius norm or the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. For p→ ∞, this
norm corresponds to the spectral norm or the operator norm, which is the maximum
singular value of the matrix A.

On finite dimensional spaces, these norms are equivalent, meaning that, for any p, q,
there exists real numbers 0 < C1 ≤ C2 (depending on the dimension) such that
C1∥ · ∥p ≤ ∥ · ∥q ≤ C2∥ · ∥p [64].
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The distance between two matrices can be defined as the Schatten p-norm of their
difference. For objects from quantum theory, there are some distinguished ways to
quantify their distance; in particular, it is often the case that a notion of distance
arises as an operationally justified quantifier of success of a quantum computing task.
This is commonly referred to as "having an operational interpretation".

The trace distance, which is commonly defined as half of the Schatten 1-norm of the
difference between the matrices:

∥ρ− σ∥tr =
1

2
∥ρ− σ∥1

is one example of a distance with an operational interpretation, as it naturally
quantifies the success probability of distinguishing two quantum states ρ and σ [84,
Section 2.2.4].

A quantifier of similarity between two quantum states is the fidelity of two quantum
states. This measure is not a distance of quantum states in the mathematical sense;
for equal states, it is equal to one and not zero. In fact, it induces a distance which is
referred to as the purified distance. For this reason, and because it has a particularly
simple form for pure states, it is the preferred measure of distance in some scenarios.

Definition 1.1.2. The fidelity of two quantum states ρ ∈ Md and σ ∈ Md is given
by

F (ρ, σ) = ∥√ρ
√
σ∥21.

If one of the states is pure, e.g. σ = |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, it holds that

F (ρ, |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|) = | ⟨ϕ| ρ |ϕ⟩ |2,

and if both states are pure, i.e. ρ = |ψ⟩⟨ψ| and σ = |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, we have

F (|ψ⟩⟨ψ| , |ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|) = | ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩ |2.

It is not uncommon to see an alternative notation where the fidelity is defined without
the square, for example in [84], but here, we will use the above definition.

Theorem 1.1.3 (Uhlmann’s theorem, [113]). Let ρ ∈ Md and σ ∈ Md be quantum
states. Then,

F (ρ, σ) = max
|ψρ⟩,|ϕσ⟩

| ⟨ψρ|ϕσ⟩ |2

where the maximization is taken over all purifications |ψρ⟩⟨ψρ| ∈ Md ⊗Md of ρ,
and |ϕσ⟩⟨ϕσ| ∈ Md ⊗Md of σ.

It is easily seen from Uhlmann’s theorem that the fidelity is symmetric in its argu-
ments, i.e. F (ρ, σ) = F (σ, ρ), and "faithful" in the sense that F (ρ, σ) = 1 ⇐⇒
ρ = σ. The fidelity of two quantum states is related to the trace distance in the
following way:
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Theorem 1.1.4 (Fuchs-van de Graaf inequality, [35]). Let ρ ∈ Md and σ ∈ Md be
quantum states. Then, we have

1−
√
F (ρ, σ) ≤ 1

2
∥ρ− σ∥1 ≤

√
1− F (ρ, σ).

The fidelity obeys the following triangle inequality:

Corollary 1.1.5. Let ρ ∈ Md, σ ∈ Md and τ ∈ Md be quantum states. Then, we
have

F (ρ, σ) ≥ 1−
√

1− F (ρ, τ)−
√
1− F (τ, σ).

Proof. We have

F (ρ, σ) ≥
√
F (ρ, σ)

≥ 1− 1

2
∥ρ− σ∥1

≥ 1− 1

2
∥ρ− τ∥1 −

1

2
∥τ − σ∥1

≥ 1−
√

1− F (ρ, τ)−
√
1− F (τ, σ).

The second and fourth inequality are consequences of Theorem 1.1.4, and the third
inequality follows because the Schatten 1-norm obeys the triangle inequality.

Quantum channels map quantum states to quantum states. Therefore, the norm
of a quantum channel can be quantified by looking at the norm of the quantum
states which the channels output. This induces a norm for quantum channels in the
following way:

Definition 1.1.6. For any 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞, and for any linear map Λ : MdA → MdB ,
the induced q → p-norm is given by

∥Λ∥q→p = sup
x∈MdA
x ̸=0

∥Λ(x)∥p
∥x∥q

.

The associated measure of distance between two quantum channels S : MdA →
MdB and T : MdA → MdB , ∥T −S∥1→1, quantifies the distance between quantum
channels as the distance between channel outputs for "worst-case" input states.

However, the various induced measures of this kind do not capture all aspects of
quantum theory. In many quantum information processing tasks, we leverage the
quantum effect of entanglement by considering input which is part of an entangled
state on a larger system (e.g., the environment, a reference system).

This is why the appropriate distance will often be a distance that takes an environment
into consideration, as was first noted by Kitaev in [67]:
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Definition 1.1.7. For two quantum channels T : MdA′ → MdB and S : MdA′ →
MdB , we define their diamond distance as

∥T − S∥⋄ = sup
dA

∥ iddA ⊗(T − S)∥1→1.

In line with conventions from [118, 65, 28], we refer to such norms with an extra
reference system as stabilized norms. The diamond distance stabilizes at dA = dB,
meaning that a higher dimensional reference system does not change the value
[67, 118].

Measures of information

One concept from quantum information theory which is of great interest in the course
of this thesis is a quantum state’s von Neumann entropy. This entropy quantifies the
inherent randomness of a given quantum state, which emerges from its eigenvalue
probability distribution.

In classical information theory, an information source is represented by a random
variable X that takes values x from a discrete set {x}x=0,1,...D−1 according to a
probability distribution {pX(x)}x=0,1,...D−1. Then, the Shannon entropy quantifies
the inherent randomness of the probability distribution:

Definition 1.1.8. The (Shannon) entropy of a discrete random variable X with
probability distribution pX(x) is

H(X)pX = −
∑
x

pX(x) log(pX(x)).

Unless stated otherwise, we always take log to mean the logarithm with base 2,
which corresponds to measuring information in units of bits. We further follow the
convention that 0 log(0) = 0. For the special case of binary probability distributions,
i.e. when X is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter p, we refer to the
associated entropy

h(p) = −p log(p)− (1− p) log(1− p)

as the binary entropy.

For quantum systems, a notion of entropy is defined in the following way:

Definition 1.1.9. The von Neumann entropy of a quantum state ρ ∈ MdA is

H(A)ρ = − tr(ρ log(ρ)).

For a quantum state ρ ∈ MdA with eigenvalues {pX(x)}x=0,1,...,dA−1, the von Neu-
mann entropy is equal to the Shannon entropy of the eigenvalue distribution, i.e.
H(A)ρ =

∑
x pX(x) log(pX(x)).
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This entropy and many quantifiers of information based on this entropy turn out to
characterize how well certain quantum states or ensembles perform in a given task,
and we will elaborate on this in Section 1.1.3.

As quantum entropy is an important property of quantum states, there is also a related
measure that quantifies the degree to which two states differ with respect to their
inherent randomness, the quantum relative entropy of two states, also referred to as
their quantum divergence or their Umegaki relative entropy.

Definition 1.1.10. Let ρ ∈ Md and σ ∈ Md be quantum states. Then, their quantum
relative entropy is given by

D(ρ||σ) =

{
tr
(
ρ
(
log(ρ)− log(σ)

))
if supp(σ) ⊆ supp(ρ)

∞ else.

The relative entropy of two quantum states is faithful, i.e. D(ρ||σ) = 0 ⇐⇒ ρ = σ.
It is not symmetric under exchanging of the arguments, and is therefore not a metric.
It is a special case of a quantum f -divergences, which is a quantum generalization
of the concept of f -divergences from classical probability theory.

The relative entropy of two quantum states is related to their trace distance in the
following way:

Theorem 1.1.11 (Quantum Pinsker’s inequality, [51, 90]). Let ρ ∈ Md and σ ∈ Md

be quantum states. Then, we have

D(ρ||σ) ≥ 1

2 ln(2)
∥ρ− σ∥21.

For quantum channels T : MdA′ → MdB and S : MdA′ → MdB , we also define a
channel divergence

D(T ||S) = sup
ρ∈MdA′

D(T (ρ)||S(ρ)),

and a stabilized channel divergence

Dstab(T ||S) = sup
ρAA′∈MdA

⊗MdA′

D((id⊗T )(ρAA′)||(id⊗S)(ρAA′)).

Without loss of generality, these optimization problems can, in fact be These notions
of distance are intimately connected to the information theoretic objects we study in
Chapter 4.

There is one important special case of the quantum relative entropy, which quantifies
the difference between a two-system quantum state and the closest product state.
This is a notable quantity not only because of its fundamental ties to quantum entropy,
but also because it turns out to have an operational interpretation in the context of
(quantum) Shannon theory in Section 1.1.3 and 1.1.4.
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It is a quantum generalization of the following quantity, which characterizes how
independent two random variables are:

Definition 1.1.12 (Classical mutual information). Let X and Y be discrete ran-
dom variables with the joint probability distribution pXY (x, y). Then, the mutual
information of X and Y is given by

I(X : Y )pXY
= H(X)pX +H(Y )pY −H(XY )pXY

.

For quantum systems, the analogue quantity is defined in terms of the von Neumann
entropy rather than the classical Shannon entropy:

Definition 1.1.13 (Quantum mutual information). Let ρAB ∈ MdA ⊗ MdB be a
quantum state. Then, the quantum mutual information of the systems A and B is
given by

I(A : B)ρAB
= H(A)ρA +H(B)ρB −H(AB)ρAB

.

This is equivalent to the following formulation in terms of a relative entropy:

Theorem 1.1.14. Let ρAB ∈ MdA ⊗MdB be a quantum state. Then, we have

I(A : B)ρAB
= D(ρAB||ρA ⊗ ρB).

The difference between functions of two states, such as their von Neumann entropy
or their mutual information (with respect to the same state), is governed by continuity
bounds, many of which have been found and refined in [5, 99, 8].

1.1.3 Communication via a classical channel
The field of information theory was pioneered by the mathematician Claude Shan-
non [97], whose contributions laid the foundation for many of our modern digital
technologies. Beyond revolutionizing the fields of classical communication the-
ory, cryptography and circuit design, his ideas would later provide a theoretical
foundation that has been adapted and extended to quantum information theory.

Let X be a random variable that takes values x from a discrete set {x}x=0,1,...D−1 ac-
cording to a probability distribution {pX(x)}x=0,1,...D−1. Then, if the random variable
is sampled according to the probability distribution pX(x) and a specific realization
x is obtained, our surprise upon observing x can be quantified by − log(pX(x)),
which is often referred to as x’s surprisal, or its information content, measured in the
unit of bits. The average information content of the set is then given by the Shannon
entropy H(X)pX of the probability distribution {pX(x)}x=0,1,...,D−1.

When sampling a sequence of length n from this random variable, we denote by
f(x) the observed number of times the symbol x occurs in the sequence. Then, we
can define a notion of sample entropy −

∑
x
f(x)
n

log f(x)
n

. As n becomes large, the
number of times we observe the symbol x in the sequence will approach f(x) →
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pX(x)n by the law of large numbers, meaning that the sample entropy approaches
the entropy of the underlying probability distribution pX(x).

In other words, for a large enough sequence length n, it is highly likely that the
sample entropy of the sequence is close to the underlying entropy of the probability
distribution. This idea is made mathematically rigorous by defining typical sequences,
which have a sample entropy which is close to the underlying entropy (i.e. similar
information content), see [120, Chapter 14] for more details. As it turns out, if the
variable is not a uniform random variable, the size of the set of typical sequences
(the typical set) is significantly smaller than the size of the set of all sequences [120,
Property 14.3.2].

This idea naturally proves useful for data compression, i.e. for sending or storing
shorter messages with the same (or at least highly similar) average information
content. The concept of typical sequences suggests that it might be a good idea to
place a focus on encoding typical sequences, rather than sequences that are less likely
to appear. We would like to choose shorter codewords for more likely sequences; for
example, we could choose codeword lengths in relation to a symbol’s information
content. Then, when we find a strategy to encode the information content of a
sequence of length m (as generated by the source) in a (shorter) sequence of length
n ≤ m, we say that we can compress the source’s output at a rate of m/n. As it
turns out, the optimal rate at which we can compress information with vanishing
error probability is exactly given by the Shannon entropy [97, Theorem 9], which
is referred to as Shannon’s data compression theorem, Shannon’s source coding
theorem or Shannon’s noiseless channel coding theorem.

If the symbols additionally become subject to noise during transmission, this leads
to another of Shannon’s fundamental results referred to as Shannon’s noisy channel
coding theorem. In this theorem, Shannon showed that the reliable communication
over noisy classical channels can be achieved using channel coding.

Let T : A → B denote the classical channel that describes the noise affecting
individual symbols. The input to the channel is given by a symbol a ∈ {0, 1} of
random variable A, which is distributed according to the probability distribution
pA(a), and the channel outputs a symbol b ∈ {0, 1} of the random variable B
according to the probability distribution pB|A(b|a). Then, a coding scheme consists
of an encoder and decoder that encode and decode messages in a way such that they
are transmitted correctly with high probability (see also Figure 1.1).

Definition 1.1.15 (Shannon channel coding scheme). Let T : A → B, be a classical
channel, and let n,m ∈ N and ϵ > 0.

Then, an (n,m, ϵ)-coding scheme consists of an encoding operation E : {1, 2, ..., 2m} →
An and a decoding operation D : Bn → {1, 2, ..., 2m} such that

Prob[x ̸= D ◦ T⊗n ◦ E(x)] ≤ ϵ

for all bit strings x ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2m}.
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Figure 1.1: Basic setup for classical communication over a classical channel. An
encoder encodes a message of m bits, x ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2m} into a codeword an ∈ An

which is a bitstring of n bits. The codeword is sent from the sender to the receiver by
n uses of the channel T . After receiving the noisy output bn ∈ Bn of n applications
of T , the decoder produces an estimate x′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2m}, which should ideally be
identical to the original message x. (All the information in this picture is classical,
but we already use our convention where classical information transfer is indicated
by double lines, while the transfer of quantum information is indicated by single
lines.)

A given coding scheme can then achieve a certain communication rate (although
perhaps the rate is zero), and the tightest bound on the achievable rate is the channel’s
Shannon capacity:

Definition 1.1.16 (Shannon capacity). Let T : A → B be a classical channel.

If, for every n ∈ N, there exists an (n,m(n), ϵ(n)) Shannon channel coding scheme,
then a rate R ≥ 0 is called achievable for classical communication via the classical
channel T if

R ≤ lim inf
n→∞

{m(n)

n

}
and

lim
n→∞

ϵ(n) → 0.

The Shannon capacity of T is given by

CS(T ) = sup
R

{R|R achievable for classical communication via T}.

Again, we may consider encoding messages in such a way that typical sequences
have shorter codewords - but since the channel corrupts some symbols, we also
have to consider which symbol sequences the channel may typically map to, and
how the two sets are related. This gives rise to a notion of conditional typicality
[120, Section 14.6,14.9]. It turns out that the size of the conditional typical set
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and the typical set of input sequences can be related to the rates at which we can
communicate. As a consequence, the following non-asymptotic single-letter formula
for the channel capacity can be obtained:

Theorem 1.1.17 (Shannon’s noisy channel coding theorem, [97, Section 13]). Let
X denote a discrete random variable with a set of possible values {x} that is
distributed according to a probability distribution pX . Let T (X) = Y be the output
of a classical channel T , which transmits the symbols according to a probability
distribution pY |X . Then, we have:

CS(T ) = max
pX

I(X : Y )pXY
.

The original proof was provided by Shannon in [97, Section 13], but a detailed
version of the arguments can also be found in [120, Theorem 14.10.1].

This theorem establishes the mutual information between the the random variable X
and the output Y = T (X) as the fundamental rate at which we can communicate via
a channel T .

1.1.4 Communication via a quantum channel
When quantum effects occur, it is natural to ask how they change compression and
communication. On the one hand, for example, a transmission line may naturally
have quantum properties. On the other hand, some quantum effects between distant
systems, like quantum entanglement, suggest a notion of communication which is
fundamentally different from classical communication.

Many ideas from classical information theory have quantum generalizations and
analogues that appear in the study of quantum communication, such as a notion of
quantum typicality [120, Chapter 15]. Based on these concepts, Schumacher [94]
devised a scheme that achieves quantum data compression of a quantum information
source at a rate which is equal to the von Neumann entropy of the source, suggesting
the interpretation of the qubit as a unit of quantum information, and the von Neumann
entropy as a measure of quantum information.

Some classical results, such as Theorem 1.1.17, do not have a straightforward
counterpart in quantum information theory. Suitable methods and achievable rates
for quantum channel coding depend on the communication setup and can vary
significantly. Two such setups will be the main players in this thesis and will be
described in the rest of this section.

Classical communication via a quantum channel

The ability of quantum systems to transmit classical information can be analyzed in
a setup where the information is encoded into a quantum system’s state instead of a
classical bitstring, which serves as input into the channel (see also Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Basic setup for classical communication over a quantum channel.
The encoding map E maps a bit string x of length m to a quantum state in M⊗n

dA
. The

quantum channel T acts on each of the n subsystems, and the decoder D decodes the
received quantum state to a bit string x′, which should be identical to the input bit
string x. Note that classical information transfer is indicated by double lines (input
into encoder, output of decoder), while the transfer of quantum states is indicated by
single lines.

Definition 1.1.18 (Classical communication coding scheme). Let T : MdA → MdB

be a quantum channel, and let n,m ∈ N and ϵ > 0.

Then, an (n,m, ϵ)-coding scheme for classical communication consists of quantum
channels E : C2m → M⊗n

dA
and D : M⊗n

dA
→ C

2m such that

F
(
X,D ◦ T⊗n ◦ E(X)

)
≥ 1− ϵ

where X = |x⟩⟨x|, for all bit strings x ∈ {0, 1}m.

When a coding scheme exists for a channel T for some ϵ > 0 and some combination
ofm and n, then we can communicate via this channel at a rate ofm/n and with error
ϵ. The maximum such rate in the asymptotic limit with vanishing communication
error is called the classical capacity of a quantum channel T .

Definition 1.1.19 (Classical capacity of a quantum channel). Let T : MdA → MdB

be a quantum channel.

If, for every n ∈ N, there exists an (n,m(n), ϵ(n))-coding scheme for classical
communication, then a rate R ≥ 0 is called achievable for classical communication
via the quantum channel T if

R ≤ lim inf
n→∞

{m(n)

n

}
and

lim
n→∞

ϵ(n) → 0.
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The classical capacity of T is given by

C(T ) = sup
R

{R|R achievable for classical communication via T}.

To study whether the quantum nature of the channel could aid in information transfer
or not, Holevo introduced the following helpful quantity, which is closely connected
to the classical capacity because of the Holevo-Schumacher-Westmoreland theorem
[53, 95] (restated in Theorem 1.1.26).

Definition 1.1.20 (Holevo quantity and Holevo capacity). Let {pi, ρi} be an ensemble
of quantum states ρi ∈ MdB drawn according to a probability distribution {pi}.
The Holevo quantity of this ensemble is given by

χH({pi, ρi}) = H(B)∑
i piρi

−
∑
i

piH(B)ρi .

Let T : MdA → MdB be a quantum channel. The Holevo capacity of a quantum
channel is given by

CH(T ) = sup
{pi,ρi},ρi∈MdA

{
H(B)∑

i piT (ρi)
−
∑
i

piH(B)T (ρi))
}
.

Theorem 1.1.21 ([96, Section 5]). The ensemble that maximizes CH(T ) always
exists for any quantum channel T : MdA → MdB .

There have been alternative formulations of the Holevo capacity. Here, we will
introduce two important alternative formulations and prove that they are equivalent
to the definition. The first is a formulation in terms of a mutual information with a
supremum over cq-state, highlighting the similarity and difference to the classical
scenario. The second is a formulation in terms of a relative entropy which will play
an integral role in Chapter 4.

Theorem 1.1.22 (Alternative formulation 1). For any quantum channel T : MdA′ →
MdB , we have

CH(T ) = max
ρAA′ a cq state

I(B : A)(id⊗T )(ρAA′ ).
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Proof. This is a consequence of the properties of cq-states:

max
ρ a cq state

I(B : A)(id⊗T )(ρ)

= max
{pi,ρi}

I(B : A)(id⊗T )(
∑

i pi|i⟩⟨i|⊗ρi)

= max
{pi,ρi}

{
H(A)∑

i pi|i⟩⟨i| +H(B)∑
i piT (ρi)

−H(AB)∑
i pi|i⟩⟨i|⊗T (ρi))

}
= max

{pi,ρi}

{
H({pi}) +H(B)∑

i piT (ρi)
−
∑
i

piH(AB)|i⟩⟨i|⊗T (ρi) −H({pi})
}

= max
{pi,ρi}

{
H({pi}) +H(B)∑

i piT (ρi)
−
∑
i

piH(B)T (ρi) −H({pi})
}

= max
{pi,ρi}

{
H(B)∑

i piT (ρi)
−
∑
i

piH(B)T (ρi))
}

= CH(T )

The first equality is by definition of the set of cq-states; the second equality is by
definition of the quantum mutual information. The third equality is true due to
the orthogonality of the classical states on system A. The fourth equality is true
because |i⟩⟨i| ⊗ T (ρi) is separable, which implies H(AB)|i⟩⟨i|⊗T (ρi) = H(A)|i⟩⟨i| +
H(B)T (ρi) = H(B)T (ρi), because |i⟩⟨i| is pure.

In Theorem 1.1.25, we give an alternative formulation in terms of relative entropy that
was first studied in [96], and subsequently in [111]. The proof is less straight-forward
and will require two extra lemmata (1.1.23 and 1.1.24) that are given below:

Lemma 1.1.23 (Average of relative entropies). Let {pi, ρi} be an ensemble of
quantum states ρi ∈ Md, associated with a probability pi. Then, we have

χH({pi, ρi}) =
∑
i

piD(ρi||
∑
j

pjρj).

Proof. For any ensemble {pi, ρi}, we have that

χH({pi, ρi}) = H(B)∑
i piρi

−
∑
i

piH(B)ρi)

= − tr
(∑

i

piρi log

(∑
j

pjρj

))
+
∑
k

pk tr
(
ρk log(ρk)

)
=
∑
i

pi(− tr
(
ρi log

(∑
j

pjρj

))
+ tr

(
ρi log(ρi)

)
=
∑
i

pi(tr
(
ρi
(
log(ρi)− log

(∑
j

pjρj

)))
=
∑
i

piD(ρi||
∑
j

pjρj).
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The first two equalities are obtained by explicitly writing out the von Neumann
entropy. The third and fourth equalities are due of the linearity of the trace, and
the final equality is true by the definition of the quantum state divergence, Defini-
tion 1.1.10.

Lemma 1.1.24 (Equal distance property, [96, Section 5]). Suppose ρ∗k ∈ Md is one
of the states in the ensemble {p∗i , ρ∗i } that maximizes the Holevo quantity, i.e. we
have χH({p∗i , ρ∗i }) = max{pi,ρi} χH({pi, ρi}). Then, we have that

D(ρ∗k||
∑
j

p∗jρ
∗
j) = χH({p∗i , ρ∗i }).

This also implies that D(ρ∗k||
∑

j p
∗
jρ

∗
j) = χH({p∗i , ρ∗i }) ∀k, since χH({p∗i , ρ∗i }) is

equal to the average in Lemma 1.1.23.

With these two lemmata, we prove that the Holevo capacity is equal to the solution
of the following optimization problem:

Theorem 1.1.25 (Alternative formulation 2, [96]). For any quantum channel T :
MdA → MdB , we have

CH(T ) = min
σ∈MdB

max
ρ∈MdA

D(T (ρ)||σ).

Proof. To prove this, we use the fact that we can write χH({pi, ρi}) of an ensemble
{pi, ρi} of quantum states ρi ∈ MdB associated with a probability pi as an average
of quantum divergences as in Lemma 1.1.23. For any quantum state σ ∈ MdB , we
can rewrite this in the following way:

χH({pi, ρi}) =
∑
i

piD(ρi||
∑
j

pjρj)

=
∑
i

pi(tr
(
ρi
(
log(ρi)− log

(∑
j

pjρj

))
+ log(σ)− log(σ)

)
=
∑
i

piD(ρi||σ)−D(
∑
i

piρi||σ)

As a consequence, we have that χH({pi, ρi}) ≤
∑

i piD(ρi||σ) ≤ maxiD(ρi||σ)
for all quantum states σ, and therefore also for the quantum state that minimizes the
expression. Therefore, we have

χH({pi, ρi}) ≤ min
σ

max
i
D(ρi||σ).

This is also true for the ensemble that maximizes the Holevo quantity in the expres-
sion for CH(T ), and therefore, we have

CH(T ) = χH({p∗i , T (ρ∗i )}) ≤ min
σ

max
ρ
D(T (ρ)||σ).
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On the other hand, due to the equal distance property in Lemma 1.1.24, we have that,
for all k,

CH(T ) = χH({p∗i , T (ρ∗i )})

= D(T (ρ∗k)||
∑
j

p∗jρ
∗
j)

≥ min
σ
D(T (ρ∗k)||σ)

= min
σ

max
ρ
D(T (ρ)||σ)

In combination, we have equality between the Holevo capacity and the optimization
problem above.

The classical capacity and the Holevo capacity are related in the following way:

Theorem 1.1.26 (Holevo–Schumacher–Westmoreland theorem, [120, Chapter 20.3]).
Let T : MdA → MdB be a quantum channel. Let C(T ) denote the channel’s
classical capacity, and CH(T ) denote the channel’s Holevo capacity. For any
channel T , we have

C(T ) = lim
n→∞

1

n
CH(T

⊗n).

This also implies that CH(T ) ≤ C(T ) for any channel T .

For a while, it was an open question whether or not the Holevo quantity is additive
(in the tensor-product sense) for all quantum channels. This so called additivity
conjecture was widely believed to be true by many researchers, because it holds
true for many commonly considered classes of quantum channels [66, 102], and
because numerical searches did not turn up any counter-example. In 2009, Hastings
[48] provided a non-constructive counter-example to the additivity conjecture; it was
further shown that this counter-example appears in rather high dimensions, and for a
high number of channel copies [36, Proposition 3]. It is an open question whether
counter-examples to the additivity conjecture exist for small input and output channel
dimension and small numbers of tensor products.

Theorem 1.1.27 ([48]). There exists a quantum channel T : MdA → MdB and a
number N ∈ N+ with

CH(T ) <
1

N
CH(T

⊗N).

Entanglement-assisted communication via a quantum channel

One of the most important basic quantum communication protocols is superdense
coding [16], which allows a sender and a receiver with access to one maximally
entangled state to transmit two classical bits through the use of one perfect quantum
channel by the procedure sketched in Figure 1.3. In other words, a single identity
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channel id2 : M2 → M2, when assisted by entanglement, can transmit classical
information at a rate of 2 bits per channel use. Without entanglement, the channel
can only transmit one classical bit per channel use.

Figure 1.3: Basic setup of the superdense coding protocol. Let the sender and the
receiver each hold one qubit from a maximally entangled state |ϕ+⟩ = 1√

2
(|00⟩ +

|11⟩). The sender performs an encoding E : C2 ⊗ M2 → M2 of two classical
bits a ∈ {0, 1} and b ∈ {0, 1} by performing one of the 4 quantum gates Gab =
{12, σx, σy, σz} on their part of the maximally entangled state. Subsequently, they
send their part of the entangled state through the channel id2, so that the receiver
now holds the entire 2-qubit state (Gab ⊗ 12) |ϕ+⟩. By performing a measurement
in the Bell basis as a decoder D : M2 ⊗M2 → C

2, the receiver can deduce which
message the sender intended to send from the measurement output.

This protocol highlights how entanglement between the sender and the receiver can
enhance communication. Based on this idea, we can generally consider a coding
scheme where the sender and receiver have entanglement (see also Figure 1.4):

Definition 1.1.28 (Entanglement-assisted coding scheme). Let T : MdA → MdB

be a quantum channel, and let n,m ∈ N, Rea ∈ R+ and ϵ > 0.

Then, an (n,m, ϵ, Rea)-coding scheme for entanglement-assisted communication
consists of quantum channels E : C2m ⊗ M⊗⌊nRea⌋

2 → M⊗n
dA

and D : M⊗n
dA

⊗
M⊗⌊nRea⌋

2 → C
2m such that

F
(
X,D ◦

(
(T⊗n ◦ E)⊗ id

⊗⌊nRea⌋
2

)
(X ⊗ ϕ

⊗⌊nRea⌋
+ )

)
≥ 1− ϵ

where X = |x⟩⟨x|, for all bit strings x ∈ {0, 1}m.

Remark 1.1.29. Here, ϕ+ = |ϕ+⟩⟨ϕ+|, where |ϕ+⟩ = 1√
2
(|00⟩ + |11⟩) denotes

a maximally entangled state of two qubits. Like in [14], we define entanglement-
assistance with respect to copies of the maximally entangled state ϕ+. Without
loss of generality, we could allow assistance by copies of arbitrary pure entangled
states, since they can be prepared efficiently from maximally entangled states by the
process of entanglement dilution [78, 14] using of a sublinear amount of classical
communication from one party to the other [47, Theorem 1]. It turns out that
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Figure 1.4: Basic setup for entanglement-assisted communication. The encoding
map E maps a bit string x of length m and one part of each entangled state ϕ+ to a
quantum state in M⊗n

dA
. The quantum channel T acts on each of the n subsystems,

and the decoder D uses the other part of each maximally entangled state to decode
the received quantum state to a bit string x′, which should be identical to the input bit
string x. Note that classical information transfer is indicated by double lines (input
into encoder, output of decoder), while the transfer of quantum states is indicated by
single lines.

even entirely arbitrary entangled states (not of product form) cannot increase the
communication rate [12] and it is therefore sufficient to use maximally entangled
states as the entanglement resource.

For a rate of entanglement-assistance Rea = 0 in the above definition, the scenario
reduces to the scheme for classical communication with no entanglement-assistance
as introduced in [95, 53]. For Rea ≥ supφH(A)φ, where the supremum goes over
pure bipartite states φ, the entanglement-assisted capacity does not increase with
more entangled states [47], and we will henceforth focus on this scenario.

Definition 1.1.30 (Entanglement-assisted capacity). Let T : MdA → MdB be a
quantum channel and let Rea ∈ R+ be the rate of entanglement-assistance.

If, for some Rea and for every n ∈ N, there exists an (n,m(n), ϵ(n), Rea)-coding
scheme for entanglement-assisted communication, then a rate R ≥ 0 is called
achievable for entanglement-assisted communication via the quantum channel T if

R ≤ lim inf
n→∞

{m(n)

n

}
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and

lim
n→∞

ϵ(n) → 0.

The entanglement-assisted capacity of T is given by

Cea(T ) = sup
R

{R|R achievable for entanglement-assisted communication via T}.

Importantly, the entanglement-assisted capacity is equal to the quantum mutual
information of the channel input and output:

Theorem 1.1.31 (Entanglement-assisted capacity Theorem, [15, 14]). Let T :
MdA′ → MdB be a quantum channel. Then, we have:

Cea(T ) = sup
ρAA′

I(B : A)(id⊗T )(ρAA′ )

where the supremum is over all pure quantum states ρAA′ ∈ MdA ⊗MdA′ .

For an alternative, detailed proof, see also [120, Section 21.4-21.5].

This theorem highlights that the entanglement-assisted capacity can be understood
as the true quantum analogue of the completely classical version from Shannon’s
noisy channel coding theorem 1.1.17. In particular, this means that the entanglement-
assisted capacity does indeed satisfy additivity.

In Chapter 4, we will show that the entanglement-assisted capacity can be rewritten
in terms of a quantum divergence, which resembles the divergence radius formulation
for the Holevo capacity in Theorem 1.1.25.

These three notions of capacity (the classical capacity, the Holevo capacity and the
entanglement-assisted capacity) are the ones who appear most in this thesis; other
notions of capacity, such as quantum capacity and private capacity have also been
defined and studied in many interesting contexts.

In our work in Chapter 2, we consider communication setups for entanglement-
assisted communication which confirm and supplement the practical relevance
of Theorem 1.1.31. We study a notion of capacity where we take noise effects
into account which arise from the quantum nature of the encoding and decoding
operation, see Section 2.3.2, and we study a notion of capacity for channels with
highly correlated noisy input, which we refer to as capacity under arbitrarily varying
perturbations, see Section 2.4.1. While both of these communication scenarios are
not covered by standard techniques, we show that we can still achieve rates that are
close to the rates from the standard scenario in Theorem 1.1.31.

Given all of these different notions of capacity in the quantum realm, it is also an
interesting question of how they compare to one another; some such relationships
have been shown in [14]. For example, it is straightforward to see that the classical
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capacity of a given channel is smaller or equal to the entanglement-assisted capacity
of the same channel as the maximization of the mutual information runs over a
smaller set of states. It is not known how much larger the entanglement-assisted
capacity can be, but it has been conjectured that it is upper-bounded by the classical
capacity multiplied by a dimension-dependent factor in [14]. In Chapter 4, we prove
this conjecture for a large class of channels.

Examples of quantum channels and their capacities

There are some important examples of quantum channels which will frequently be
referred to in this thesis. Many of these channel models have closed-form expressions
for capacities which will play a role in Chapter 4. Here, we will introduce some
such quantum channels and review what is known about their capabilities to transmit
quantum information.

Example 1.1.32 (Erasure channel). An erasure channel with erasure probability
p is a quantum channel which applies an identity with probability 1− p, and with
probability p, it erases the state and returns an erasure flag in the form of an
orthogonal state |e⟩⟨e|, i.e.

ρ→ (1− p)ρ+ p |e⟩⟨e| .

For this channel, the Holevo capacity is [56, Exercise 8.7]:

CH(Tp) = (1− p)CH(id) = (1− p) log d

and the entanglement-assisted capacity is [56, Exercise 9.2]:

Cea(Tp) = 2(1− p) log d.

Example 1.1.33 (Depolarizing channel). Let Tp be the depolarizing channel, which
acts on quantum states in the following way:

Tp(ρ) = (1− p)ρ+ p
1d

d
tr(ρ).

This channel is completely positive for 0 ≤ p ≤ d2

d2−1
.

This channel’s Holevo capacity is given by

CH(Tp) = log d+ (1− p
d− 1

d
) log

(
1− p

d− 1

d

)
+ p

d− 1

d
log
(p
d

)
as can also be found in [56, Exercise 8.9], [15, Eq. 1] and [120, Theorem 20.4.3].
The entanglement-assisted classical capacity of the depolarizing channel is given by
[56, Exercise 9.4], [15, Eq. 3] as

Cea(Tp) = log d2 + (1− p
d2 − 1

d2
) log

(
1− p

d2 − 1

d2

)
+ p

d2 − 1

d2
log
( p
d2

)
.
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Example 1.1.34 (Qubit Pauli channels). As a special case of highly symmetric
quantum channels, Pauli channels [82] can be interpreted as depolarizing quantum
channels with a probability of depolarization that is axis dependent. In the qubit
case, Pauli channels act on states in the following way:

Tp0,p1,p2,p3(ρ) = p0ρ+ p1XρX + p2Y ρY + p3ZρZ

where pi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, and
∑

i pi = 1, described by three independent
parameters.

When two parameters are equal, we refer to the resulting Pauli channel as a covariant
qubit Pauli channel, e.g.

Tp0,p3(ρ) = p0ρ+
(1− p0 − p3)

2
(XρX + Y ρY ) + p3ZρZ.

This channel is covariant under rotations around the Z-axis; since X and Y have the
same coefficient, this channel is described by two independent parameters.

The qubit depolarizing channel with depolarizing probability p is a special case of a
qubit Pauli channel with p0 = (1− 3p

4
), p1 = p2 = p3 = (1− p0) = p/4.

For qubit Pauli channels, an expression for the Holevo capacity can be found in
[104]; for covariant Pauli channels, this expression can be made more explicit and
was computed in [87]. The classical capacity of a covariant qubit Pauli channel is
given by

CH(Tp0,p3) =

{
C1(Tp0,p3) if (p0 − p3)

2 ≥ (2p0 + 2p3 − 1)2

C2(Tp0,p3) else

where

C1(Tp0,p3) = 1+
1− p0 + p3

2
log

(
1− p0 + p3

2

)
+
1 + p0 − p3

2
log

(
1 + p0 − p3

2

)
,

C2(Tp0,p3) = 1 + (p0 + p3) log(p0 + p3) + (1− p0 − p3) log(1− p0 − p3).

The entanglement-assisted capacity of a covariant qubit Pauli channel is

Cea(Tp0,p3) = 2 + p0 log(p0) + p3 log(p3) + (1− p0 − p3) log

(
1− p0 − p3

2

)
.

Example 1.1.35 (Qubit amplitude damping channel). Let ρ =
(
ρ00 ρ01
ρ10 ρ11

)
be a qubit

quantum state. Then, the amplitude damping channel with damping parameter
γ ∈ [0, 1] transforms the state in the following way:

Tγ(ρ) =

(
ρ00 + γρ11

√
(1− γ)ρ01√

(1− γ)ρ10 (1− γ)ρ11

)
.
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The Holevo capacity of the amplitude damping channel is given by [14, Eq. 90] as

CH(Tγ) = max
p∈[0,1]

h(γp)− h(
1

2
(1 +

√
1− 4γ(1− γ)p2)),

and the entanglement-assisted capacity of the qubit amplitude damping channel is
given by [14, Eq. 88] as

Cea(Tγ) = max
p∈[0,1]

h(p) + h((1− γ)p)− h(γp).

1.2 Quantum fault-tolerance
Due to the potential of leveraging quantum effects for information transmission
and computation, there have been significant theoretical and experimental steps
towards building and manipulating quantum systems in a controlled manner. One
major challenge in this is that quantum systems are highly susceptible to fluctuations
and noise, and mitigating this is the objective of designing a quantum fault-tolerant
architecture. In this section, we give an overview over state-of-the-art techniques for
fault-tolerance and quantum error correction. More comprehensive reviews can be
found in [88, 39, 107].

1.2.1 Noise in a quantum computer
In a quantum computing device, such as a superconducting qubit platform, a given
quantum computing task is typically realised by a quantum circuit, which is a
sequence of elementary quantum gates applied to a quantum system, typically one
or multiple qubits. In other words, quantum circuits are quantum channels that can
be written as a combination of elementary operations from a gate set.

In the course of this thesis, we will refer to the following list of elementary operations:

• identity gate 1 =

(
1 0
0 1

)

• the three Pauli gates X =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Y =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
and Z =

(
1 0
0 −1

)

• Hadamard gate H =

(
1 1
1 −1

)

• T gate T =

(
1 0
0 eiπ/4

)

• CNOT gate CNOT12 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
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• preparation in the computational basis

• discarding of a qubit (i.e. performing a trace of a subsystem)

• measurements in the computational basis

We assume that a quantum circuit Γ is specified by a particular decomposition,
which we may call its circuit diagram. The set of elementary operations in the
circuit diagram is the circuit’s set of locations Loc(Γ), and the number of elementary
operations in the decomposition is then denoted by |Loc(Γ)|.

The physical setup of qubits and gates that makes up the circuit is then subject to the
noise that governs quantum effects.

One source of noise in a quantum system is decoherence [126, 93]. Decoherence
occurs when a quantum system interacts with its environment and loses its coher-
ence, or its ability to maintain a superposition of states. Experiments observing
and studying decoherence effects have been performed for a variety of quantum
computing setups, including superconducting qubits [26, 116] and trapped ion qubits
[60, 81, 112].

Another source of error during the course of a quantum computation is the noise
caused by manipulating the quantum system’s state by imperfect quantum gates [33].
These effects can occur due to imperfect control of the gates, or due to fluctuations
in the system’s parameters during the time duration of the gate operation, and
they have also been observed for many quantum computing platforms, including
superconducting qubits [37, 121] and trapped ion qubits [22].

In our work in this thesis, we will largely consider circuits that are subject to noise
described by the i.i.d. Pauli noise model. In this model, each gate of the circuit is
affected locally by noise in the form of additional Pauli channels being inserted into
the circuit diagram according to the following rules (see also Definition II.1 in [27]):

• For single qubit gates, a Pauli channel is applied after the gate.

• For two qubit gates, a tensor product of two Pauli channels is applied after the
gate.

• For preparation gates, a Pauli channel is applied after the gate.

• For a measurement gate or a trace gate, a Pauli channel is applied before the
gate.

The locations where a Pauli channel is inserted, and which Pauli channel is inserted,
are specified by a fault pattern F . Any possible fault pattern F is selected with
a (classical) probability P (F ) = (1 − p)(p/3)lx+ly+lz where lk is the number of
locations where a fault of type k = {id, x, y, z} appears. We will often represent a
fault-affected quantum circuit as a mixture of circuits affected by different Pauli fault
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patterns F with probability P (F ). In our model, each gate is faulty with probability
p.

This model for the noise in a quantum circuit is frequently employed in theoretical
works such as [6, 41], and has been found to be a decent approximation to the noise
observed on the experimental data of real quantum devices, for example in [25] for
superconducting qubits and [127, Fig. S2] for trapped ion qubits. In Section 2.8.3,
will briefly remark on the use of this model for our work on communication theory
in Chapter 2 .

We denote a quantum circuit Γ which is affected by noise where a fault pattern
F occurs with a probability according to a distribution F by [Γ]F ("the circuit Γ
affected by the noise model F").

The prevalence of errors in a quantum system dictates whether or not useful long
computations can be performed on a quantum computer. If all gates, preparations
and measurements are noisy, it becomes almost inevitable that an error will occur
during a long computation, which can have devastating effects on the result. It is
therefore integral that we construct our quantum systems and quantum operations
so as to protect against this noise - for example, it would seemingly be unwise to
perform a gate, immediately followed by its inverse. At least to some degree, our
implementation of the protocol can be either well-protected or badly protected from
noise. And it would be even better if we could implement our computation in such a
way that it is robust against quantum errors, so that we can detect or correct them!

Quantum fault-tolerance is a set of techniques and methods used in quantum comput-
ing to protect against errors and ensure the reliable operation of quantum computers.
The basic idea behind fault-tolerance is to design quantum algorithms and architec-
tures in such a way that they can tolerate a certain amount of noise and errors in the
system without compromising the accuracy of the computation.

This is typically achieved by employing techniques from quantum error correction
in order to make the quantum information highly redundant so that errors which
affect a low enough number of qubits become correctable.

There are two crucial aspects to this. One is the assumption that errors are local,
in the sense that errors on single qubits or gates dominate over errors that affect
mutual qubits at once. The other is that the redundancy of the quantum information
should be achieved with a small number of resources; this is often referred to as
overhead. The more qubits are used, the more likely it becomes that errors will affect
the system.

This means that simply adding more qubits is not the solution; instead, the methods
of quantum error correction rely on clever tricks that simultaneously correct or detect
the errors while keeping the overhead low. In the well-known stabilizer formalism,
this corresponds to finding a subgroup of the Pauli group that is well-suited for
protecting the information [38]. Then, a computation can be implemented in a
protected subspace with the help of fault-tolerant procedures or gadgets, which limit
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the propagation of error. We will introduce the mathematical formalism related to
these concepts more precisely in Section 1.2.2.

Even as experimental setups and devices keep improving, it is believed that some
quantum effects such as decoherence will never make it possible to execute gates
quickly enough so as to avoid that any error happens at all [89, 109]. It is not unrea-
sonable to suppose that fault-tolerance is a concept that will likely have relevance
beyond near-term devices and algorithms (at least, if quantum computers will have
relevance).

There exist several proposals for quantum error correcting codes with unique advan-
tages and challenges for near-term implementation. Each quantum error correcting
code comes with an overhead, connectivity, thresholds, a set of transversal gates, and
various other aspects which can make them more or less suited for a computing task.
We will introduce some examples of quantum error correcting codes in Section 1.2.3.

1.2.2 Fault-tolerant implementation of quantum circuits
In order to protect a quantum circuit against noise, it is integral to choose a clever
implementation (by which we mean qubit setup and gate setup) that protects against
errors as much as possible. Quantum error correction provides one framework for
clever circuit implementation.

Given a specific quantum circuit, we will refer to its qubits as logical qubits, and
its gates as logical gates. The state of a logical qubit is encoded in a fault-tolerant
way into a larger number of physical qubits. For this section, we will consider
codes where one single logical qubit is encoded in the quantum state of K physical
qubits. This can be referred to as "implementing a quantum circuit in a quantum
error correcting code".

With a well-selected construction, the whole computation can then be protected
against noise. This is sometimes referred to as a "fault-tolerant implementation of a
quantum circuit in a quantum error correcting code" or a "fault-tolerant simulation
of the quantum circuit".

The notion of a "fault-tolerant implementation" by itself is not necessarily tied to
implementations in a quantum error correcting code; sometimes, a circuit imple-
mentation may be fault-tolerant without any redundancy or code-based construction,
and/or due to some completely different reason. Fault-tolerance chiefly refers to the
ability of an implemented circuit which is subject to some noise model to perform
like the ideal, noiseless circuit with high probability, as long as the noise is not
too bad. This is formally described by a threshold theorem, which states that a
circuit is fault-tolerant (logical errors occur with low probability) if the probability
of a physical error occuring is below a certain threshold. (As an example, consider
Theorem 1.2.9 for the threshold theorem of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code.)

In essence, quantum error correction works because, when assuming a local error
model such as the i.i.d. Pauli model at the level of the physical qubits, the probability
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of our logical qubits being corrupted (decoded incorrectly) is significantly smaller.
This means that well-constructed implementations in a quantum error correcting
code often fulfill a threshold theorem, and can thus achieve fault-tolerance.

Let ΠK be the Pauli group on K qubits. A stabilizer code is obtained by selecting
a commuting (abelian) subgroup S of ΠK that does not contain −1⊗K , and any
stabilizer code has an associated simultaneous +1-eigenspace C ∈ (C2)⊗K , which
is called the code space. This commuting subgroup S is referred to as the stabilizer
group of this code.

Stabilizer codes withL = log(dim(C)) logical qubits encoded intoK physical qubits,
which have code distance δ are denoted by [[K,L, δ]] codes in double brackets. The
code distance δ refers to the minimum weight (i.e. number of physical qubits
on which it acts non-trivially) of an operator in the N(S)/S, where N(S) is the
normalizer of the stabilizer group. A code with distance δ can detect up to δ − 1
errors, and it can correct up to δ−1

2
errors. Therefore, in order to correct one error, a

code must thus have a distance of δ = 3 or more.

Unless stated otherwise (e.g. in Chapter 3), we will assume in this thesis that
the code space has dimension 2, i.e. a single qubit is encoded (L = 1), and the
stabilizer subgroup is generated by K − 1 independent elements. We will denote
these generators by g1, . . . , gK−1, and we will denote the basis of the code space by{∣∣0〉 , ∣∣1〉}.

Any product Pauli operator E : (C2)⊗K → (C2)⊗K either commutes or anti-
commutes with the elements of this stabilizer group and can be associated to a
vector

s = (s1, . . . , sK−1) ∈ {0, 1}K−1,

where si = 0 if the Pauli operator E commutes with the generator gi, or si = 1 if
they anti-commute. This vector s is referred to as the syndrome corresponding to the
error E.

A general quantum state can be decomposed in terms of eigenspaces associated to
the syndromes, as

(C2)⊗K =
⊕

s∈{0,1}K−1

Ws,

where Ws is the common eigenspace of the operators g1, . . . , gK−1 where we have
an eigenvalue (−1)si for gi for each i. Each Ws has the same dimension as the
codespace (which we take to be equal to 2) and can be associated (non-uniquely) to
some Pauli operator Es such that

Ws = span
{
Es
∣∣0〉 , Es ∣∣1〉} . (1.1)

Then, we can find a basis transformation D : (C2)⊗K → C
2⊗ (C2)⊗(K−1) such that

D
(
Es
∣∣b〉) = |b⟩ ⊗ |s⟩ (1.2)

for any b ∈ {0, 1} and any s ∈ {0, 1}K−1. This selection of Es determines which
errors will be correctable by the code, and we illustrate this with an example in
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Section 1.2.3. We will frequently denote the zero syndrome corresponding to the
error E0 = 1

⊗K
2 (informally, "no error") by |0⟩⟨0| ∈ M⊗(K−1)

2 .

To map between the space of the logical qubits (containing ancillas/syndrome space)
and the physical qubits, we define the quantum channels Dec∗ : M⊗K

2 → M⊗K
2

and its inverse Enc∗ : M⊗K
2 → M⊗K

2 (see also [27, Section IIC]), acting as
Dec∗(X) = DXD†, and an ideal error correcting channel:

EC∗ = Enc∗ ◦(id2⊗ |0⟩⟨0| tr) ◦Dec∗ .

These channels are mathematical objects which are useful to our analysis of noisy
gates rather than real, implemented circuits. They conveniently allow us to relate
the ideal, noiseless gate decomposition of a circuit to its implementation in the error
correcting code.

Gates from the ideal circuit are implemented as gadgets on physical qubits, as defined
more precisely below:

Definition 1.2.1 (Gadgets, [27, Definition II.3]). We define gadgets for 4 distinct
cases of elementary gates:

1. For each elementary single qubit gate G : M2 → M2, we define a gadget
G : M⊗K

2 → M⊗K
2 such that

Dec∗ ◦ G ◦ Enc∗(· ⊗ |0⟩⟨0|) = G(·)⊗ |0⟩⟨0| .

2. For each elementary two qubit gate G : M⊗2
2 → M⊗2

2 , we define a gadget
G : M⊗2K

2 → M⊗2K
2 such that

(Dec∗)⊗2 ◦G ◦ (Enc∗)⊗2(· ⊗ |0⟩⟨0|⊗2) = G(·)⊗ |0⟩⟨0|⊗2 .

3. Let GP : C → M2 be a preparation gate. Then, we define a preparation
gadget GP : C→ M⊗K

2 such that

Dec∗ ◦ GP = GP ⊗ |0⟩⟨0| .

4. Let GM : M2 → C be a measurement gate. Then, we define a measurement
gadget GM : M⊗K

2 → C such that

GM ◦ Enc∗(· ⊗ |0⟩⟨0|) = GM(·).

To implement a circuit in an error correcting code such that its behaviour matches
with a noiseless version of the same circuit with high probability, an error correction
gadget can be performed between every operation to stop errors from accumulating.
The concatenated object obtained from a gate gadget and an error correction gadget
is referred to as a rectangle of an elementary operation in [6, 27].
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Example 1.2.2. This sketch illustrates how a small example circuit is implemented in
an error-correcting code. This circuit has two logical qubits, one logical single-qubit
gate G and one logical two-qubit gate G′. In the implementation in an error-
correcting code, each gate is replaced by the concatenation of its corresponding
gadget (e.g. G or G

′
) and an error-correction gadget EC, except the measurement

gate, which is just replaced by its gadget.

G

G′ 7→

EC G EC

G
′

EC

EC EC

For any code, we can think of ways to construct such gadgets. However, this does not
automatically mean that a construction is fault-tolerant; the fault-tolerance of a given
implementation has to be analyzed carefully. The need for this arises from the fact
that a rectangle may receive noisy input; then, limiting the number of faults we allow
in each rectangle to 1 may still lead to uncorrectable errors. Aliferis, Gottesman
and Preskill [6] therefore introduce a method wherein gadgets are grouped together
with the error-correction gadgets preceding and following it, limiting the amount
of errors in the rectangle and its input. This grouping is referred to as extended
rectangle (exRec). Then, the circuit can be regarded as a construction made up of
(overlapping) exRecs, and the characteristics of this construction determine whether
the implementation of a quantum circuit protects well against noise.

Example 1.2.3. Consider the encoded circuit from Example 1.2.2. Here, we illustrate
how this circuit can be understood as a construction of exRecs, which are illustrated
as blue, yellow and red boxes.

EC G EC

G
′

EC

EC EC
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It can clearly be seen that the exRecs corresponding to the gadgets overlap, and that
their overlap contains the error correction gadgets between them.

Then, in order to analyze a circuit’s behaviour under noise, we define a notion of
well-behavedness for exRecs under a fault pattern F . This is the key characteristic
that exRecs in a circuit must fulfill in order to ensure that the implementation protects
the information. It is defined in terms of the following transformation rules:

Definition 1.2.4 (Well-behaved exRecs, [27, Definition II.5]). For each elementary
gate type G, we denote the corresponding gadget as in Definition 1.2.1 by G. Then,
we define a notion of well-behavedness for each case:

1. For each elementary single qubit gate G : M2 → M2, we define a gadget
G : M⊗K

2 → M⊗K
2 . Let EG = EC ◦G ◦EC be the corresponding exRec and

let F be a i.i.d. Pauli fault pattern on the quantum circuit EG. Then, we call
EG well-behaved under F if

(Dec∗) ◦ [EG]F = (G⊗ SFG) ◦ (Dec∗) ◦ [EC]F

with some quantum channel SFG : M⊗(K−1)
2 → M⊗(K−1)

2 .

2. Let G : M⊗2
2 → M⊗2

2 be an elementary two qubit gate, and denote the
corresponding gadget by G : M⊗2K

2 → M⊗2K
2 . Let EG = EC⊗2 ◦G ◦ EC⊗2

be the corresponding exRec and let F be a i.i.d. Pauli fault pattern on the
quantum circuit EG. Then, we call EG well-behaved under F if

(Dec∗)⊗2 ◦ [EG]F = (G⊗ SFG) ◦ (Dec∗)⊗2 ◦ [EC⊗2]F

with some quantum channel SFG : M⊗2(K−1)
2 → M⊗2(K−1)

2 .

3. Let GP : C → M2 be a preparation gate, and denote the corresponding
gadget by GP : C→ M⊗K

2 . Let EGP
= EC ◦GP be the corresponding exRec

and let F be a i.i.d. Pauli fault pattern on the quantum circuit EGP
. Then, we

call EGP
well-behaved under F if

Dec∗ ◦[EGP
]F = (GP ⊗ σFGP

)

with some state σFGP
∈ M⊗(K−1)

2 .

4. Let GM : M2 → C be a measurement gate, and denote the corresponding
gadget by GM : M⊗K

2 → C. Let EGM
= GM ◦ EC be the corresponding

exRec and let F be a i.i.d. Pauli fault pattern on the quantum circuit EGM
.

Then, we call EGM
well-behaved under F if

[EGM
]F = (GM ⊗ tr) ◦Dec∗ ◦[EC]F .

Note that the above transformation rules are sketched in Figure 1.5.
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EC G EC Dec∗ = EC Dec∗
G

EC Dec∗ =

EC = EC Dec∗

tr

Figure 1.5: Pictorial representation of well-behaved exRecs for cases 1,3 and 4 from
Definition 1.2.4. We highlight the operations on the syndrome space in grey.

Definition 1.2.5 (Well-behaved quantum circuits). If every exRec in an implemen-
tation of a circuit Γ in an error correcting code C which is affected by some Pauli
fault pattern F is well-behaved, we call the implementation of the circuit [ΓC]F
well-behaved under F .

If a circuit is well-behaved, its subparts can be transformed in the manner represented
by Figure 1.5, and the whole circuit can be related to the corresponding ideal circuit
decoupled from the syndrome space:

Lemma 1.2.6 ([6, Lemma 4] and [27, Lemma II.6]). Let C ∈ (C2)⊗K be a stabilizer
code with dim(C) = 2, and let Dec∗ be the ideal decoding operation for this
code. Let F be a Pauli fault pattern. Let Γ : M⊗n

2 → M⊗m
2 be a quantum

circuit. If [ΓC ◦ EC⊗n]F is well behaved under F , there exists a quantum channel
SF : M⊗n(K−1)

2 → M⊗m(K−1)
2 such that

(Dec∗)⊗m ◦ [ΓC ◦ EC⊗n]F = (Γ⊗ SF ) ◦ (Dec∗)⊗n ◦ [EC⊗n]F .

Example 1.2.7. As an example of applying the transformation rules for exRecs in
Definition 1.2.4 to a well-behaved circuit, we choose the circuit from Example 1.2.2
and illustrate each step of the transformation in Figure 1.6.

For the above implementation in terms of gadgets and rectangles, the probability of a
given quantum circuit being fault-tolerant can be bounded by a union bound over the
probability that each exRec in the circuit is well-behaved. This probability, if it is
high enough for a specific implementation of exRecs, may then allow us to formulate
a threshold theorem, e.g. Theorem 1.2.9 for the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code.
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EC G EC

G
0

EC

EC EC

=

EC G EC

G
0

EC Dec⇤

EC EC Dec⇤

=

EC G EC Dec⇤ G0

EC Dec⇤

=

EC Dec⇤
G

G0

EC Dec⇤

=

G

G0

Figure 1.6: If every exRec in a circuit is well-behaved, the transformation rules ensure
that all of the circuits above are equivalent. Then, the encoded circuit simulation in
the beginning is equivalent to the unencoded circuit on the data qubits, and the data
qubits are completely decoupled from the syndrome space (highlighted in grey).
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1.2.3 Examples of error correcting codes
A large variety of quantum error correcting codes has been proposed based on
existing classical schemes and on the unique properties of quantum systems. It is
an object of highly active research to develop these codes and adapt them to the
needs of near-term quantum hardware. The examples of error correcting codes in
this section and many others can be found in [107, 39, 110], and an overview over
state-of-the-art experimental implementations of different quantum error correction
and detection codes can be found in [1, Table IV].

The 3-qubit Repetition code

The 3-qubit repetition code is associated to the stabilizer generators Z1Z2 and Z2Z3.
Associated with these stabilizers are the following simultaneous eigenstates with
eigenvalue +1: ∣∣0〉 = |000⟩ ,∣∣1〉 = |111⟩ ,

forming a basis of the codespace, which is in this case a 2-dimensional subspace of
the 8-dimensional space. Then, for α, β ∈ C, |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, a state α |0⟩+ β |1⟩
would be encoded as α

∣∣0〉+ β
∣∣1〉 = α |000⟩+ β |111⟩.

On this code, the logical X-gate is the gate X :
∣∣0〉 7→ ∣∣1〉 , ∣∣1〉 7→ ∣∣0〉, which would

be implemented by the gate X1X2X3 applied to the physical qubits.

This code can correct any X-error, so long as only one physical qubit is affected. It is
therefore not a very practical code, as it is ineffective against phase errors. Nonethe-
less, we will use it to illustrate some of the abstract objects from Section 1.2.2.

Syndrome X1 X2 X3

Z1Z2 1 1 0
Z2Z3 0 1 1

Table 1.1: Table outlining the relation between the generators and single-qubit X-
errors. Xi means that a Pauli X-error occurs on the i-th qubit, while 12 is applied
the other two qubits. A value of 0 signifies that the error and the generator commute,
while 1 signifies that they anti-commute.

If a single qubit X-error happens on the second physical qubit, our system would be
in the state α |010⟩+ β |101⟩, and our syndrome measurement would indicate that
the parity of the first and second physical qubit (associated to the Z1Z2 stabilizer,
with(α ⟨010| + β ⟨101|)Z1Z2(α |010⟩ + β |101⟩) = −|α|2 − |β|2 = −1) is 1 and
that the parity of the second and third qubit is 1, giving a bitstring 11 as the resulting
syndrome.

Table 1.1 indicates that each single qubitX-error leads to a distinct syndrome pattern,
and thus allows us to produce a guess about the error that happened. If our syndrome
measurement returns the bitstring 11, we would associate this with an X-error on
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the second qubit, and we would apply X2 to the state in order to correct it. This error
would thus be a correctable error.

There are different error patterns that could give rise to the same syndrome string
- for example, X1X3 would also give rise to the syndrome 11. We thus have some
freedom in associating a Pauli error Es to each syndrome, as outlined in Eq. (1.1).
Depending on our choice, different errors become classified as correctable. Due to
our assumption of locality, it follows that an error on two qubits (in this case qubit
1 and qubit 3) is less likely (∼ p2) than an error on one single qubit (in this case
qubit 2, with probability ∼ p), and would thus be inclined to associate the latter
error with the syndrome 11. In an alternative error model, where we might suppose
that errors on 2 physical qubits are much more likely than single-qubit errors, the
opposite choice would be preferable.

For each of the four possible syndromes, we thus associate them with the following
2-dimensional subspaces:

• W00 = {
∣∣0〉 , ∣∣1〉},

• W10 = {X1

∣∣0〉 , X1

∣∣1〉},

• W11 = {X2

∣∣0〉 , X2

∣∣1〉},

• W01 = {X3

∣∣0〉 , X3

∣∣1〉}.

The space
⊕

i,jWij contains every 3-qubit state.

We define a unitary change of basis such that

D : |000⟩ 7→ |000⟩ , |100⟩ 7→ |001⟩ , |010⟩ 7→ |011⟩ , |001⟩ 7→ |001⟩ ,
|111⟩ 7→ |100⟩ , |011⟩ 7→ |101⟩ , |101⟩ 7→ |111⟩ , |110⟩ 7→ |101⟩

which can be used to construct the decoder in Eq. (1.2).

Consider now the error X1X3 happening on the state
∣∣0〉 (logical |0⟩). Then, the

map from Eq. (1.2) would map this to D(X1X3

∣∣0〉) = D(|101⟩) = D(X2

∣∣1〉) =
|1⟩ ⊗ |11⟩. Now, we would observe the syndrome 11, supposing that an X2 error
happened. To correct this error, we would thus apply X2 - leading to an overall
logical error, where our system would be in state

∣∣1〉 after the correction, when it
should be in

∣∣0〉. This error would still be referred to "correctable", and the corrected
state is still in the code space. We would thus like this error (and other two-qubit or
three-qubit X-errors) to be sufficiently unlikely to occur, and the performance of our
error correcting code is linked to the likelihood of such logical errors.

Any Z-error on one, two or three physical qubits commutes with the generators, and
would thus be an uncorrectable error.

In a model where phase flips occur with the same probability as bit flips, this code is
therefore not an ideal candidate for achieving fault-tolerance. By change of basis,
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we can also define a 3-qubit phase-flip repetition code that corrects all single qubit
Z-errors, but no X-errors; to correct both at the same time, more qubits are needed.
Among the first codes to be proposed which can correct all single qubit errors
were the 7-qubit Steane code [[7,1,3]] [106] (see below) and the 9-qubit Shor code
[[9,1,3]] [101], followed by the 5-qubit code [[5,1,3]] [72, 13].

The [[4,2,2]] error detection code

The [[4,2,2]] error detection code [114, 43] encoded two logical qubits into 4 physical
qubits and can detect all single-qubit errors. The code states are given by:

∣∣00〉 = 1√
2
(|0000⟩+ |1111⟩),

∣∣01〉 = 1√
2
(|1100⟩+ |0011⟩),

∣∣10〉 = 1√
2
(|1010⟩+ |0101⟩),

∣∣11〉 = 1√
2
(|0110⟩+ |1001⟩).

These states span a subspace of dimension 4 of the 4-qubit space of dimension 16,
which is the subspace associated to the +1-eigenvectors of the operators X1X2X3X4

and Z1Z2Z3Z4, which form this code’s stabilizer group for error detection.

Logical X1 on the first qubit is implemented by X1X3 on the physical qubits, and
logical X2 acting the second qubit is implemented by X1X2 on the physical qubits.
Since there are at least two qubits involved in these logical gates, the code distance
is 2; it can thus not correct any errors, and detect exactly one.

Because of its low qubit number, and also because implementing error detection
is currently more feasible than implementing error correction, the [[4,2,2]] code is
particularly well-suited for demonstrations of the principles of fault-tolerance on real-
life current quantum devices. In Chapter 3, the state-of-the-art of implementations of
this code is discussed in more detail and supplemented with our own investigations
for trapped ion quantum computers.

Remark 1.2.8. A [[4,1,2]] Bacon-Shor subsystem error detection code has been
proposed in [100]. While stabilizer codes rely on measurements of the stabilizer
group, subsystem codes construct a gauge group with the stabilizer group as its
center. For complicated stabilizers, this can simplify error detection or correction
because these gauge operators can be easier to measure in terms of how many gates
and qubit connections are needed. For example, the parity measurements proposed
in the [[4,2,2]] code cannot be performed fault-tolerantly; after the measurement
has been performed, the state is not guaranteed to be in the code space. Based on
the [[4,2,2]] Bacon-Shor error detection circuit, the [[4,1,2]] Bacon-Shor subsystem
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code can only protect one logical qubit instead of two, but has fault-tolerant error
detection circuits [100]. Due to this, these error detection circuits can be performed
intermittently, for example after every logical gate, which would prohibit some
combinations of errors that would not be detected in the [[4,2,2]] code.

The 7-qubit Steane code

Figure 1.7: Illustration of the connectivity layout for the 7-qubit Steane code because
of the qubits that have to interact with the same ancilla for the stabilizer measurement.

The 7-qubit Steane code [[7,1,3]] [106] encodes one logical qubit into 7 physical
qubits, and can correct all single-qubit errors. The stabilizer generators for the code
are given by the following set:

g1 = X4X5X6X7,

g2 = X2X3X6X7,

g3 = X1X3X5X7,

g4 = Z4Z5Z6Z7,

g5 = Z2Z3Z6Z7,

g6 = Z1Z3Z5Z7.

The stabilizers mutually commute, [gi, gj] = 0 ∀i, j, and have the joint eigenvectors
|0̄⟩ and |1̄⟩ with eigenvalue +1, where

|0̄⟩7 =
1

8

(
|0000000⟩+ |0001111⟩+ |0110011⟩+ |1010101⟩

+ |0111100⟩+ |1011010⟩+ |1100110⟩+ |1101001⟩
)
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and

|1̄⟩7 =
1

8

(
|1111111⟩+ |1110000⟩+ |1001100⟩+ |0101010⟩

+ |1000011⟩+ |0100101⟩+ |0011001⟩+ |0010110⟩
)
.

These two states thus span the code space of the 7-qubit Steane code. Any 7-qubit
state can then be written as a combination in the basis of the code space and the
subspaces from Eq. (1.1).

Logical Pauli gates are given by X = X⊗7 and Z = Z⊗7.

Any single qubit error applied to these states can be corrected, and the syndromes
associated with X and Z-errors are listed in Table 1.2 and 1.3.

Syndrome X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7

g4 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
g5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
g6 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

Table 1.2: Table outlining the relation between the generators and various single
qubit errors. Xi means that a Pauli X-error occurs on the i-th qubit, while 1 is
applied the other (6) remaining qubits. A value of 0 signifies that the error and the
generator commute, while 1 signifies that they anti-commute.

Syndrome Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7

g1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
g2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
g3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

Table 1.3: Table outlining the relation between the generators and various single
qubit errors. Zi means that a Pauli Z-error occurs on the i-th qubit, while 1 is applied
the other (6) remaining qubits. A value of 0 signifies that the error and the generator
commute, while 1 signifies that they anti-commute.

The concatenated 7-qubit Steane code

The 7-qubit Steane code can be concatenated in order to tolerate higher amounts
of noise [69]. In essence, concatenation refers to a single qubit being encoded
into 7 qubits, and each of the 7 qubits being encoded again into 7 qubits each, so
that a single logical state is encoded into 7l qubits at concatenation level l. For a
concatenated code with level l, the ideal decoder described in Eq. (1.2) is defined
recursively as Dec∗l : M7l

2 → M7l

2 with

Dec∗l = (Dec∗1⊗ id
⊗7(7l−1−1)
2 ) ◦ (Dec∗l−1)

⊗7
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where Dec∗1 = Dec∗ is the ideal decoder associated to the 7-qubit Steane code. An
analogous recursive construction can be found for the encoder Enc∗l : M7l

2 → M7l

2

with
Enc∗l = (Enc∗1)

⊗7l−1 ◦ (Enc∗l−1⊗ id
⊗(7−1)(7l−1−1)
2 )

and Enc∗1 = Enc∗. Figure 1.8 illustrates this concatenation structure further.

Figure 1.8: Sketch of the blockwise application of Dec∗ for the concatenated 7-qubit
Steane code in order to mathematically analyze the circuit. Here, we draw the
construction for the second level l = 2, where 72 = 49 qubits are employed to
encode one qubit.

As discovered in [6], the exRecs in the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code are likely to
be well-behaved, making a circuit implemented in the concatenated 7-qubit Steane
code fault-tolerant with a high degree of protection if the level of concatenation is
sufficient. This is made more precise by the following threshold theorem:

Theorem 1.2.9 (Threshold theorem for the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code, [6, 27]).
For each l ∈ N, let Cl denote the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code
with threshold p0. For any quantum circuit Γ : MdA → MdB , for any level l and
any 0 ≤ p < p0, we have

P (An exRec in [ΓCl ◦ EC]F(p) is not well-behaved) ≤ 2p0(
p

p0
)2

l |Loc(Γ)|.

The probability is taken over the distribution of F according to the fault model F(p).

For a circuit with classical input and output, we have

|Γ− [ΓCl ]F(p)| ≤ 2p0(
p

p0
)2

l |Loc(Γ)|.

1.3 Fault-tolerance and communication
In Shannon theory, it is an important objective to find the best possible encoder
and decoder for a given classical channel in order to achieve the capacity as the
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communication rate. These encoder and decoder maps can be implemented in
circuits, and it is usually assumed that these circuits consist of noise-free gates. This
is largely justified for modern classical computers, where gate errors are negligible,
in particular at the timescales relevant for communication protocols. In quantum
computers, as we have discussed in Section 1.2, it is not expected that the error-rates
of quantum gates will vanish in the near- and even longer term [89, 109]. Due to this
feature of quantum noise, the same assumption as in the classical case of error-free
gates, which has been made in most communication scenarios studied in quantum
Shannon theory so far, may not be realistic.

Furthermore, many techniques from quantum fault-tolerance often cannot directly be
applied to the problem of communication, or will only allow for significantly reduced
communication rates. Naive strategies with one (large) fault-tolerant implementation,
where the communication channel is considered as part of the circuit noise, will only
give rates approaching zero due to their high overhead encodings, and they will only
work for channels which are very close to the identity (i.e. with noise below the
threshold).

Fortunately, we can indeed construct coding schemes with a fault-tolerant encoder
and a fault-tolerant decoder that allow for communication at rates that almost achieve
capacity for all quantum channels in the case of classical and quantum capacity
[27], and we extend these results to the case of entanglement-assisted capacity in
our work in Chapter 2. This crucially means that the noise in the communication
line does not have to be below a threshold and can be treated separately from the
noise that locally affects the encoder circuit and the noise that locally affects the
decoder circuit. Thereby, these results have implications not only for communication
over large distances but also for on-chip communication within a quantum computer,
where different parts of the computer may experience varying levels of noise.

A key player in our strategy is an additional circuit which we call interface, which is
applied in between our fault-tolerant circuit implementations and the communication
channel.

Definition 1.3.1 (Interfaces). Let C ∈ (C2)⊗K be a stabilizer code with dim(C) = 2,
and let |0⟩⟨0| ∈ M⊗K−1

2 denote the state corresponding to the zero-syndrome. Let
Enc∗ : M⊗K

2 → M⊗K
2 and Dec∗ : M⊗K

2 → M⊗K
2 be the ideal encoding and

decoding operations. Then, we have:

1. An encoding interface Enc : M2 → M⊗K
2 for a code C is a quantum circuit

with an error correction as a final step, and fulfilling

Dec∗ ◦Enc = id2⊗ |0⟩⟨0| .

2. A decoding interface Dec : M⊗K
2 → M2 is a quantum circuit fulfilling

Dec ◦Enc∗(· ⊗ |0⟩⟨0|) = id2(·).
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These interfaces are quantum circuits which are subject to noise in the same way as
the encoder and decoder circuit. Since this can lead to faulty inputs to a quantum
channel, we will need interfaces that are protected enough against quantum errors.
For concatenated codes, such interfaces have been constructed and proven to fail
with low enough probability in [80, 27]:

Theorem 1.3.2 (Correctness of interfaces for the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code,
see [27, Theorem III.3]). For each l ∈ N, let Cl denote the l-th level of the con-
catenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold p0. Then, there exist interface circuits
Encl : M2 → M⊗7l

2 and Decl : M⊗7l

2 → M2 for the l-th level of this code such
that for any 0 ≤ p ≤ p0

2
, we have

1.
Prob(

[
Encl

]
F

is not correct) ≤ 2cp,

where Encl is correct under a Pauli fault pattern F if there exists a quantum
state σS(F ) on the syndrome space such that Dec∗ ◦

[
Enc

]
F
= id2⊗σS(F ).

The probability is taken over the distribution of F according to the fault model
F(p).

2.
Prob(

[
Decl

]
F

is not correct) ≤ 2cp,

where Dec is correct under a Pauli fault pattern F if
[
Decl ◦ECl

]
F

=

(id2⊗TrS) ◦Dec∗l ◦
[
ECl

]
F

where TrS traces out the syndrome space.

Here, c = p0max{|Loc(Enc1)|, |Loc(Dec1 ◦EC)|} is a constant that does not
depend on l or p.

The fact that the interfaces for the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code are correct with
high probability is crucial for [27, Lemma III.8] as well as Theorem 2.2.1 and 2.2.2,
which allows us to regard the communication channel and the interfaces together as
an effective channel, for which we design a coding scheme in Chapter 2.

This implication is not straightforward because the notions of fault-tolerance of a cir-
cuit and correctness of an interface have overlap in an error-correction gadget. More
precisely, in the case of the communication scheme’s encoder, the well-behavedness
condition (according to Definition 1.2.4) of the last exRec before the interface refers
to an error-correction gadget that also appears in the correctness condition for decod-
ing interfaces in Theorem 1.3.2. This overlap requires careful analysis and prevents
us from seeing the fault-tolerant circuit and the interfaces as separate. As a conse-
quence of this overlap, the interactions in the fault-tolerant implementation of the
coding scheme’s encoder may also lead to correlations between separate decoding
interfaces. In Theorem 2.2.1, we see that this can be modelled by an i.i.d. effective
channel with correlated input, which is crucial in order to apply known techniques
from quantum Shannon theory in our work in Chapter 2.
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The potential for correlated syndrome states was first noted in [6, 7], where it was
also shown that the correlations do not prevent us from formulating a threshold
theorem for implementations of quantum circuits that begin and end in classical
information. In our communication setup, our circuit produces quantum states that
are sent through the quantum channel, where the quantum channel may now be
influenced by these correlations, which has to be studied more closely; to what
extent this affects the communication depends on the structure of the effective
syndrome state. A highly entangled syndrome state does not necessarily lead to an
uncorrectable syndrome, but this depends on the underlying circuits. In our work,
we prove a coding theorem under worst-case assumptions for a highly correlated
syndrome state; the result could perhaps be improved for more specific noise models
or circuits, where more is known about the structure of the syndrome state.

Example 1.3.3 (A correlated syndrome state). Consider two logical qubits in the
state |0̄⟩ ⊗ |0̄⟩. Assume a Hadamard error happens on one of the physical qubits,
say H1 = X1+Z1

2
, followed by a logical CNOT gate with the control on the first

logical qubit. The CNOT gate is transversal in the 7-qubit Steane code, and the
error would thus spread via the physical CNOT between the first qubits of the code
block to become 1√

2
(X1 ⊗X1 + Z1 ⊗ 1). Therefore, the state after the CNOT gate

would be 1√
2
(X1 ⊗X1 + Z1 ⊗ 1) |0̄⟩ ⊗ |0̄⟩. An application of (Dec∗)⊗2 to this state

leads to |00⟩ ⊗ 1√
2
(|sx1sx1⟩+ |sz1s0⟩), a pure entangled syndrome state.

It is notable that such an error cannot happen in the i.i.d. Pauli error model, which
is the main model in our work in Chapter 2, and that our example seems to demand
a more exotic noise model. For example, one could think of a model with Hadamard
errors or a model in which the execution of gates might fail with some probability,
and instead of applying a Hadamard, nothing is applied to the state. To the best
of our knowledge, it is an open question whether correlated syndrome states can
appear in the i.i.d. Pauli model.

Even though we state our results in Chapter 2 with the same fault-tolerant architecture
for the encoder and decoder circuit, this is not a necessity for our construction. We
could choose to use the same code with different levels of concatenation, or even
two different codes (as long as they have the appropriate interfaces).This sort of
separation may be particularly crucial for quantum repeaters or larger quantum
communication networks. In such setups with multiple parties or long distances,
it would perhaps be even more important that the communication lines between
devices does not have to be subject to threshold constraints in the same way as the
localized computation has to be.



Chapter 2

Fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted
communication

This chapter (excluding Section 2.8, and with minor revisions) is a reproduction
of arXiv:2210.02939 [9], which has also appeared as a shortened version in the
proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory 2023 [10].
It explores the question of entanglement-assisted communication in the presence of
gate errors during the encoder and decoder circuit.

In particular, we show that the achievable rates for entanglement-assisted communi-
cation with noise-affected gates can be bounded from below in terms of the quantum
mutual information reduced by a continuous function in the single gate error p, and
the usual faultless entanglement-assisted capacity is recovered for small probabilities
of local gate error, which confirms and substantiates the practical relevance of quan-
tum Shannon theory. This is not only relevant for communication between spatially
separated quantum computers, but also for communication between distant parts of
a single quantum computing chip, where the communication line may be subject to
a larger amount of noise than the local gates.
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arXiv:2210.02939:

Fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication

Paula Belzig, Matthias Christandl, Alexander Müller-Hermes

2.1 Introduction

The successful transfer of information via a communication infrastructure is of cru-
cial importance for our modern, highly-connected world. This process of information
transfer, e.g., by wire, cable or broadcast, can be modelled by a communication
channel T which captures the noise affecting individual symbols. Instead of sending
symbols individually, the sender and receiver typically agree to send messages using
codewords made up from many symbols. With a well-suited code, the probability
of receiving a wrong message can be made arbitrarily small. How well a given
channel T is able to transmit information can be quantified by the asymptotic rate
of how many message bits can be transmitted per channel use with vanishing error
using the best possible encoding and decoding procedure. This asymptotic rate is a
characteristic of the channel, called its capacity C(T ).

In [97], Shannon introduced this model for communication and derived a formula
for C(T ) in terms of the mutual information between the input and output of the
channel:

C(T ) = sup
pX

I(X : Y ).

Here, I(X : Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(XY ) denotes the mutual information
between the random variable X and the output Y = T (X), where H(X) is the
Shannon entropy of the discrete random variable X with a set of possible values
x that is distributed according to a probability distribution pX , given by H(X) =
−
∑

x pX(x) log(pX(x)).

Various generalizations of this communication scenario to quantum channels lead
to different notions of capacity. Two important examples are the classical capacity
of a quantum channel [53, 95] , which quantifies how well a quantum channel can
transmit classical information encoded in quantum states, and the quantum capacity
[77, 103, 30], where quantum information itself is to be transmitted through the
channel. Both of these notions of capacity have entropic formulas. However, they
are not known to admit a characterization which is independent of the number of
channel copies n, a so-called single-letter characterization, which would simplify
their calculation.
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The entanglement-assisted capacity, where the encoding and decoding machines
have access to arbitrary amounts of entanglement, does not only admit such a
single-letter characterization, but it can in fact be regarded as the only direct formal
analogue of Shannon’s original formula, since the classical mutual information is
simply replaced by its quantum counterpart [14]:

Cea(T ) = sup
φAA′∈MdA

⊗MdA′
φAA′ a pure quantum state

I(A′ : B)(T⊗id)(φAA′ ).

Here, I(A : B)ρ = H(A)ρ +H(B)ρ −H(AB)ρ denotes the quantum mutual infor-
mation with the von Neumann entropy H(AB)ρ = −Tr [ρ log(ρ)] for a quantum
state ρ.

In order to communicate with a given channel T , the encoding and decoding proce-
dures need to be decomposed into quantum circuits as a sequence of quantum gates.
The next step in a real-world scenario would be to implement these circuits on a
quantum device so that we can realize an actual quantum communication system.
However, this scenario generally does not consider one of the major obstacles of
quantum computation: the high susceptibility of quantum circuits to noise and faults.
In classical computers, the error rates of individual logical gates are known to be
effectively zero in standard settings and at the time-scales relevant for communica-
tion [83]. The assumption of noiseless gates implementing the encoder and decoder
circuit is therefore realistic in many scenarios. Real-life quantum gates, however, are
affected by non-negligible amounts of noise. This is certainly a problem in near-term
quantum devices, and it is generally assumed that it will continue to be a problem in
the longer term [89].

Considering the encoder and decoder circuits as specific quantum circuits affected by
noise therefore leads to potentially more realistic measures of how well information
can be transferred via a quantum channel: fault-tolerant capacities, which quantify
the optimal asymptotic rates of transmitting information per channel use in the
presence of noise on the individual gates. To construct suitable encoders and decoders
for this scenario, we build on Christandl and Müller-Hermes’ work [27], which has
introduced and analyzed fault-tolerant versions of the classical and quantum capacity,
combining techniques from fault-tolerant quantum computing [3, 70, 68, 6] and
quantum communication theory [120].

More precisely, we extend their work to entanglement-assisted communication. In
particular, we show that entanglement-assisted communication is still possible under
the assumption of noisy quantum devices, with achievable rates given by

Cea
F(p)(T ) ≥ Cea(T )− f(p)

where Cea
F(p)(T ) denotes the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity for gate

error probability p below a threshold, and with limp→0 f(p) → 0.

In other words, the achievable rates for entanglement-assisted communication with
noise-affected gates can be bounded from below in terms of the quantum mutual
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information reduced by a continuous function in the single gate error p. The usual
faultless entanglement-assisted capacity is recovered for small probabilities of local
gate error, which confirms and substantiates the practical relevance of quantum
Shannon theory. This is not only relevant for communication between spatially
separated quantum computers, but also for communication between distant parts of
a single quantum computing chip, where the communication line may be subject
to higher levels of noise than the local gates. In particular, the noise level for the
communication line does not have to be below the threshold of the gate error.

This chapter is structured around the building blocks needed to achieve this result. In
Section 2.2, we briefly review concepts from fault-tolerance of quantum circuits used
for communication. In Section 2.3, we outline how the fault-tolerant communication
setup can be reduced to an information-theoretic problem which generalizes the usual,
faultless entanglement-assisted capacity. In Section 2.4, we prove a coding theorem
for this information-theoretic problem. One important facet of communication
with entanglement-assistance in our scenario comes in the form of noise affecting
the entangled resource states, for which we introduce a scheme of fault-tolerant
entanglement distillation in Section 2.5. Finally, these techniques will be combined
to obtain a threshold-type coding theorem for fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted
capacity in Section 2.6.

2.2 Fault-tolerant encoder and decoder circuits for
communication

Here, we review some aspects of common techniques for fault-tolerance, but for
a detailed overview of the relevant concepts, we refer to [6] and [27], as well as
Section 1.2.

Note that our notation for mathematical objects from quantum theory is the same
as in [27, Section II.A]. We define quantum channels as completely positive and
trace preserving maps T : MdA → MdB where Md denotes the matrix algebra
of complex d × d-matrices. Probability distributions of d elements are vectors in
C
d where each entry is positive and the sum of all entries equals 1. Channels with

classical input are defined as linear maps from C
d that yield unit-trace positive

semi-definite Hermitian matrices, and channels with classical output map unit-trace
positive semi-definite Hermitian matrices to elements of Cd.

2.2.1 Fault-tolerance for quantum circuits
In this work, we will use the notation for circuits, errors and stabilizer codes as
introduced in Section 1.2.

We recall from Section 1.2.1 that quantum circuits are the dense subset of quantum
channels which can be written as a composition of the elementary gate operations.
It should be emphasized that the linear map realized by a quantum circuit might
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be written in different ways as a composition of elementary gates. As in [27], we
will assume that each circuit is specified by a particular circuit diagram detailing
which elementary gates are to be executed at which time and place in the quantum
circuit. Given such a circuit diagram, we can model the noise affecting the resulting
quantum circuit. For simplicity, we will always consider the i.i.d. Pauli noise model,
where one of the Pauli channels (with single Kraus operator σx, σy or σz) is applied
with probability p

3
in between the gates, as introduced in Section 1.2.1.

To protect against noise, a quantum circuit can be implemented in a stabilizer error
correcting code, where single, potentially fault-affected qubits (logical qubits) can be
encoded in a quantum state of K physical qubits for each logical qubit, as explored
in Section 1.2.2. Using this formalism, we can choose a unitary transformation in
relation to a convenient basis for decoupling noise and data, which specifies an ideal
decoder for the code, as described in more detail in Eq. (1.2) and Section 1.2.2.

Throughout this chapter, we will frequently use notation where an operation marked
with a star should be considered an ideal operation that is useful for circuit analysis,
and not a fault-location. In particular, we will sometimes write id∗

2 to denote an
identity map between qubits, which should not be taken to be a fault-affected storage.

In this work, like in [27], we will consider implementations in the concatenated 7-
qubit Steane code. The 7-qubit Steane code introduced in [106] is an error correcting
code that can correct all single-qubit errors, and that can be concatenated to improve
protection against errors [69]. For the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code, as shown
in [6], an implementation where the error correction’s gadget is performed between
each operation minimizes the accumulation of errors. Under this implementation,
the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code fulfills a threshold theorem for computation,
see also Theorem 1.2.9.

Fault-tolerance can in principle be achieved by other quantum error correcting
codes [3, 70, 68, 6]. One could also consider using two different quantum error
correcting codes for the encoder and decoder circuit in our setup. For simplicity, we
restrict ourselves to using the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code [106, 69] with the
same level of concatenation for both circuits, but our definitions for fault-tolerant
communication can straightforwardly be extended to the more general case.

2.2.2 Fault-tolerance for communication
By performing error correction, a quantum circuit with classical input and output
that is affected by faults at a low rate can thus be implemented in a way such that it
behaves like an ideal circuit (i.e. a circuit without faults) by threshold-type theorems.
These code implementations cannot, however, be directly used in the encoding and
decoding circuits for communication, as they require classical input and output,
whereas the encoder’s output in our communication setup, for instance, serves as
input into the noisy quantum channel. The fault-tolerant implementation of an
encoder and decoder in a communication setting therefore leads to the message
being encoded in the corresponding code space. In the case of the concatenated
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7-qubit Steane code, the number of physical qubits increases by a factor of 7 for
each level of concatenation. To obtain our results for communication rates, we
therefore perform an additional circuit mapping information in the code space to the
physical system where the quantum channel acts. This circuit will be referred to as
decoding interface Dec. Similarly, another circuit can be performed to transfer the
channel’s output into the code space where it can be processed by the fault-tolerantly
implemented decoder. This circuit is called encoding interface Enc. These circuits,
introduced in Definition 1.3.1, and discussed further in Section 1.3, are also affected
by faults.

In contrast to Dec∗ and Enc∗, which are objects used for the mathematical analysis of
the circuits and not implemented in practice, the interfaces Enc and Dec are quantum
circuits consisting of gates that can be affected by faults. Since this can lead to
faulty inputs to a quantum channel, we will need interfaces that are tolerant against
such faults. Unfortunately, it is impossible to make the overall failure probability of
interfaces arbitrarily small, since they will always have a first (or last) gate that is
executed on the physical level and not protected by an error correcting code, resulting
in a failure with a probability of at least gate error p. Fortunately, it is possible to
construct qubit interfaces for concatenated codes which fail with a probability of at
most 2cp for some constant c, which are good enough for our purposes, as found
in [80], [27, Theorem III.3] and restated in Theorem 1.3.2.

In combination with the threshold theorem from [6], this can be used to prove the
following extensions of Lemma III.8 from [27] for the combination of circuit and
interface with additional quantum input (cf. Figure 2.1):

Lemma 2.2.1 (Effective encoding interface). Letm,n, k ∈ N and let Γ : M⊗n+k
2 →

C
2m be a quantum circuit with quantum input and classical output. For each l ∈ N,

let Cl denote the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold p0.
Moreover, let Encl : M2 → M⊗7l

2 be the encoding interface circuit for the l-th level
of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold p0.

Then, for any 0 ≤ p ≤ p0
2

and any l ∈ N, there exists a quantum channel Nl :
M2 → M2, which only depends on l and the interface circuit Encl, such that:

∥
[
ΓCl ◦ (Enc

⊗n
l ⊗EC⊗k

l )
]
F(p)

− (Γ⊗ TrS) ◦
(
N⊗n
enc,p,l ⊗ (Dec∗l ◦[ECl]F(p))

⊗k)
)
∥1→1

≤ 2p0

( p
p0

)2l
|Loc(Γ)|

with
Nenc,p,l = (1− 2cp) id2+2cpNl

where c = p0max{|Loc(Enc1)|, |Loc(Dec1 ◦EC)|}.

Lemma 2.2.2 (Effective decoding interface). Let m,n, k ∈ N and Γ : C2m ⊗
M⊗k

2 → M⊗n
2 be a quantum circuit with quantum and classical input and quantum
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output. For each l ∈ N, let Cl denote the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane
code with threshold p0. Moreover, let Decl : M⊗7l

2 → M2 be the decoding interface
circuit for the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold p0.

Then, for any 0 ≤ p ≤ p0
2

and any l ∈ N, there exists a quantum channel Nl :

M2 ⊗ M⊗(7l−1)
2 → M2, which only depends on l and the interface circuit Decl,

such that:

∥
[
Dec⊗nl ◦ΓCl ◦ (id

⊗m
cl ⊗EC⊗k

l )
]
F(p)

−N⊗n
dec,p,l ◦ (Γ⊗ SS) ◦ (id⊗m

cl ⊗(Dec∗ ◦[ECl]F(p))
⊗k)∥1→1

≤ 2p0

( p
p0

)2l
|Loc(Γ)|+ 2np0|Loc(Enc1)|

( p
p0

)2l−1

,

where SS : M⊗k(7l−1)
2 → M⊗n(7l−1)

2 is some quantum channel on the syndrome
space, and with

Ndec,p,l = (1− 2cp) id2⊗TrS +2cpNl

where c = p0max{|Loc(Enc1)|, |Loc(Dec1 ◦EC)|}.

Here, idcl : C2 → C
2 denotes the identity map on a classical bit, and ∥T −S∥1→1 :=

sup{∥(T − S)(ρ)∥Tr|ρ ∈ MdAa quantum state} denotes the 1-to-1 distance of two
quantum channels T : MdA → MdB and S : MdA → MdB , where ∥ρ− σ∥Tr de-
notes the trace distance induced by the trace norm ∥ρ∥Tr := 1

2
∥ρ∥1 = 1

2
Tr
(√

ρ†ρ
)

.

Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.2 can be combined to obtain Theorem 2.2.3, which
is a modified version of Theorem III.9 from [27] that we will use in our analysis of
entanglement-assisted capacity. This theorem links the fault-affected scenario to a
communication problem with faultless encoder and decoder circuits connected by an
effective noisy channel of a special form, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

It is important to note that our setup for fault-tolerant communication considers
the operation of encoding information into a quantum channel T and subsequent
decoding of this information as two fault-affected circuits connected by T . The
channel T itself can be taken to be a model a noisy communication channel, however,
we do not consider it as a noise-affected circuit with well-defined fault-locations
(hence its white color in the figures). In particular, the noise affecting T can be very
different from the noise affecting the encoding and decoding circuits, and does not
have to be below threshold.

Theorem 2.2.3 (Effective channel with quantum input). Let T : M⊗j1
2 → M⊗j2

2 be
a quantum channel, and let ΓE : C2m⊗M⊗r

2 → M⊗nj1
2 be a quantum circuit withm

bits of classical input and r qubits of quantum input and let ΓD : M⊗nj2
2 ⊗M⊗s

2 →
C

2m be a quantum circuit with classical output of m bits. For each l ∈ N, let
Cl denote the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold
0 < p0 ≤ 1. Let Encl : M2 → M⊗7l

2 and Decl : M⊗7l

2 → M2 be the interface
circuits for the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold p0.
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the setup for the effective channel. The fault-tolerantly
implemented encoder ΓE

Cl takes input in the form of m classical bits x and r physical
qubits which are encoded in the code space. The resulting codewords are sent through
n copies of the quantum channel T , preceeded by the decoding interface. The output
of the channel is fed into the encoding interface, whose output serves as input to the
fault-tolerantly implemented decoder ΓD

Cl , which also receives additional quantum
input in the form of s qubits in the code space. Theorem 2.2.3 shows that this setup is
very close to a faultless setup with an effective channel, where the quantum systems
are transformed by the perfect decoding operation Dec∗, represented by a triangle
marked with a star. The effective channel Tp,Nl

receives input in the form of data
qubits and a potentially correlated syndrome state.

Then, for any l ∈ N and any 0 ≤ p ≤ min{p0/2, 1/4c}, there exists a quantum chan-
nel Nl : M⊗j17l

2 → M⊗j2
2 and a quantum channel SS : M⊗j1(7l−1)

2 → M⊗j1(7l−1)
2

on the syndrome space such that∥∥[ΓD
Cl ◦

(((
Enc⊗nj2l ◦T⊗n ◦Dec⊗nj1l ◦ΓE

Cl

)
◦ (id⊗m

cl ⊗EC⊗r
l )
)
⊗ EC⊗s

l

)]
F(p)

− (ΓD ⊗ TrS) ◦
((
T⊗n
p,Nl

◦ (ΓE ⊗ SS)
)
⊗ id⊗s

2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦
(
id⊗m
cl ⊗(Dec∗l ◦[ECl]F(p))

⊗(r+s)
)∥∥

1→1

≤ 2p0

( p
p0

)2l
(|Loc(ΓE)|+ |Loc(ΓD)|) + 2p0|Loc(Enc1)|

( p
p0

)2l−1

j1n

with
Tp,Nl

= (1− 2(j1 + j2)cp)(T ⊗ TrS) + 2(j1 + j2)cpNl

with c = p0max{|Loc(Enc1)|, |Loc(Dec1 ◦EC)|}. SS may depend on l,ΓE and
Decl, while Nl may depend on l,Encl and Decl.

This theorem is formulated for quantum channels which map from a quantum system
composed of j1 qubits to a quantum system composed of j2 qubits because we
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consider interfaces between qubits. However, any quantum channel can always be
embedded into a quantum channel between systems composed of qubits, such that
Theorem 2.2.3 and subsequent results apply to general quantum channels.

2.3 Entanglement-assisted communication with
faultless or faulty devices

When a sender and a receiver are connected by many copies of a quantum channel
T and have access to entanglement, they can use this setup to transmit a classi-
cal message via entanglement-assisted communication. Then, one can identify
the best possible operations for the sender and receiver to perform in order to
maximize their transmission rate. This section includes a short introduction into
entanglement-assisted communication in Section 2.3.1, which will serve as a basis
for the coding scheme in our main result, followed by a description of the setup for
fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication and our strategy for its analysis
in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 The entanglement-assisted capacity

Using the superdense coding protocol [16], two classical bits can be communicated
by sending only one qubit over a noiseless quantum channel assisted by entanglement.
It is therefore natural to study a noisy channel’s classical capacity with entanglement
assistance [14], which we introduce in detail in Section 1.1.4.

To model entanglement-assisted classical communication, recall that we consider a
scheme with classical input and output, where quantum entanglement is available to
the sender and the receiver. As sketched in Figure 1.4, the sender encodes a classical
message of m bits into a quantum state of n qudits by performing an encoding map
E . The resulting quantum state serves as input into the tensor product of n copies
of a quantum channel T , which is equivalent to n independent uses of a quantum
wire modelled by T . Then, the transformed quantum state is decoded by the receiver
applying a decoding map D which converts the channel’s output back into a bit string
of length m. The performance of such a scheme can be quantified by the probability
that this resulting bit string and the original message are identical, as formalized
in Definition 1.1.28. Because of superdense coding [16] and teleportation [11], the
classical entanglement-assisted capacity of a channel is exactly double its quantum
entanglement-assisted capacity.

We will need a more explicit characterization of the communication error that can
be reached by using certain entanglement-assisted coding schemes achieving rates
close to capacity. The specific bound can be obtained from [120, Section 20.4], and
its error term follows from the packing lemma [58], notions from weak typicality,
and Hoeffding’s bound [52].
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2.3.2 The fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity
In Section 2.3.1, the encoder and decoder are assumed to be ideal quantum channels.
In order to perform these channels on some given quantum device, they have to be
implemented by quantum circuits, i.e., compositions of finitely many elementary
gates. It is well known that quantum devices (unlike classical computers) are no-
toriously susceptible to faults at the single-gate level which can have devastating
effects on the whole computation. This is also true for the circuits encoding and de-
coding the information that we want to send between different devices or computers.
Through clever and protective implementation, the computation within the encoding
and decoding devices can be made robust against such faults, raising the question of
a channel’s fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity.

A coding scheme for a setup affected by noise is defined as follows:

Definition 2.3.1 (Fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted coding scheme). Let T :
MdA → MdB be a quantum channel, and let n,m ∈ N, Rea ∈ R+ and ϵ > 0. For
0 ≤ p ≤ 1, let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli noise model.

Then, an (n,m, ϵ, Rea)-coding scheme for fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted com-
munication consists of quantum circuits E : C2m ⊗ M⊗⌊nRea⌋

2 → M⊗n
dA

and
D : M⊗n

dA
⊗M⊗⌊nRea⌋

2 → C
2m such that

F
(
X,
[
D ◦

(
(T⊗n ◦ E

)
⊗ id

∗⊗⌊nRea⌋
2

)]
F(p)

(X ⊗ ϕ
⊗⌊nRea⌋
+ )

)
≥ 1− ϵ

where X = |x⟩⟨x|, for all bit strings x ∈ {0, 1}m.

Remark 2.3.2. If the entanglement resource in our setup was arbitrary, we could
consider a setup assisted by an arbitrary pure entangled state in the code space. In
this scenario, the entanglement resource would directly be available to the fault-
tolerantly implemented encoding and decoding circuits, without being corrupted
by noisy encoding interfaces, and without necessitating the additional step of en-
tanglement distillation. Achievable rates for such a scenario can be inferred from
the expression from our main result (Theorem 2.6.3) with f1(p) = 0. Under this
model, we would assume that the state was prepared and stored (for the duration
of the encoding and decoding circuits) within the code space without incurring any
faults through the preparation gates and time steps. Here, we choose to consider
the more practically relevant scenario where the entanglement resource becomes
subject to noise as soon as it enters the code space of the encoding and decoding
circuits. The form and amount of entanglement-assistance we consider is as in the
standard setup, given by nRea copies of physical maximally entangled qubits. This
scenario also covers situations where ϕ+ may be prepared and stored in some highly
noise-tolerant and well-suited way until it is needed for computation.

The asymptotically best possible fault-tolerantly achievable rate defines the channel’s
fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity, fundamentally characterizing how
much information the channel can transmit under this noise model.
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Definition 2.3.3 (Fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity). Let T : MdA →
MdB be a quantum channel, and let Rea ∈ R+ be the rate of entanglement-
assistance. For 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli noise model.

If, for some Rea and for every n ∈ N, there exists an (n,m(n), ϵ(n), Rea)-coding
scheme for fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication under the noise
model F(p), then a rate R ≥ 0 is called achievable for fault-tolerant entanglement-
assisted communication via the quantum channel T if

R ≤ lim inf
n→∞

{m(n)

n

}
and

lim
n→∞

ϵ(n) → 0

The fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity of T is given by

Cea
F(p)(T ) = sup{R|R achievable rate for fault-tolerant

entanglement-assisted communication via T}.

Formally, any quantum circuits E and D may be chosen in Definition 2.3.1, leading
to a coding scheme for fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted classical communication.
To prove lower bounds to the fault-tolerant capacity Cea

F(p)(T ) for a quantum channel
T in terms of the capacity Cea(T ), we will use a particular construction that is
similar to constructions in [27].

Consider some coding scheme not affected by noise for entanglement-assisted
classical communication over the channel T . We can turn this coding scheme into
a fault-tolerant coding scheme by first approximating it by quantum circuits, and
then implementing these quantum circuits in a high level of the concatenated 7-qubit
Steane code. Crucially, we will use the interface circuits from [80, 27] to convert
between physical qubits and logical qubits in the code space, e.g., when qubits from
the output of the channel T are brought into the code space. Unfortunately, these
interfaces fail with a probability 2cp, where p is the gate error probability of the
noise model and c some interface-dependent constant (from Theorem 1.3.2) and the
fault-tolerant implementation of the coding scheme affected by faults will not be
equivalent to the original coding scheme for the quantum channel T . Instead it will
be equivalent to the coding scheme for a certain effective quantum channel Tp,N as
in Theorem 2.2.3.

Our strategy starts by considering a coding scheme for entanglement-assisted classi-
cal communication for channels that include our effective communication channels
Tp,N . We refer to this channel model as arbitrarily varying perturbation (AVP) and
we will discuss it in detail in Section 2.4. This model has been introduced in [27]
in the cases of unassisted classical and quantum communication, and it is closely
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Figure 2.2: Basic setup for our coding scheme for fault-tolerant entanglement-
assisted communication, see Definition 2.3.1. The encoding map E (yellow)
encodes a bit string of lengthm into a quantum state that serves as input into n copies
of the quantum channel T , and the decoding map D (blue) decodes the received
quantum state back to a bit string. In the entanglement-assisted scenario, E and D
are connected by ∼ nRea maximally entangled states. To make the communication
fault-tolerant, the encoding and decoding circuits are implemented fault-tolerantly
in an error correcting code Cl as ΓE

Cl and ΓD
Cl , and combined with interfaces Enc and

Dec mapping between the quantum states serving as input and output for T , and the
quantum states being transformed in the fault-tolerantly implemented encoding and
decoding circuits.

related to the fully-quantum arbitrarily varying channels studied in [17]. As de-
scribed in the preceeding paragraphs, we then obtain a fault-tolerant coding scheme
by implementing the coding scheme under AVP in a high level of the concatenated
7-qubit Steane code. For the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity, the setup
crucially includes a supply of maximally entangled states that are connected to the
fault-tolerantly implemented encoder and decoder circuit via additional interfaces,
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Because of the effective probability of failure of these
interfaces, when transferring the maximally entangled states into the code space,
they are only correctly transmitted with a probability of approximately 1−4cp (since
there is one interface for each qubit). Subsequently, the entanglement inserted into
the code space is noisy and in a mixed state. To counteract this, we show that this
entanglement can still be made usable by transforming it back into pure state entan-
glement in the code space by performing (fault-tolerant) entanglement distillation
in Section 2.5. Since entanglement distillation requires classical communication,
we will need to use a subset of the channels T to run the fault-tolerant protocol
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from [27] to send classical information. Thereafter, with slightly fewer copies of T
remaining, an analysis similar to [27] is carried out in Section 2.6 to arrive at a coding
theorem describing rates of fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication that
are achievable with vanishing error.

2.4 Entanglement-assisted communication under
arbitrarily varying perturbation

As described in Section 2.3.2, we find a correspondence between the capacity of a
fault-affected setup and an information-theoretic communication setup under non-
i.i.d. perturbations which we outline in Section 2.4.1. Based on similar channel
models in [27], we introduce a generalized version of an entanglement-assisted
capacity which allows for arbitrarily varying syndrome input and prove a coding
theorem for this model in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 The entanglement-assisted capacity under arbitrarily
varying perturbation

One key feature of the communication problem emerging from Theorem 2.2.3 is that
the effective channel takes input from the space of channel coding symbols as well
as the syndrome space. Since the syndrome state can be correlated across different
channel uses, the effective communication problem is not covered by standard i.i.d.
communication scenarios, but instead defines a communication problem of its own
as introduced in [27] and with similarities to communication scenarios studied in
[17].

For T : MdA → MdB and any quantum channel N : MdA ⊗ MdS → MdB let
Tp,N : MdA ⊗ MdS → MdB denote the quantum channel Tp,N = (1 − p)(T ⊗
TrS) + pN . Here, we consider the problem of communicating via a channel of the
form T⊗n

p,N(· ⊗ σS) : M⊗n
dA

→ M⊗n
dB

for arbitrary syndrome states σS and arbitrary
quantum channels N . We refer to this model as communication under arbitrarily
varying perturbation (AVP).

Note that the effective channel model emerging from Theorem 2.2.3 takes the
form T⊗n

p,N(· ⊗ σS) for some syndrome state σS and some quantum channels N ,
where the dimension dS depends on the level of concatenation. Since the level of
concatenation has to increase with the number n of channel uses if we want the
overall communication error to vanish in a fault-tolerant communication scenario,
we will allow dS to be arbitrary and possibly dependent on n in the definition of
the capacity under AVP. Previous results in [17] for models with fixed syndrome
state dimension are therefore not directly applicable in this setting. Notably, σS
can be arbitrarily entangled between the n spaces. If σS is a separable state, this
communication model is a special case of a channel model studied in [4]. Our
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definitions here consider general syndrome states and can thereby be taken to apply
to the worst-case scenario with arbitrarily correlated syndrome states.

Definition 2.4.1 (Entanglement-assisted coding scheme under arbitrarily varying
perturbation). Let T : MdA → MdB be a quantum channel, and let n,m ∈ N,
Rea ∈ R+ and ϵ > 0.

Then, an (n,m, ϵ, Rea)-coding scheme for entanglement-assisted communication
under AVP of strength p consists of a pure bipartite quantum state φ ∈ M⊗2

2 and the
quantum channels E : C2m ⊗M⊗nRea

2 → M⊗n
dA

and D : M⊗n
dA

⊗M⊗nRea
2 → C

2m

such that

inf F
(
X,D ◦

(
(T⊗n

p,N ◦ (E ⊗ σS))⊗ id⊗nRea
2

)
(X ⊗ φ⊗nRea)

)
≥ 1− ϵ

where X = |x⟩⟨x|, for all bit strings x ∈ {0, 1}m, where

Tp,N = (1− p)(T ⊗ TrS) + pN.

The infimum goes over the dimension dS ∈ N, quantum states σS ∈ M⊗n
dS

, and
quantum channels N : MdA ⊗MdS → MdB .

Remark 2.4.2. Here, we consider copies of arbitrary bipartite pure entangled states
instead of maximally entangled states as entanglement resource, as the latter would
require an extra step of entanglement dilution for the coding scheme from [120,
Theorem 21.4.1]. In order to ensure exponential decay of the entanglement dilution
error that we require in our proof, the communication rate would be reduced by
some function linear in perturbation strength p. However, this is not necessary in the
context of fault-tolerant coding because the extra classical communication can be
performed together with the entanglement distillation, leading to an overall better
bound on the achievable rate in our main result, Theorem 2.6.3.

Naturally, the best possible rate of information transfer using such a coding scheme
is a channel’s entanglement-assisted capacity under AVP:

Definition 2.4.3 (Entanglement-assisted capacity under arbitrarily varying perturba-
tion). Let T : MdA → MdB be a quantum channel, and let Rea ∈ R+.

If, for some Rea and for every n ∈ N, there exists an (n,m(n), ϵ(n), Rea)-coding
scheme for entanglement-assisted communication under AVP of strength p, then a
rate R ≥ 0 is called achievable for entanglement-assisted communication under
AVP via the quantum channel T if

R ≤ lim inf
n→∞

{m(n)

n

}
and

lim
n→∞

ϵ(n) → 0
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The entanglement-assisted capacity of T under AVP is given by

Cea
AV P (p, T ) = sup{R|R achievable rate for

entanglement-assisted communication under AVP via T}.

This version of entanglement-assisted capacity thus characterizes how well one can
communicate with non-i.i.d. channel input, which may be interesting for various
communication problems, and appears in particular in our study of fault-tolerant
communication in Section 2.6.

2.4.2 A coding theorem for entanglement-assisted
communication under arbitrarily varying perturbation

The information-theoretic model outlined in Section 2.4.1 naturally raises the ques-
tion of how much such AVP can hinder communication. Here, we show that commu-
nication is still possible in this scenario, and that achievable rates are given by the
following theorem:

Theorem 2.4.4 (Lower bound on the entanglement-assisted capacity under AVP).
For any quantum channel T : MdA → MdB , and for any 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, we have an
entanglement-assisted capacity under AVP with

Cea
AV P (p, T ) ≥ Cea(T )− g(p)

where

g(p) = 2(dAdB log(dAdB) + 1)
√

2log(dB)p| log
(

p2

dAdB

)
|

+ 2h
(
dAdB

√
2log(dB)p| log

(
p2

dAdB

)
|
)

+ 5p log(dB) + 2(1 + 2p)h
( 2p

1 + 2p

)
= O(p log(p))

Proof of Theorem 2.4.4. In this proof, we find a coding scheme for entanglement-
assisted communication under AVP with strength p ∈ [0, 1] by constructing an
encoder channel E and a decoder channel D. Achievable rates are rates for which
the fidelity in Definition 2.4.1 goes to 1, which corresponds to rates R for which the
following expression goes to zero (which is a consequence of Fuchs-van-de-Graaf-
inequality [35]):

sup{∥ id⊗nR
cl −D ◦ (T⊗n

p,N ◦ (E ⊗ σS)⊗ id⊗nRea
2 ) ◦ (id⊗nR

cl ⊗φ⊗nRea)∥1→1}
n→∞→ 0

(2.1)
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where the supremum goes over the dimension dS ∈ N, quantum states σS ∈ M⊗n
dS

,
and quantum channels N : MdA ⊗MdS → MdB .

Our construction makes use of a particular coding scheme for entanglement-assisted
communication: For any quantum channel T , we consider the quantum channel
Tp = (1− p)T + p 1

dB
Tr(·) with p being the strength of the AVP. Using the coding

scheme from [120, Theorem 21.4.1], for any quantum channel Tp, and any pure
bipartite quantum state φ ∈ MdA ⊗MdA , there exists an encoder E and a decoder
D for Tp such that

Ξ(T⊗n
p ) := F

(
X,D ◦

(
(T⊗n

p ◦ E)⊗ id⊗nRea
2

)
(X ⊗ φ⊗nRea)

)
≥ 1− ϵea (2.2)

for any classical message x with the corresponding quantum state X = |x⟩⟨x| of
length nR′, where

ϵea ≤ 12e
− nδ2

2(log(λmin))2 + 8 · 2−n(I(A′:B)(Tp⊗id2)(φ)−η(δ,dA,dB)−dAdB log(n+1)
n

−R′) (2.3)

with the function η(δ, dA, dB) = 2(dAdB log(dAdB)+1)δ+2h(dAdBδ) and with the
smallest non-vanishing eigenvalue λmin = min{λ ∈ Spec((Tp ⊗ id2)(φ))|λ > 0}.
Here, h(x) = −x log(x) − (1 − x) log(1− x) denotes the binary entropy and
I(A : B)ρ = H(A)ρ +H(B)ρ −H(AB)ρ denotes the quantum mutual information.

To apply this coding scheme to the original channel T under AVP, we will use the
postselection-type result in [27, Lemma IV.10]: For any δ̃ > 0, we have

T⊗n
p,N(· ⊗ σS) ≤ d

n(p+δ̃)
B T⊗n

p + e−
nδ̃2

3p S

for some quantum channel S : M⊗n
dA

→ M⊗n
dB

. Here, we write S1 ≤ S2 for
completely positive maps S1 and S2 if the difference S2 − S1 is completely positive.
Using a simple monotonicity property of the fidelity, we have:

∥ id⊗nR
cl −

(
D ◦ (T⊗n

p,N ◦ (E ⊗ σS)⊗ id⊗nRea
2 ) ◦ (id⊗nR

cl ⊗φ⊗nRea)
)
∥1→1

≤ 2
√
1− Ξ(T⊗n

p,N)

≤ 2

√
d
(p+δ̃)n
B

(
1− Ξ(T⊗n

p )
)
− e−

nδ̃2

3p

≤ 2

√
d
(p+δ̃)n
B ϵea − e−

nδ̃2

3p

where we make use of [71, Proposition 4.3] for the first inequality, [27, Lemma IV.10]
for the second inequality, and Eq. (2.2) in the last inequality. Clearly, we have
Eq. (2.1) if

d
(p+δ̃)n
B ϵea

n→∞→ 0
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with ϵea from Eq. (2.3).

For any δ̃ > 0 sufficiently small, we thus obtain a bound on the choices of δ and R,
where the choice of δ should guarantee that

d
(p+δ̃)n
B e

− nδ2

2(log(λmin))2 → 0, (2.4)

while the bound on R should guarantee that

d
(p+δ̃)n
B 2−n(I(A

′:B)(Tp⊗id2)(φ)−η(δ,dA,dB)− dAdB
n

log(n+1)−R) → 0. (2.5)

To guarantee that Eq. (2.4) holds, we choose δ as

δ =
√
2log(dB)p| log(λmin)|,

and δ̃ > 0 sufficiently small. We then find the bound

R < I(A′ : B)(Tp⊗id2)(φ) − log(dB)p− η(
√
2log(dB)p| log(λmin)|, dA, dB) (2.6)

such that Eq. (2.5) holds. Thereby, we obtain

Cea
AV P (p, T )

≥ I(A′ : B)(Tp⊗id2)(φ) − log(dB)p− η(
√
2log(dB)p| log(λmin)|, dA, dB)

for any pure quantum state φ, where λmin = min{λ ∈ Spec((Tp⊗ id2)(φ))|λ > 0}}.

To get an expression in terms of the usual entanglement-assisted capacity Cea(T ), we
use continuity estimates in the following way: Consider the pure quantum state φ∗ =
argmaxφI(A

′ : B)(T⊗id2)(φ) which achieves the maximum for the quantum mutual
information for the channel T . Then, consider a quantum state φp = (1−p)φ∗+pϕ+.
Then, ∥(Tp ⊗ id2)(φp) − (Tp ⊗ id2)(φ

∗)∥Tr ≤ p, and the minimum eigenvalue
of (Tp ⊗ id2)(φp) is lower bounded as λmin ≥ p2

dAdB
. In addition, we know that

∥T (ρ)− Tp(ρ)∥Tr ≤ p for all quantum states ρ. By triangle inequality, we therefore
find

∥(Tp ⊗ id2)(φp)− (T ⊗ id2)(φ
∗)∥Tr ≤ 2p

Then, using the continuity of mutual information [99, Corollary 1], we find that

|I(A′ : B)(Tp⊗id2)(φp) − I(A′ : B)(T⊗id2)(φ∗)| ≤ 4p log(dB) + 2(1 + 2p)h
( 2p

1 + 2p

)
In total, we thereby obtain the bound

Cea
AV P (p, T ) ≥ Cea(T )− g(p)
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where

g(p) = η(
√

2log(dB)p| log
(

p2

dAdB

)
|, dA, dB)

+ 5p log(dB) + (1 + 2p)h
( 2p

1 + 2p

)
= 2(dAdB log(dAdB) + 1)

√
2log(dB)p| log

(
p2

dAdB

)
|

+ 2h
(
dAdB

√
2log(dB)p| log

(
p2

dAdB

)
|
)

+ 5p log(dB) + 2(1 + 2p)h
( 2p

1 + 2p

)
.

As a consequence of this result, we find the following continuity in perturbation
strength p of the entanglement-assisted capacity under AVP. Moreover, the usual
notion of entanglement-assisted capacity is recovered for vanishing perturbation
probability p.

Theorem 2.4.5. For every η > 0 and dA, dB ∈ N there exists a p(η, dA, dB) ∈ [0, 1]
such that

Cea
AV P (p, T ) ≥ Cea(T )− η,

for every p ≤ p(η, dA, dB) and every quantum channel T : MdA → MdB .

Corollary 2.4.6. Let p ≥ 0. Then, for every quantum channel T : MdA → MdB ,
we have

lim
p→0

Cea
AV P (p, T ) = Cea(T ).

2.5 Fault-tolerant entanglement distillation
As outlined in Section 2.3, the entanglement-assisted capacity considers encoders and
decoders as general quantum channels that have access to entanglement. In a fault-
tolerant setup, framing the encoder and decoder as circuits with an implementation in
a fault-tolerant code means that the entanglement has to be transferred into the code
space through an interface as explained in Section 2.3.2. Naturally, this interface
is in itself a fault-affected circuit, and can produce a noisy mixed state in the code
space.

Fortunately, we can asymptotically carry out entanglement distillation with one-
way classical communication [32], thereby transforming many copies of a noisy
entangled state into fewer copies of a perfectly maximally entangled state.

Theorem 2.5.1 (Entanglement distillation, see Theorem 10 in [32]). Let {ϕ+, ϕ−, ψ+, ψ−}
be the Bell basis of the space M⊗2

2 .
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Figure 2.3: Setup for entanglement distillation based on the protocol in [32].
Two parties each have access to one part of k noisy entangled states ϕq. One party
performs local operations EDist and sends one-way classical communication to the
other, who performs local operations DDist. The output state of this scheme is close in
fidelity to (1−H(ϕq))k copies of the maximally entangled state (cf. Theorem 2.5.1).

For sufficiently large k ∈ N, there exists a δ ≥ 0 and a quantum channel Dist :

M⊗2k
2 → M⊗2(1−H(ϕq)))k

2 consisting of local operations andH(ϕq)k bits of one-way
classical communication, such that k copies of the state ϕq = (1− q)ϕ+ + q

3
(ϕ− +

ψ+ + ψ−) are mapped to (1−H(ϕq))k copies of the maximally entangled state ϕ+

with the following fidelity:

F
(
(ϕ+)

⊗(1−H(ϕq))k,Dist(ϕ⊗k
q )
)
≥ 1− ϵdist(q)

with

ϵdist(q) ≤ 2e
− kδ2

log(q/3)2 +

√
2
√
3e

−k δ2

2 log(q/3)2

Remark 2.5.2. The von Neumann entropy of the state ϕq is H(ϕq) = −(1 −
q) log(1− q)− q log

(
q
3

)
= h(q) + q log(3) where h denotes the binary entropy. We

restrict ourselves to using states of this form because we consider the i.i.d. Pauli fault
model, but similar considerations can be made for general noisy input states. In that
case, the amount of maximally entangled states that can be obtained from copies of
the state ρ is given by its distillable entanglement H(A)ρ −H(AB)ρ per copy, and
the amount of classical communication that has to be performed amounts toH(A)ρ−
H(B)ρ+H(R)ρ bits per copy, where R denotes a purifying system [32, Remark 11].
In other words, our results extend to fault-tolerant entanglement distillation from
arbitrary states, where the noisy state ρ is additionally transformed by the noisy
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effective interfaces such that the entanglement effectively has to be distilled from the
state (Nenc,p,l ⊗Nenc,p,l)(ρ). Fault-tolerant entanglement distillation could still be
performed, but may require a higher number of copies of T and may lead to fewer
perfect maximally entangled pairs in the code space.

Remark 2.5.3. Assuming faultless encoder and decoder circuits, but noisy mixed
entangled states, using a subset of the channel copies for entanglement distillation
implies a notion of classical capacity with assistance by noisy states, which may
be of independent interest. For Rea ≥ log(2)

1−H(ϕq)
, we see that the capacity Cea

ϕq
with

assistance by nRea copies of the state ϕq = (1− q)ϕ+ + q
3
(ϕ− + ψ+ + ψ−) is given

by Cea
ϕq
(T ) ≥ Cea

ϕ+
(T )−H(ϕq)Rea

Cea
ϕ+

(T )

C(T )
. Note that this is related to the scheme of

special dense coding, a generalized version of superdense coding where the sender
and receiver have access to arbitrary pairs of qubits and are connected by a noiseless,
perfect quantum channel. Using purification procedures [18, 19, 129] or directly
finding a coding scheme [57], coding protocols have been proposed and achievable
rates have been computed for this scenario, where the latter also shows that states
with bounded (i.e. non-distillable) entanglement do not enhance communication via
a perfect quantum channel at all.

Implementing the circuits for the distillation machines fault-tolerantly requires
physical states to be inserted into the code space via an interface. This interface is also
subject to the fault model and only correct with a certain probability which cannot
be made arbitrarily small by increasing the concatenation level of the concatenated
7-qubit Steane code. Effectively, this leads to noisy states in the code space, which
the distillation tries to counteract.

Note that this means that the input state into the whole protocol, the original sea
of maximally entangled states can still be assumed to be noiseless; the input to our
protocol for entanglement-assisted communication will be in the form of perfectly
maximally entangled physical qubits that become noisy because of the fault-affected
interface, as sketched in Figure 2.2. In summary, this proposed scheme for fault-
tolerant distillation takes perfectly maximally entangled physical qubits as an input,
and the desired output is in the form of perfectly maximally entangled states in the
code space.

In order to show that a fault-tolerant distillation protocol with the concatenated
7-qubit Steane code can transform physical maximally entangled states such that
they are very close to maximally entangled states in the code space, we are going to
make use of Lemma 2.2.1. Because of the fault-affected interface, any quantum state
that serves as input into a fault-tolerantly implemented circuit is transformed by the
interface into an effective input state which is a mixture of the original state (with
weight of approximately 1− 4cp, where c is the constant from Theorem 1.3.2) and a
noisy state (with weight of 4cp), serving as input into the perfect circuit. This is true
in particular for k copies of the maximally entangled state. Then, we can employ
fault-tolerant circuits implementing the protocol from [32] to fault-tolerantly restore
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maximal entanglement for (1− h(4cp)− 4cp log(3))k qubit states in the code space.
Our setup for fault-tolerant distillation is sketched in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Setup for fault-tolerant entanglement distillation. The local opera-
tions performed in Figure 2.3 are implemented in an error correcting code Cl, and
interfaces map the k logical states into effective mixed states in the code-space (cf.
Theorem 2.5.4).

Theorem 2.5.4 (Fault-tolerant entanglement distillation). For each l ∈ N, let Cl
denote the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold p0. For
any 0 ≤ p ≤ p0

2
and for all k ∈ N large enough, there exists a circuit ΓDist :

M⊗2k
2 → M⊗2β(4cp)k

2 using (1− β(4cp))k bits of classical communication, and two
quantum states σE

S ∈ MdSE
and σD

S ∈ MdSD
such that

∥(Dec∗l )⊗2β(4cp)k ◦
[
ΓDist
Cl ◦ Enc⊗2k

l

]
F(p)

(ϕ+)
⊗k − (ϕ+)

⊗β(4cp)k ⊗ σE
S ⊗ σD

S ∥Tr

≤ p0

(
p

p0

)2l

|Loc(ΓDist)|+
√
ϵdist(4cp) +

2

k

with the constant c from Theorem 1.3.2, ϵdist(q) the function from Theorem 2.5.1,
and β(q) = 1− h(q)− q log(3).

The proof employs techniques from [6] to relate the fault-affected circuit implemen-
tations sketched in Figure 2.4 to the ideal circuits via the threshold theorem and
choosing a high enough concatenation level l. Due to Lemma 2.2.1, the physical in-
put states (which are maximally entangled states here) are acted upon by the effective
interface. Thereby, they are effectively transformed into the noisy mixed states of
the form (Nenc,p,l⊗Nenc,p,l)(ϕ+) = (1− 4cp)ϕ++4cpσ̃l for some quantum state σl,
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which are twirled into Bell-diagonal form ϕ4cp = (1− 4cp)ϕ++ 4cp
3
(ϕ−+ψ++ψ−)

by the first step of the distillation protocol. For states of this form, the results from
Theorem 2.5.1 apply.

While the apparatus described in Theorem 2.5.4 performs fault-tolerant encoding
and decoding, it still requires one-way classical communication between two parties,
which is not allowed in the communication setup we investigate in the next sec-
tion. For the purposes of fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity, we therefore
combine fault-tolerant implementation of these circuits with fault-tolerant classical
communication via the channel T to distill perfect maximal entanglement in the
code space. In this process, a fraction of the available channel copies is used to
transmit classical communication. The protocol for this is essentially the same
as the protocol from Theorem 2.5.4, where the classical communication between
sender and receiver is not modelled by transmission over copies of the channel idcl,
but instead transmitted by using the coding scheme from [27, Theorem V.8] as a
subroutine on h(4cp)+4cp log(3)

CF(p)(T )
copies of the channel T . For completeness, this process

is sketched in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Setup for fault-tolerant entanglement distillation with communica-
tion via a channel T . The local operations performed in Figure 2.3 are implemented
in an error correcting code Cl, and interfaces map the k logical states into effective
mixed states in the code-space. The classical communication is performed as a sub-
routine using the coding scheme of [27]. Since the transmitted information is only
classical, the syndrome states of these subroutines will not be correlated, allowing
us to treat them as separate.
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2.6 A coding theorem for fault-tolerant
entanglement-assisted capacity

By performing fault-tolerant entanglement distillation as a subroutine and using a
subset of the channels to convert entanglement, we can thus obtain the resource
entanglement for entanglement-assisted communication in the code space. Then, the
remainder of channel copies and the recovered pure state entanglement can be used
for information transfer via a coding scheme for entanglement-assisted communica-
tion, contributing to the channel capacity. This subroutine can be analyzed separately
from the distillation part, as sketched in Figure 2.6. If the combined coding scheme
is fault-tolerant, then the information transfer is fault-tolerant.

As outlined in Section 2.3.2, the coding scheme we will use after the distillation in
the fault-tolerant setting is based on the scheme used for an effective noisier channel
in the faultless setting which takes a correlated syndrome state as part of its input.
More precisely, we use the coding scheme for the effective channel to prepare the
codeword states in the logical subspace. Then, our results on entanglement-assisted
capacity under AVP apply in order to obtain bounds on achievable rates in the
presence of correlated syndrome states.

Notably, the upper bound
Cea(T ) ≥ Cea

F(p)(T )

trivially holds for any channel T . Here, we derive a lower bound in the form of
a threshold theorem for fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication for
any quantum channel T , where the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity
approaches the usual, faultless case for vanishing gate error probability:

Theorem 2.6.1 (Threshold theorem for fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted com-
munication). For every quantum channel T : MdA → MdB , and any η > 0, there
exists a threshold pth(η, T ) > 0 such that, for any 0 ≤ p ≤ pth, we have

Cea
F(p)(T ) ≥ Cea(T )− η

Corollary 2.6.2. Let p ≥ 0. Then, for every quantum channel T : MdA → MdB ,
we have

lim
p→0

Cea
F(p)(T ) = Cea(T )

This is a consequence of the following result (noting that C(T ) = 0 implies
Cea(T ) = 0):

Theorem 2.6.3 (Lower bound on the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity).
For 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli noise model and let 0 ≤ p0 ≤ 1
denote the threshold of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code. For any quantum
channel T : M⊗j1

2 → M⊗j2
2 with classical capacity C(T ) > 0 and for any 0 ≤ p ≤
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min{p0/2, 1/(2c(j1 + j2)}, we have a fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity
with

Cea
F(p)(T ) ≥ Cea(T )− 4f1(p)

Cea(T )

C(T )
− f2(p)

where

f1(p) =
(h(4cp) + 4cp log(3))j2
1− h(4cp)− 4cp log(3)

,

and

f2(p) = 2
√
2j2p

(
2j1+j2(j1 + j2) + 1

)∣∣2 log(2(j1 + j2)cp

2j1j2

)∣∣
+ 2h

(√
2j2p2

j1+j2|2 log
(
2(j1 + j2)cp

2j1j2

)
|
)

+ (1 + 4(j1 + j2)cp)h
( 4(j1 + j2)cp

1 + 4(j1 + j2)cp

)
+ 10(j1 + j2)cpj2,

and with c being the constant from Theorem 1.3.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.6.3. In this proof, we construct a fault-tolerant coding scheme
for entanglement-assisted communication affected by the i.i.d. Pauli noise model
F(p) by proposing an encoder circuit ΓE and a decoder circuit ΓD which are imple-
mented in the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code Cl with threshold p0 and for some
level l. With a rate of entanglement assistance Rea, we will obtain a bound on rates
R that fulfill

∥ id⊗nR
cl −

[
ΓD
Cl ◦ ((Encl ◦T ◦Decl)⊗n ⊗ id∗⊗nRea

2 ) ◦ (ΓE
Cl ⊗ id∗⊗nRea

2 ) ◦ · · ·
· · · ◦ (id⊗nR

cl ⊗(Enc⊗2(ϕ+))
⊗nRea)

]
F(p)

∥1→1
n→∞→ 0,

(2.7)

showing which rates R are achievable.

Our proof will progress according the following strategy:

1. Construct the coding scheme out of the relevant subcircuits for distillation and
coding under arbitrarily varying perturbations, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

2. Choose the concatenation level l corresponding to the number of locations in
the entire coding scheme, including all subcircuits, in Eq. (2.11).

3. Bound the expression in Eq. (2.7) in terms of the effective channel and the
distilled state using Theorem 2.2.3 and Theorem 2.5.4.

4. Invoke our results on entanglement-assisted capacity under arbitrarily varying
perturbations of strength 2(j1 + j2)cp from Theorem 2.4.4 to obtain a bound
on the achievable rates.
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The coding scheme for fault-tolerant communication is based on the coding scheme
for communication at a rate RAV P under arbitrarily varying perturbation. For each
n ∈ N, using the Solovay-Kitaev theorem [84], we may choose specific quantum
circuits ΓAVP,E and ΓAVP,D implementing the encoder E and decoder D used for
communication under AVP, such that

∥ΓAVP,E − E∥1→1 ≤
1

n
(2.8)

∥ΓAVP,D −D∥1→1 ≤
1

n
(2.9)

In addition, let ΓDist[T ] be the circuit performing entanglement distillation, which is
based on the circuit of Theorem 2.5.4 with classical communication via a subset of
the copies of the channel T , and an additional step of entanglement dilution to distill
the bipartite pure entangled state φ using the protocol from [78], which requires
additional one-way classical communication at an asymptotically negligible rate so
long as the state is pure (see also [14, Footnote 1]). Thereby, similar to the sketch in
Figure 2.5, the fault-tolerant implementation of this distillation circuit distills φ in
the code space, whereby it is made available for the fault-tolerantly implemented
communication setup.

Let ΓAVP,E
Cl , ΓAVP,D

Cl and ∆
[T ]
Cl denote the implementations of these circuits in the

7-qubit Steane code with concatenation level l. The circuits ΓE
Cl and ΓD

Cl which im-
plement our proposed fault-tolerant coding scheme are then constructed by the local
parts of fault-tolerant entanglement distillation, followed by the fault-tolerant imple-
mentation of the coding scheme for arbitrarily varying perturbations, as sketched in
Figure 2.6.

In total, the maximally entangled resource states are transformed by the noisy
interface into effective noisy states in the code space. Thereafter, entanglement
distillation is performed to restore pure state entanglement in the code space, using
up a subset of the copies of T for classical communication. Subsequently, the
remaining copies of T are used for entanglement-assisted communication.

By our construction, we obtain the following expression for Eq. (2.7) in terms of the
two subroutines in Figure 2.6:

∥ id⊗nR
cl −

[
ΓD
Cl ◦

((
(Encl ◦T ◦Decl)⊗n ◦ ΓE

Cl

)
⊗ id∗⊗nRea

2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦
(
id⊗nR
cl ⊗(Enc⊗2

l (ϕ+))
⊗nRea

)]
F(p)

∥1→1

= ∥ id⊗nR
cl −

[
ΓAVP,D
Cl ◦

((
(Encl ◦T ◦Decl)⊗(1−αp)n ◦ ΓAVP,E

Cl

)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦
(
id⊗nR
cl ⊗Γ

Dist[T ]
Cl (Enc⊗2

l (ϕ+))
⊗nRea

)]
F(p)

∥1→1

(2.10)
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where

αp =
h(4cp) + 4cp log(3)

CF(p)(T )
Rea

and

βp =
1− h(4cp)− 4cp log(3)

H(A)φ
Rea.

For any sequence of circuits, we choose the Steane code concatenation level l = ln

Figure 2.6: An illustration of the building blocks in our analysis. The circuits for
encoding and decoding in our fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication
setup, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, are constructed out of 3 individual subroutines.
Firstly, one subroutine (indicated in green) consists of the local operations performed
during entanglement distillation. This part of the analysis will be based on our results
in Theorem 2.5.4. The classical communication between the local distillation parts
makes up another subroutine (indicated by a black box), and is performed using the
coding scheme proposed in [27], as sketched in Figure 2.5. The final subroutine
(indicated in blue) is given by the fault-tolerant implementation of the coding scheme
for entanglement-assisted communication under AVP, as described in Theorem 2.4.4.
Note that the distillation subroutine and the classical communication subroutine are
only connected by classical information, while the coding scheme and the distillation
subroutine are connected by quantum states in the code. In total, these subroutines
and their analysis are combined in Eq. (2.13).

high enough such that the implementations above fulfill:(
p

p0

)2ln−1

(|Loc(ΓAVP,E)|+ |Loc(ΓAVP,D)|+ j1n+ |Loc(ΓDist)|) ≤ 1

n
(2.11)
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Using Theorem 2.2.3, Eq. (2.10) can be bounded in terms of the effective channel
Tp,Nl

= (1− 2(j1 + j2)cp)(T ⊗ TrS) + 2(j1 + j2)cpNl for some quantum channel
Nl, and thereby connected to our results on capacity under AVP for perturbation
probability 2(j1 + j2)cp:

∥ id⊗nR
cl −

[
ΓAVP,D
Cl ◦

((
(Encl ◦T ◦Decl)⊗(1−αp)n ◦ ΓAVP,E

Cl

)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦
(
id⊗nR
cl ⊗Γ

Dist[T ]
Cl (Enc⊗2

l (ϕ+))
⊗nRea

)]
F(p)

∥1→1

≤ ∥ id⊗nR
cl −(ΓAVP,D ⊗ TrS) ◦

(
T

⊗(1−αp)n
p,Nl

◦ (ΓAVP,E ⊗ SS)
)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦
(
id⊗nR
cl ⊗(Dec∗l )

⊗2βpn ◦
[
Γ
Dist[T ]
Cl (Enc⊗2

l (ϕ+))
⊗nRea

]
F(p)

)
∥1→1

+ 2p0

(
p

p0

)2ln−1

(|Loc(ΓAVP,E)|+ |Loc(ΓAVP,D)|+ j1n)

(2.12)

Note that during this inequality, the final error correction in the distillation part of
the circuit is used for the transformation, but remains unchanged and is recombined
with the circuit immediately. Note also that TrS(σS) = 1 for any syndrome state.

Then, Theorem 2.5.4 is employed to perform entanglement distillation of the bipartite
entangled states φ in the code space, leading to the following transformation:

∥ id⊗nR
cl −(ΓAVP,D ⊗ TrS) ◦

(
T

⊗(1−αp)n
p,Nl

◦ (ΓAVP,E ⊗ SS)
)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦
(
id⊗nR
cl ⊗(Dec∗l )

⊗2βpn ◦
[
Γ
Dist[T ]
Cl (Enc⊗2

l (ϕ+))
⊗nRea

]
F(p)

)
∥1→1

+ 2p0

(
p

p0

)2ln−1

(|Loc(ΓAVP,E)|+ |Loc(ΓAVP,D)|+ j1n)

≤ ∥ id⊗nR
cl −(ΓAVP,D ⊗ TrS) ◦

(
T

⊗(1−αp)n
p,Nl

◦ (ΓAVP,E ⊗ SS)
)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦ (id⊗nR
cl ⊗φ⊗βpn ⊗ σS)∥1→1 + 2p0(

p

p0
)2

ln−1|Loc(ΓDist)|) + 2

nRea

+
√
ϵdist(4cp) + 2p0(

p

p0
)2

ln−1

(|Loc(ΓAVP,E)|+ |Loc(ΓAVP,D)|+ j1n)

≤ ∥ id⊗nR
cl −ΓAVP,D ◦

(
T

⊗(1−αp)n
p,Nl

◦ (ΓAVP,E ⊗ SS(σS))
)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦ (id⊗nR
cl ⊗φ⊗βpn)∥1→1 +

1

n
+

2

nRea

+
√
ϵdist(4cp)

(2.13)

For the first inequality, we used Theorem 2.5.4 to perform entanglement distillation
on the k = nRea entangled states

[
Enc⊗2

l

]
F(p)

(ϕ+) that have been affected by the
noisy interface, obtaining the bipartite pure entangled state φ in the code space. In
total, this distillation process uses up αpn copies of T in the process to perform
classical communication and produces βpn copies of φ in the code space.

The second inequality is a consequence of our choice of concatenation level in
Eq. (2.11).
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We now use Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9) to relate the circuits for the coding scheme in
Eq. (2.13) to the ideal operations:

∥ id⊗nR
cl −ΓAVP,D ◦

(
T

⊗(1−αp)n
p,Nl

◦ (ΓAVP,E ⊗ SS(σS))
)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦ (id⊗nR
cl ⊗φ⊗βpn)∥1→1 +

1

n
+

2

nRea

+
√
ϵdist(4cp)

≤ ∥ id⊗nR
cl −D ◦

((
T

⊗(1−αp)n
p,Nl

◦ (E ⊗ SS(σS))
)
⊗ id

∗⊗βpn
2

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦ (id⊗nR
cl ⊗φ⊗βpn)∥1→1 +

2

nRea

+
√
ϵdist(4cp) +

3

n

(2.14)

Finally, we note that ϵdist(4cp) goes to zero as n→ ∞, and so do 3
n

and 2
nRea

. The
remaining summand goes to zero for all achievable rates RAV P of entanglement-
assisted communication under AVP with perturbation probability 2(j1 + j2)cp and
quantum channel Nl. For any entanglement-assistance at rate R′

ea ≥ 1, these
achievable rates are described by the expression in Eq. (2.6). Since a fraction
of the copies of T are used in the distillation, the communication rate is thus
reduced. In total, we find the following bound on the achievable rate of fault-tolerant
entanglement-assisted communication:

R < (1− αp)RAV P

The bound on R′
ea also automatically implies that Rea ≥ 1

βp
= H(A)φ

1−h(4cp)−4cp log(3)
. In

order to simplify notation in the main theorem, and since additional entanglement
does not increase capacity, we will henceforth set this rate to

Rea :=
log(2)

1− h(4cp)− 4cp log(3)

This leads to a fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity of

Cea
F(p)(T ) ≥ (1− αp)CAV P ((j1 + j2)cp, T )

≥ Cea(T )− f1(p)
Cea(T )

CF(p)(T )
− f2(p)

where

f1(p) =
(h(4cp) + 4cp log(3)) log(2)

1− h(4cp)− 4cp log(3)

and

f2(p) = 2
√

2j2p
(
2j1+j2(j1 + j2) + 1

)∣∣2 log(2(j1 + j2)cp

2j1j2

)∣∣
+ 2h

(√
2j2p2

j1+j2|2 log
(
2(j1 + j2)cp

2j1j2

)
|
)

+ (1 + 4(j1 + j2)cp)h
( 4(j1 + j2)cp

1 + 4(j1 + j2)cp

)
+ 10(j1 + j2)cpj2,
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Using [27, Theorem V.8], for any channel T with classical capacity C(T ) > 0, we
find an explicit function 0 ≤ f(p) ≤ C(T ) such that we have

Cea
F(p)(T ) ≥ Cea(T )− f1(p)

Cea(T )

C(T )− f(p)
− f2(p)

≥ Cea(T )− f1(p)
Cea(T )

C(T )

1

1− f(p)
C(T )

− f2(p)

≥ Cea(T )− 2f1(p)
Cea(T )

C(T )

(
1 +

f(p)

C(T )

)
− f2(p)

≥ Cea(T )− 4f1(p)
Cea(T )

C(T )
− f2(p)

Theorem 2.6.1 is obtained as a direct consequence of this result:

Proof of Theorem 2.6.1. For a given quantum channel T , we have Cea
F(p)(T ) ≥

Cea(T )− 4f1(p)
Cea(T )
C(T )

− f2(p) with the functions from Theorem 2.6.3.

Then, for any ϵ > 0, we can find a p0(T, ϵ) such that 4f1(p)
Cea(T )
C(T )

+ f2(p) ≤ ϵ for
all 0 ≤ p ≤ p0(T, ϵ).

It should be noted that the bound in Theorem 2.6.3 is dependent on the individual
channel T and not only on its dimension, which would lead to a uniform convergence
statement. Uniformity would follow if the quotient of classical and entanglement-
assisted capacity were bounded for a given dimension, as has been conjectured in
[14].

2.7 Conclusion and open problems
The usual notion of capacity of a channel considers a perfect encoding of information
into the channel, transfer via the (noisy) channel, and subsequent decoding. In real-
world devices, this process of encoding and decoding the information cannot be
assumed to be free of faults, which suggests the necessity of a modified notion
of capacity. Here, we show that entanglement-assisted transfer of information is
possible at almost the same rates for fault-affected devices as long as the probability
for gate error is below a threshold.

Coding theorems can be understood as a conversion between resources, where
quantum channels, entangled states and classical channels are used to simulate one
another. Based on the notation from [31], we say α ≥FT (p) β if there exists a
fault-tolerant transformation from a resource α to a resource β at gate error p with
asymptotically vanishing overall error. Then, our coding theorem in Theorem 2.6.3
for fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication via a quantum channel T :
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MdA → MdB corresponds to the following resource inequality: for any pure state
φ on MdA ⊗MdA′ , we have

⟨T ⟩+
(
H(A)(T⊗idA′ )(φ) +O(p)

)
[qq]

≥FT (p)

(
I(A′ : B)(T⊗idA′ )(φ) +O(p log(p))

)
[c→ c]

which specifies the asymptotic resource trade-off for fault-tolerant entanglement-
assisted communication. For vanishing gate error p, this reduces to the standard
resource inequality from [31, Eq. 54].

The presented results can be understood as a further development of the toolbox of
quantum communication with noisy encoding and decoding devices. Even though we
chose to present our work in the frame of an explicitly chosen setup for fault-tolerant
computation (i.e. 7-qubit Steane code and i.i.d. Pauli noise), the buildup is modular
in nature, allowing for the adaptation to other fault-tolerant scenarios.

We envision that our treatment of entanglement distillation with noisy devices will
find application in other quantum communication contexts (e.g. connecting quantum
computers, quantum repeaters, multiparty quantum communication and quantum
cryptography).

As it is not covered by the presented techniques, we leave the study of fault-tolerant
communication via infinite-dimensional quantum channels for future work.

End of arXiv:2210.02939 - Fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted communication

2.8 Some notes beyond the arXiv-manuscript
The field of quantum fault-tolerance is rapidly evolving, highlighting the practical
relevance of our results regarding communication in the presence of noise. In
Section 2.8.1 we give an alternative theorem for effective interfaces which may be
useful in other communication setups. In Section 2.8.2, we comment in more detail
on the scaling of our achievable rates from Theorem 2.6.3 and how it originates from
our proof strategy in Section 2.6. In addition, we highlight some proposals for other
error correcting codes and outline how our results may be generalized beyond the
7-qubit Steane code in Section 2.8.3.

2.8.1 An alternative effective interface theorem
In Section 2.2.2, we refined the effective interface theorems from [27] for the
purpose of allowing for an additional quantum input, in order to construct a strategy
for entanglement-assisted coding in Theorem 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

Here, we briefly present an alternative theorem to [27, Theorem III.8] which com-
bines the result for quantum circuits with classical output (and quantum input), and
quantum circuits with classical input (and quantum output) into a more general result
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for quantum circuits with quantum input and quantum output. This result can be used
for an alternative method for combining several quantum circuits with fault-tolerant
implementations. For example, this would in principle also apply to the circuit for
entanglement-distillation and for entanglement-assisted coding in our work, which
could then be understood as one bigger circuit in a fault-tolerant implementation.
However, we chose to present our results in such a way that the modular nature of
our combinations of quantum circuit is highlighted. In particular, the approach in
the alternative theorem below does not facilitate concatenation of two circuits with
implementations in different error correction codes.

Nonetheless, this theorem is a generalization of results from [27] that could find
application in other fault-tolerant communication scenarios, and therefore, we choose
to state it here and give the proof.

Theorem 2.8.1 (Effective encoder and decoder). Let Γ : M⊗n
2 → M⊗m

2 be a
quantum circuit. For each l ∈ N, let the circuit Cl denote the l-th level of the
concatenated 7-qubit Steane code with threshold p0. Moreover, let Encl : and Decl
be the interface circuits for the l-th level of the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code
with threshold p0.

Then, for any 0 ≤ p ≤ p0
2

and any l ∈ N, there exists a quantum channel Nl :
M2 → M2, which only depends on l and the interface circuit Encl, a quantum
channel Ñl : M⊗7l

2 → M2, which only depends on l and the interface circuit Decl,
and a quantum state σS on the syndrome space such that:

∥[Dec⊗ml ◦ΓCl ◦ Enc
⊗n
l ]F(p) − (Ndec,l

p )⊗m ◦ (Γ⊗ σS) ◦ (N enc,l
p )⊗n∥

≤ 2np0
( p
p0

)2l−1

+ 2p0
( p
p0

)2l |Loc(Γ)|
with

Nenc,l,p = (1− 2cp) id2+2cpNl

and
Ndec,l,p = (1− 2cp) id2⊗ trSl

+2cpÑl

where c = p0max{|Loc(Enc1)|, |Loc(Dec1 ◦EC)|}.

Proof. We decompose a single fault pattern F = F1 ⊕ F2 ⊕ F3, such that F1 affects
the circuit Dec⊗ml , F2 affects ΓCl , and F3 affects Enc⊗ml . These three fault-patterns
are independent of each other.

Furthermore, for the fault-tolerant implementation of the circuit ΓCl ends with
an error correction gadget, and we can thus define a circuit Γ̃Cl such that ΓCl =
EC⊗m

l ◦Γ̃Cl . We will denote the fault-pattern affecting Γ̃Cl by F ′
2 and the fault-pattern

affecting EC⊗m
l by G(F ′

2). The same applies to the encoder circuit, and we define
a circuit ˜Encl such that Encl = ECl ◦ ˜Encl. We denote the fault pattern on ˜Enc

⊗n
l

by F ′
3, and the fault-pattern on the corresponding EC⊗n

l by H(F ′
3). In summary, we
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write

[Dec⊗ml ◦ΓCl ◦ Enc
⊗n
l ]F

= [Dec⊗ml ]F1 ◦ [ΓCl ]F2 ◦ [Enc⊗nl ]F3

= [Dec⊗ml ]F1 ◦ [EC⊗m
l ]G(F ′

2)
◦ [Γ̃Cl ]F ′

2
◦ [EC⊗n

l ]H(F ′
3)
◦ [ ˜Enc

⊗n
l ]F ′

3
.

The m tensor products of the decoding interface Decl are subject to independent
faults, and therefore we can decompose the fault-pattern as F1 = F1,1 ⊕ F1,2 ⊕ ·· · ⊕
F1,m. The same is true for the m tensor products of EC and the fault-pattern G(F ′

2).
Then, for any k ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, consider the function

Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))

=

{
id2⊗ trS if α(F1,k, Gk(F

′
2)) = 0

[Decl]F1,k
◦ Enc∗l if α(F1,k, Gk(F

′
2)) = 1

with

α(F1,k, Gk(F
′
2)) =

{
0 if Decl ◦ECl is well-behaved under F1,k ⊕Gk(F

′
2)

1 else.

With this function, we have

[Decl ◦ECl]F1,k⊕Gk(F
′
2)
= Iα(F1,k,Gk(F

′
2))

◦Dec∗l ◦[ECl]Gk(F
′
2)
.

For a fault pattern F , we use the following decomposition:

[Dec⊗ml ◦ΓCl ◦ Enc
⊗n
l ]F

= [Dec⊗ml ]F1 ◦ [EC⊗m
l ]G(F ′

2)
◦ [Γ̃Cl ]F ′

2
◦ [EC⊗n

l ]H(F ′
3)
◦ [ ˜Enc

⊗n
l ]F ′

3

=
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Dec∗l )⊗m ◦ [EC⊗m

l ]G(F ′
2)
◦ [Γ̃Cl ]F ′

2
◦ [EC⊗n

l ]H(F ′
3)
◦ [ ˜Enc

⊗n
l ]F ′

3

=
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Dec∗l )⊗m ◦ [ΓCl ]F2 ◦ [EC⊗n

l ]H(F ′
3)
◦ [ ˜Enc

⊗n
l ]F ′

3
.

The sum over all fault patterns F can be split into fault patterns under which Γ is
well-behaved (i.e. all exRecs in Γ are well-behaved), and fault patterns under which
Γ is not well-behaved. We name the set of fault patterns under which Γ is well-
behaved A ⊆ F . Due to the threshold theorem in Theorem 1.2.9, the probability
ϵA that a given fault-pattern is not well-behaved (F /∈ A) is upper-bounded by
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ϵA ≤ p0(
p
p0
)2

l |Loc(Γ)|. Thus there exists a quantum channel E such that

[Dec⊗ml ◦ΓCl ◦ Enc
⊗m
l ]F(p)

=
∑
F

P (F )[Dec⊗ml ◦ΓCl ◦ Enc
⊗n
l ]F

=
∑
F

P (F )
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Dec∗l )⊗m ◦ [ΓCl ]F2 ◦ [EC⊗n

l ]H(F ′
3)
◦ [ ˜Enc

⊗n
l ]F ′

3

=
∑
F∈A

P (F )
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Γ⊗ SF2) ◦ (Dec∗l )⊗n ◦ [EC⊗n

l ]H(F ′
3)
◦ [ ˜Enc

⊗n
l ]F ′

3

+ ϵAE

=
∑
F∈A

P (F )
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Γ⊗ SF2) ◦ (Dec∗l )⊗n ◦ [Enc⊗nl ]F3 + ϵAE.

The faults affect the circuit independently, and the probability of a given fault-
pattern F = F1

⊕
F2

⊕
F3 can thus be expressed as P (F ) = P1(F1)P2(F2)P3(F3).

Therefore,

[Dec⊗ml ◦ΓCl ◦ Enc
⊗n
l ]F(p)

=
( ∑
F1,F2∈A′

P1(F1)P2(F2)
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Γ⊗ SF2)

)
◦ · · ·

· · · ◦
(∑

F3

P3(F3)(Dec
∗
l )

⊗n ◦ [Enc⊗nl ]F3

)
+ ϵAE.

(2.15)

Now, we can regard the part of the circuit that is affected by F3 separately, in order
to prove that it effectively behaves like the channel Nq,enc,l. For any distribution of
fault patterns J with probability P (J), we have∑
J

P (J)(Dec∗l ) ◦ [Encl]J

=
∑

J s.t. [Encl]J correct

P (J)(Dec∗l ) ◦ [Encl]J +
∑

J s.t. [Encl]J not correct

P (J)(Dec∗l ) ◦ [Encl]J

= (1− q) id2⊗σ + qNl

:= Nq,enc,l.

where Nl =
1
q2

∑
F s.t. [Encl]J not correct P (J)(Dec

∗
l ) ◦ [Encl]J , and q ≤ 2cp. Because

the interfaces are independent of each other, when taking the tensor product, we have

N⊗n
q,enc,l = (

∑
J

P (J)(Dec∗l ) ◦ [Encl]J)⊗n

=
∑

Ji, i=1,...,n

P (J1)P (J2)...P (Jn)(Dec
∗
l )

⊗n ◦ ([Encl]J1 ⊗ ·· · ⊗ [Encl]Jn)

=
∑
J ′

P (J ′)(Dec∗l )
⊗n ◦ [Enc⊗nl ]J ′ .
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For J ′ = F3, we insert this into Eq. (2.15) and obtain

[Dec⊗m ◦ΓCl ◦ Enc
⊗m]F(p)

=
( ∑
F1,F2∈A′

P1(F1)P2(F2)
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Γ⊗ σF2)

)
◦
(
N⊗m
q,enc,l

)
+ ϵAE.

For the encoding interface, our result above is thus already in the desired shape.
What remains to be proven is that the decoding interface can also be expressed as a
similar effective channel.

For any k ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, consider the function

Ĩβ(F1,k) =

{
id2⊗ trS if β(F1,k) = 0

[Decl]F1,k
◦ Enc∗l if β(F1,k) = 1

with

β(F1,k) =

{
0 if there exists Gk(F

′
2) such that Decl ◦ECl is well-behaved under F1,k ⊕Gk(F

′
2)

1 else.

We have ∑
F2∈A

P (F )∥
m⊗
k=1

Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))

−
m⊗
k=1

Ĩβ(F1,k)∥1→1

≤ 2Prob[∃k : β(F1,k) ̸= α(F1,k, Gk(F
′
2))]

≤ 2p0(
p

p0
)2

l−1

,

and thus∑
F1,F2∈A′

P1(F1)P2(F2)
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
) ◦ (Γ⊗ SF2)

=
∑
F2∈A

P2(F2)(
∑
F1

P1(F1)
m⊗
k=1

(Iα(F1,k,Gk(F
′
2))
)) ◦ (Γ⊗ SF2)

≤
∑
F2∈A

P2(F2)(
∑
F1

P1(F1)
m⊗
k=1

(Ĩβ(F1,k))) ◦ (Γ⊗ SF2) + 2p0(
p

p0
)2

l−1

=
∑
F2∈A

P2(F2)(
m⊗
k=1

(
∑
F1,k

P1(F1,k)Ĩβ(F1,k))) ◦ (Γ⊗ SF2) + 2p0(
p

p0
)2

l−1

= (
m⊗
k=1

(
∑
F1,k

P1(F1,k)Ĩβ(F1,k))) ◦ (Γ⊗ (
∑
F2∈A

P2(F2)SF2)) + 2p0(
p

p0
)2

l−1

= (
m⊗
k=1

(
∑
F1,k

P1(F1,k)Ĩβ(F1,k))) ◦ (Γ⊗ SS) + 2p0(
p

p0
)2

l−1

= N⊗m
dec,r,l ◦ (Γ⊗ SS) + 2p0(

p

p0
)2

l−1

,
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where we define the quantum channel SS :=
∑

F2
P (F2)SF2 , and the quantum

channel Ndec,r,l = (1 − r) id2⊗ trS +rÑl, which corresponds to splitting the sum
over F1,k into fault-patterns under which the circuit is well-behaved and fault-patterns
under which it is not well-behaved, and we have r ≤ 2cp. For this channel, we have:∑

F1
P1(F1)

⊗m
k=1(Ĩβ(F1,k))) = N⊗m

dec,r,l. Then, a triangle inequality gives the desired
result.

2.8.2 Scaling of our capacity bound

Our bound in Theorem 2.6.3 should be regarded mostly as a proof-of-principle
bound, and we place our focus on the scaling in the gate error q ∈ [0, 1]. For a
real-world implementation of a communication protocol, the dependence of the fault-
tolerant rate on the channel dimension strongly limits the achievable rate. Perhaps
this could in part be remedied by the use of tighter bounds and better approximations,
particularly for the cases of specific channels and specific error correction codes.
This is further illustrated in Example 2.8.2, where we look at the scaling of our
bound for a simple example channel.

Example 2.8.2 (Fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity of the qubit depo-
larizing channel). Here, we illustrate the scaling of our bound on fault-tolerantly
achievable rates from Theorem 2.6.3 for the qubit depolarizing channel Tp with
depolarizing probability p ∈ [0, 1] as introduced in Example 1.1.33. For this channel,
we have a closed-form expression for the entanglement-assisted capacity, and an
upper bound on the quotient between entanglement-assisted capacity and classical
capacity due to [15]. Since it is a qubit channel, the dimension is d = 2. We
plot our bounds on the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity for various
combinations of gate error probability q and depolarizing probability p.

In Figure 2.7, we plot the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity as a function
of the depolarizing probability p for various values of gate error probability q. It is
clearly visible that the capacity is reduced by an amount that depends on q (not on
p), and that the reduction is increased for higher gate error probabilities q, where
the scaling is dominated by q log(q).

In Figure 2.8, we plot the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity as a function
of the gate error probability q for some values of p. We see that the achievable
rates decrease sharply for small gate error probabilities. Our findings are consistent
with the observation that the difference between the fault-less and the fault-affected
capacity behaves as q log(q).

The function f(q) which features in our bound on the achievable rate in Theo-
rem 2.6.3 is a sum of several terms which can be traced back to steps in our proof
strategy. We can distinguish three main contributions:
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted capacity of the qubit
depolarizing channel as a function of the depolarizing probability p. The separation
increases as the gate error q increases.
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Figure 2.8: Plot of the lower bound on the fault-tolerant entanglement-assisted
capacity of the qubit depolarizing channel as a function of the gate error q for three
different values of depolarizing probability p. The fault-less entanglement-assisted
capacity is given at q = 0.
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• A contribution due to our use of entanglement distillation:

fDIST (q) = 4
Cea(T )

C(T )

(h(4cq) + 4cq log(3)) log(2)

1− h(4cq)− 4cq log(3)

• A contribution from the continuity relation of quantum mutual information:

fCONT (q) = (1 + 4(j1 + j2)cq)h
( 4(j1 + j2)cq

1 + 4(j1 + j2)cq

)
+ 8(j1 + j2)cqj2

• A contribution due to our use of the AVP coding scheme:

fAV P (q) = 2
√

2j2q
(
2j1+j2(j1 + j2) + 1

)∣∣2 log(2(j1 + j2)cq

2j1j2

)∣∣
+ 2h

(√
2j2q2

j1+j2 |2 log
(
2(j1 + j2)cq

2j1j2

)
|
)
+ 2(j1 + j2)cqj2

resulting in a total reduction of the rate by f(q) = fDIST (q)+ fCONT (q)+ fAV P (q).

We compare these contributions briefly in Figure 2.9 for the depolarizing channel
from Example 1.1.33. For small gate error q, the contribution from the arbitrarily
varying coding scheme dominates and behaves similar to q log(q). For higher gate
errors, the contribution due to entanglement distillation becomes more and more
relevant.

2.8.3 About noise models and codes
The Pauli noise model is commonly used in theoretical work [6, 41] because of its
comparitive simplicity, and in experimental work [25, 127] because of its decent
accuracy in modelling current quantum computers. Additionally, [123] found that all
non-Markovian noise can be transformed into Pauli noise by randomized compiling,
further justifying the use of this simplified model. Beyond this, we believe that our
results in Section 2.6 can be expected to hold more generally for different types of
i.i.d. noise and even more complicated noise models, in part due to our worst-case
assumption on the syndrome state.

While we place focus on the concatenated 7-qubit Steane code, we expect that other
codes may also be used for the implementation of the coding scheme, and we briefly
give some examples and outline strategies in the remainder of this section.

For example, recent work [125] proposes a concatenated code with quantum Ham-
ming codes where the code size and distance increases at every level. This proposal
can achieve a constant space overhead, while many desireable properties of quantum
Hamming codes are preserved, and many properties are the same as for the concate-
nation of 7-qubit Steane codes. For example, the codes have the same transversal
gate set and similar scaling of the error threshold. We therefore conjecture that
similar theorems to the results in [27] and our work in Section 2.6 also hold for
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Figure 2.9: Plot of the scaling of the different contributions to the function f(q) by
which the capacity is reduced through gate errors.

encodings in this code. The level of concatenation would still have to be selected
according to Eq. (2.11), but for high enough concatenation levels, the fault-tolerant
implementation would require 32 qubits per logical qubit instead of 7l. While it is
clear that the results in [27, 9], Theorem 2.6.3 are asymptotic in nature, the feasibility
of implementing a fault-tolerant coding scheme (or a finite-blocklength version)
would be greatly increased by such a reduction in overhead.

Furthermore, there exist various other families of error correction codes that are
candidates for long-term fault-tolerance. In particular, much attention has been
paid to topological codes. While these codes have similarities to the 7-qubit Steane
code, there are also some key differences. In particular, the block-like structure
of concatenation of codes limits the spread of error during decoding and encoding
interfaces, which is a key feature of our construction. There exist proposals for
concatenation schemes for topological codes [20, 29, 74], which may provide a
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similar structure and thereby allow us to extend our results.

Quantum LDPC codes [40, 34, 21] may also be candidates for generalizing our
results; for example, in the case of quantum expander codes, these codes have
constant space overhead [40], efficient decoders [34] and utilize a concatenated
structure for state preparation.

For some more specific channel families, it may also be possible to make assumptions
on the coding scheme which limit the spread of errors. Since the correlations in
the channel originate in the encoding circuit, we expect that our analysis may be
simplified and that the achievable rates may be improved if we could construct a
coding scheme that has low circuit depth or very limited connectivity in the encoder
circuit.





Chapter 3

Towards small-scale fault-tolerance
on trapped ion platforms

3.1 Introduction

Despite recent advances in scale and error-resistance of quantum hardware, it remains
an experimental and theoretical challenge to protect computations against noise and
decoherence. A protective implementation based on techniques from quantum error
correction [70, 3, 68, 6] can serve to enhance the time span in which a quantum
system remains stable and useful for computation. This is especially important
because the noise in quantum systems is chiefly believed to occur as a result of the
time-span it takes to execute quantum gates, which is likely to play a role beyond
near-term devices [89].

Quantum error-correcting codes typically work by encoding the quantum information
into a larger quantum system, known as a code space or a code word. Based on this
encoding, part of the system can be analyzed in order to detect and correct errors.
These codes have been developed and optimized to provide a high level of protection
against errors while maintaining a relatively low overhead in terms of the number of
resources required.

While many candidates for fault-tolerant quantum error correcting codes exist, the
performance and practical relevance of a code depends on several factors, such as
the type and strength of the noise affecting the qubits, the resources available for
implementing the code, and the specific requirements of the quantum computation
being performed. In particular, the limits of current quantum hardware emphasize a
need for quantum error correction at small scales, with low qubit numbers and/or
limited connectivity. Because of this, the list of near-term attractive error-correcting
codes is comprised of the 5-qubit code, the 7-qubit Steane code, the 9-qubit Shor
code and small topological codes, all of which can correct up to one single qubit error.
Fault-tolerant implementations in these codes often need additional qubits acting
as auxilliary systems and classical control. In [25], experimental demonstration of
applying the logical gates in a 5-qubit surface code was performed and supplemented
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with classical simulations. Crucially, their work is focused on the application of
gates to states that are already encoded, i.e. faultlessly prepared in the code space,
disregarding the error involved in creating the encoded state. For practical purposes,
this encoding should also be fault-tolerant. Like many state-of-the-art experiments
on real devices, the recent experiments performed in [25, 49, 1] do not, in fact,
employ error correction in the spirit of on-the-fly, real-time correction. Rather, they
often implement methods of error detection in order to gauge the probability of
logical error and emphasize the need for error correction. This is due to the fact that
error detection is much more feasible on current hardware. It often needs a lower
number of qubits, and - unlike error correction - does not require the implementation
of conditional measurements or re-initialization of the auxilliary systems. Both of
these operations are not available on any current cloud-based quantum platform.

Error detection itself can also be used in order protect a computation against faults.
In a circuit implemented in an error detection code, if an error is detected during
a run of the experiment, instead of providing a method for correcting it, the run
should be aborted and restarted. If we can detect all occasions where one single error
(i.e. one gate is corrupted during the whole computation) occurs, we are effectively
post-selecting the runs without error and a fraction of the runs with more than one
error (which we suppose to be unlikely enough).

One such error detection code with a low qubit number is the [[4,2,2]] Bacon-Shor
code proposed in [114, 43] and highlighted in [41]. This code encodes logical
two-qubit states in terms of four physical qubits, using one auxilliary system in the
process. Notably, this code allows for a low-depth, comparatively simple preparation
of an encoded maximally entangled state, which is an important resource state for
computations and communication protocols. Due to the low qubit number, this code
is a prime candidate for near-term demonstrations of the principles of fault-tolerance.
The preparation of some selected logical two-qubit states in this code has been
demonstrated for superconducting qubits in [108] and for trapped ion qubits in [76].

With recent leaps in technology and precision, it has also become increasingly
common for the builders of quantum computers to offer remote access to their
devices, which allows users to submit a description of a quantum circuit and obtain
the corresponding experimental data via a cloud-computing based infrastructure.
This access allows anyone to investigate whether methods from fault-tolerance can
improve computations on current devices. Using remote quantum computing setups
for superconducting qubits, the [[4,2,2]] error detection code has been shown to lead
to improved quantum state lifetimes and lower errors [85, 117, 46, 59, 122].

In this work, we use this feature to test the limits and possibilities of current trapped
ion quantum computers. In particular, we investigate whether the [[4,2,2]] code can
protect quantum information on such devices. Due to the inherent characteristics
of trapped ion systems, it becomes easier to perform two-qubit gates, which are
traditionally difficult on super-conducting devices, manifesting in their limited
connectivity. However, it is possible that this comparative easiness of manipulating
multiple qubits might also increase the likelihood of correlated errors, against which
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the proposed methods for fault-tolerance commonly do not protect. In fact, [46]
shows that correlated errors could in principle render an encoding of any computation
in the [[4,2,2]] code useless, as it may perform worse than the unencoded computation
if the correlated noise is sufficiently prevalent.

Here, we will say that the encoding of a circuit in the [[4,2,2]] code demonstrates
fault-tolerance if the encoding performs better than the unencoded version when both
circuits are performed on the same device under the same conditions. This is different
from our notion of fault-tolerance as introduced in Section 1.2, which compares a
circuit which is affected by noise with an ideal, noiseless counterpart. While devices
are moving towards physical error rates that would lie below a threshold for true
fault-tolerance, they do not yet have sufficiently low errors. It is therefore common
[25, 59] and perhaps more promising to instead compare implementations of the
same circuit in different error correcting codes. Then, we may observe whether
they demonstrate improvements in logical error rates (consistent with the theory of
fault-tolerance), even if both implementations are not truly fault-tolerant. In the most
basic such test, we can compare an implementation without any extra protection
("in a [[2,2,1]] code") to an implementation with some degree of protection, e.g. the
[[4,2,2]] code, which is what we compare here.

For one of the quantum devices we investigated, the 11-qubit IonQ Harmony, our
observations seem to demonstrate the benefit of protecting a computation by imple-
menting it in an error detection code and are consistent with the theory of quantum
fault-tolerance. Our observations suggest that this trapped ion quantum computer
does not suffer from excessively highly correlated noise. However, although the
implementation in the [[4,2,2]] code improves the life-time of quantum states in
current devices, we clearly observe that the computation as a whole - unencoded or
encoded - is not fault-tolerant for longer circuit depths.

For the newer trapped ion quantum device, the 21-qubit IonQ Aria, we did not
observe a conclusive improvement for circuits implemented in the [[4,2,2]] code.
This is surprising because this device has much lower gate error rates, which we
expect to be below the threshold. This suggests that our assumed error model does
not capture the noise affecting this device, and that there may indeed be highly
correlated errors occuring.

First, we give a proof of a threshold theorem for demonstrating the principles of fault-
tolerance under an i.i.d. Pauli error model for any error detection code that eliminates
all single-qubit gate errors in Section 3.2. Then, we give a more detailed description
of the [[4,2,2]] error detection code and its implementation in terms of the natural
gate set for trapped ion quantum devices in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we compare
two-qubit circuits without error detection and two-qubit circuits implemented in the
[[4,2,2]] error detection code with respect to their performance on IonQ’s quantum
computing platforms.
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3.2 A threshold theorem for demonstrations of
fault-tolerance

A quantum circuit is a CPTP map resulting from a concatenation of elementary
quantum gates in a gate set as described in Section 1.2.1. In this work, we will
consider two gate sets, the more common gate set from [41] and the gate set that
is native to trapped ion computers. The model for errors in a quantum computer
that we will use here is the i.i.d. Pauli noise model, which is also considered in
[6, 41, 27, 9] and introduced in Section 1.2.1. [127] uses the i.i.d. Pauli error model
for an trapped ion quantum computer and suggests that it is justified by comparing
their experimental data to simulations.

We will mostly consider circuits Γ : C2B → C
2B with classical input and output

where B refers to the number of classical bits the circuit encodes. We denote by
ΓC : C2B → C

2B the simulation of Γ in a quantum error detection code C (including
the classical post-processing). We say that a logical error occurs when the output
of our noisy circuits ([Γ]F or [ΓC]F ) which are subject to a noise model F does not
match the output that we would obtain from a noiseless version of Γ.

A quantum error detection code is associated to a specific list of errors which it
can reliably detect. This is implemented by a check - in the case of the [[4,2,2]]
code, a check of the global parity - which detects this list of errors with certainty.
Runs where a detection occurs are then discarded, and statistics are formed from
the data after postselecting runs where the detection event did not occur. A useful
error detection code should not abort with certainty, i.e. the probability to survive
postselection should not be 0, and the probability of an error outside the list leading
to a logical error should be sufficiently low.

Assuming a fault model with restricted locality, like the i.i.d. Pauli model, means
that fault patterns where one location has an error occur are the most likely, and
more errors become increasingly unlikely. Therefore, in this error model, we want
the postselection to detect and discard all runs with such fault patterns which would
lead to a logical error. Then, for an encoding in which the most likely set of logical
errors are eliminated by the postselection, we can hope to demonstrate the principles
of fault-tolerance.

For longer circuits, the benefit of postselection is lessened, as it becomes more likely
that fault patterns with more faults appear. However, postselection is often utilized to
implement the preparation of auxilliary qubits as a subroutine in larger fault-tolerant
architechtures, see for example [86, 128], and demonstrations of fault-tolerance with
an error detecting code could (at the very least) be regarded as demonstrations of
fault-tolerant preparations of auxilliary qubits.

We compare the noisy circuit’s output distribution to the output distribution of the
corresponding noiseless state preparation circuit, using use total variation distance
as a measure of error.
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Definition 3.2.1. Let pX and qX be probability distributions over a set {x}0,1,...,D−1

with D elements. Then, the total variation distance (TV-distance) of pX and qX is
given by

TVdist(pX , qX) =
1

2

D−1∑
x=0

|pX(x)− qX(x)|.

Then, as proposed in [41], we define a criterion for demonstrating fault-tolerance
with an error detection code:

Definition 3.2.2 (Fault-tolerance demonstration criterion). Let C be a quantum error
detection code, and let F denote a noise model. Let Γ : C2B → C

2B be a quantum
circuit which prepares the quantum state |ϕ⟩ and outputs the probability distribution
P|ϕ⟩ resulting from |ϕ⟩ by Born’s rule.

Let P unenc
|ϕ⟩ be the probability distribution that is output by [Γ]F , and let P enc

|ϕ⟩ be the
probability distribution that is output by [ΓC]F .

Then, we call ΓC an implementation of Γ that demonstrates fault-tolerance if

TVdist(P
unenc
|ϕ⟩ , P|ϕ⟩) > TVdist(P

enc
|ϕ⟩ , P|ϕ⟩).

For any code where single gate errors cannot lead to a logical error, this can be
reformulated as a threshold theorem which determines the probability of physical
single-qubit error below which the code should demonstrate fault-tolerance:

Lemma 3.2.3 (Threshold for demonstrating fault-tolerance). Let C be a quantum
error detection code, and let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli noise model with p ∈ [0, 1].
Let Γ : C2B → C

2B be a quantum circuit withLu locations, and let ΓC : C2B → C
2B

be the simulation of Γ, where ΓC has Le locations. Then, for any p < pth with

pth =
Lu

Le(Le − 1) + LuLe + L2
u

,

the implementation in the code demonstrates fault-tolerance according to the crite-
rion in Definition 3.2.2.

Proof. We call the event of surviving the postselection "acceptance". The probability
of the encoded circuit with postselection to be subject to a logical error is given by
the conditional probability

Prob[Logical error in [ΓC]F(p)|acceptance]

=
Prob[Logical error in [ΓC]F(p) ∩ acceptance]

Prob[acceptance]
.

If this probability is strictly smaller than the probability of failure in the unencoded
circuit, i.e. if

Prob[Logical error in [ΓC]F(p) ∩ acceptance]
Prob[acceptance]

< Prob[Logical error in [Γ]F(p)],
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then the encoded simulation outperforms the unencoded version, and we may say
that the encoding demonstrates fault-tolerance in accordance with the criterion from
3.2.2.

If there exists an upper bound pL ≥ Prob[Logical error in [ΓC]F(p) ∩ acceptance],
and lower bounds pS ≤ Prob[acceptance] and pU ≤ Prob[Logical error in [Γ]F(p)],
then Prob[Logical error in [ΓC ]F(p)∩acceptance]

Prob[acceptance] ≤ pL
pS

, and the proposed code demonstrates
fault-tolerance if

pL
pS

< pU . (3.1)

We now proceed to find upper and lower bounds on these probabilities.

For any circuit Γ′ : C2B → C
2B with L locations, and an error occuring at each

location with a probability p, the overall probability that errors occur is bounded by
the following combinatorial expression, due to the union bound:

Prob[Logical error in [Γ′]F(p)] ≤ Prob[At least one error occurs in [Γ′]F(p)]

≤
L∑
k=1

(
L

k

)
pk(1− p)L−k.

This is because the probability of k locations having an error, and all other L − k
locations having no error, is given by pk(1− p)L−k, and there are

(
L
k

)
possible fault

patterns where exactly k faults occur in the circuit.

All terms where exactly one location is faulty occurs are postselected or do not lead
to a logical error in the encoded circuit, and the probability of errors and acceptance
is thus upper bounded by

Prob[Logical error in [ΓC]F(p) ∩ acceptance]

≤
Le∑
k=2

(
Le
k

)
pk(1− p)Le−k

= (1− p)Le

Le∑
k=2

(
Le
k

)
(

p

1− p
)k

= (1− p)Le((1 +
p

1− p
)Le − Le

p

1− p
− 1)

= (1− p)Le(1 +
p

1− p
)Le − Lep(1− p)Le−1 − (1− p)Le

= (1− p+ p)Le − Lep(1− p)Le−1 − (1− p)Le

≤ 1− Lep(1− (Le − 1)p)− (1− Lep)

= Le(Le − 1)p2 := pL.

The first inequality is an upper bound because there may be additional error combi-
nations (besides the single-error terms) which would not survive postselection and
therefore not be accepted.
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Postselection can only occur if at least one error happened during the circuit, and
it can not occur if there is no error in the circuit. Therefore, the probability of
acceptance, i.e. surviving postselection, is bounded by

Prob[acceptance] ≥ Prob[no error occurs]

≥ (1− p)Le = 1 +
Le∑
k=1

(
Le
k

)
(−p)k

≥ 1− Lep := pS.

To show the last inequality, we group together k and k + 1 for all even k, and show
that the summand corresponding to k (appearing with positive sign) is always larger
than the summand corresponding to k + 1 (appearing with negative sign in the sum):(
N
k

)
pk ≥

(
N
k+1

)
pk+1 ⇐⇒ p ≤ (Le

k )
( Le
k+1)

= k+1
N−k . This is true for all even k if it is true

for k = 2, because the expression increases for increasing k, which means that it is
true for p < 3

Le−3
. (Note that this threshold is only reasonable and/or non-trivial for

Le > 3, which is true by default for this code, and most codes.)

Similarly, we have the following lower bound for the unencoded circuit:

Prob[Logical error in [Γ]F(p)] ≥ Prob[Exactly one error occurs in [Γ]F(p)]

= Lup(1− p)Lu−1

≥ Lup(1− p)Lu

= Lup(
Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k + 1)

= Lup+ Lup
Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k := pU .

In total, we obtain the following chain of relations:

Le(Le − 1)p2

(1− Lep)
< Lup+ Lup

Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k ⇐

Le(Le − 1)p2 < Lup+ Lup
Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k − LuLep

2 − LuLep
2

Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k.

Then, we collect the terms that are associated to p2:(
Le(Le − 1) + LuLe + L2

u

)
p2

< Lup+ Lup

Lu∑
k=2

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k − LuLep

2

Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k,
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and divide both sides by p:(
Le(Le − 1) + LuLe + L2

u

)
p

< Lu + Lu

Lu∑
k=2

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k + LuLe

Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k+1.

We note that the sum of the second and third term is always positive:

Lu

Lu∑
k=2

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k + LuLe

Lu∑
k=1

(
Lu
k

)
(−p)k+1

= LuLep(1− (1− p)Lu) + Lu(−1 + (1− p)Lu + Lup) > 0.

Therefore, we choose the threshold to be

pth =
Lu

Le(Le − 1) + LuLe + L2
u

.

Then, for all p ≤ pth, the condition in Eq. (3.1) is fulfilled, and therefore the encoding
in the error detection code combined with postselection performs better than the
unencoded original circuit.

3.3 The [[4,2,2]] error detection code
The [[4,2,2]] error detection code as introduced in Section 1.2.3 is the smallest
known quantum error detection code that can detect any single-qubit error. It was
proposed in [114, 43] and highlighted in [41] for fault-tolerance experiments within
the reach of current and near-term quantum hardware. This code was originally
designed for restricted connectivity layouts, where 5 qubits are arranged in a ring.

One particularity of this code is that it encodes two-qubit states directly. Within
most quantum error correction codes, a preparation of some two-qubit state would be
executed by a preparation of two one-qubit states, and an application of fault-tolerant
quantum gates. However, the [[4,2,2]] code accomplishes this more directly, i.e. by
applying comparitively few gates, and with only one additional physical auxilliary
qubit.

This is especially relevant in the case of the maximally entangled state of two qubits,
which can be prepared in the code space by a low-depth 4-qubit circuit. This state acts
as a resource in many quantum computing and quantum communication protocols,
such superdense coding [16], teleportation [11] and gate teleportation [42]. In our
work in Chapter 2, for example, the preparation of maximally entangled states within
a code space in order to utilize them for entanglement-assisted communication plays
an important role.

Beyond its use for devices with a low qubit number, the [[4,2,2]] code can also be
concatenated with other codes in order to provide further protection [20, 29].
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Recall that the code states of the [[4,2,2]] code are given by:∣∣00〉 = 1√
2
(|0000⟩+ |1111⟩),

∣∣01〉 = 1√
2
(|1100⟩+ |0011⟩),

∣∣10〉 = 1√
2
(|1010⟩+ |0101⟩),

∣∣11〉 = 1√
2
(|0110⟩+ |1001⟩).

We will therefore consider circuits Γ acting on 2 qubits, which output a probability
distribution obtained from computational basis measurements, and ΓC (where C
denotes the [[4,2,2]] code) acting on 4 physical qubits (+1 auxilliary qubit), which
outputs the postselected probability distribution.

The preparation of these states has been demonstrated in [108, 76], and circuits
with higher depths have been implemented in this code on superconducting qubit
platforms in [85, 117, 46, 59, 122]. These experiments generally find that the
implementation of a circuit in this code does indeed improve the accuracy of the
computation for short circuits, serving as an indication that the techniques from
fault-tolerance may eventually become useful. To our knowledge, this code has
not been studied for trapped ion quantum computers beyond the analysis of the
preparation of logical computational basis states in [76], perhaps due to the focus on
connectivity restrictions that do not apply to trapped ion qubits. Here, we attempt
to study if an implementation in the [[4,2,2]] code can improve the life-time of the
prepared states on a trapped ion quantum computer.

3.3.1 Thresholds in the proposed gate set of [41]
In order to demonstrate fault-tolerance for implementations in this code, we need
to be able to both prepare states in this subspace and to perform gates in such a
way that every single qubit error that leads to a logical error is detected. In [41],
Gottesman proposed state preparation circuits for three distinct two-qubit states in
this code:

∣∣00〉, ∣∣0+〉 = 1√
2
(
∣∣00〉+∣∣01〉) and

∣∣ϕ+

〉
= 1√

2
(
∣∣00〉+∣∣11〉). The encoded

preparation circuits are given in Table 3.1.

The set of logical gates in this code that preserve the property that single-qubit errors
cannot lead to a logical error is limited. Therefore, not all states can be prepared and
interconverted within the code. For example, the logical Hadamard gate would in
principle map between the states

∣∣00〉 and
∣∣0+〉. However, this gate is not known to

have the desired property, and this is why a different circuit is proposed to prepare∣∣0+〉. In total, the set of states that we can prepare in this construction is given by
the three states listed above, and all states that are obtained by performing one of the
gates from the logical gate set on one of them, where the known such gates are listed
in Eq. (3.2).
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Table 3.1: State preparation circuits for [[4,2,2]] Bacon-Shor error detection code as
proposed in [41].

Logical state State preparation circuit

∣∣00〉 U
H

∣∣0+〉
H

U
H

∣∣ϕ+

〉
H

U
H
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Lemma 3.3.1. Let C denote the [[4,2,2]] code and let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli
noise model with p ∈ [0, 1]. Let Γ : C4 → C

4 be the circuit which prepares |ϕ+⟩.
Then, no single-qubit gate error in [ΓC]F(p) causes a logical error.

Proof. This claim can be verified by analyzing all possible cases of a single-qubit
gate error. For illustration, we will give the details of this process here.

The maximally entangled state of two logical qubits is encoded as
∣∣ϕ+

〉
= 1

2
(|0000⟩+

|0110⟩+ |1001⟩+ |1111⟩) on the four physical qubits. This has even parity (i.e. will
pass through the parity check for the postselection) and will be decoded into |00⟩
with 50% probability and |11⟩ with 50% probability, and therefore lead to the correct
statistics.

Note that errors can spread in the following ways in the gate set used in the proposed
circuits:

HX = ZH

SX = Y S

[CNOT21, X1] = 0

[CNOT12, Z1] = 0

X1X2CNOT12 = CNOT12X1

Z1Z2CNOT21 = CNOT21 Z1

Here, we use Xi/Zi to indicate an X/Z gate on the i-th qubit and CNOTij to denote
a CNOT gate where the i-th qubit acts as the control and the j-th qubit acts as the
target.

We use Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 to denote the four qubits in our circuit, where we assign the
labels from top to bottom in the circuit diagram in Table 3.1. With this, we can go
through all the cases of single-qubit X, Y or Z-errors occuring, and show that they
are either detected or do not change the decoded state:

• Because of the connectivity, an X-error can only lead to one X-error or two
X-errors, which can only happen on two qubits that are connected by CNOTs.

– One X-error after the preparation of Q1 is equivalent to a Z-error after
the first Hadamard gate, leading to a change in relative phase that does
not affect the decoded state.

– An X-error on Q1 after the Hadamard gate on Q1 will spread via the
CNOT gate between Q1 and Q4, which does not affect the decoded
state.

– If an X-error occurs on Q4 after the preparation gate on Q4, it commutes
with the CNOT gate on Q1 and Q4. This error changes the (global)
parity of the state, and would thus be detected and rejected.
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– If anX-error occurs on Q1 after the CNOT gate, before the measurement,
this would change the global parity and would thus be detected. The
same holds true for an X-error on Q5 before the measurement.

– Due to the circuit construction, the gates applied to Q2 and Q3 are the
same, and in the same order, as the gates applied to Q4 and Q1. Thus,
single gate errors on Q2 and Q3 give rise to the same cases and patterns,
and would thus be detected or not affect the decoded state.

• Z-errors affect the relative phase, which does not affect the decoding here.
However, Z-errors are transformed into bit-flip errors by the Hadamard gate
H . This situation is equivalent to an X-error happening after H , and thus
covered in the above point relating to all possible X-errors.

• For Y -errors, we have HXZ = ZHZ = ZXH . For CNOT, depending on
the direction, either X or Z commute while the other one "spreads" to both
qubits. For example, CNOT12X1Z1 = X1Z1X2CNOT12. If this occurs on
Q2 and Q3, the relative phase changes, and the parities do not change (i.e. it
is postselected and decoded correctly). If it occurs on Q1, it will spread an
X-error (only) to Q4 and be covered by the cases before.

Thus, all single-qubit gate errors are detected or do not affect the decoded state.

It is also notable that the same can be said if the circuit is implemented on a 5-qubit
ring, as would be necessary for a device that could prepare both

∣∣ϕ+

〉
and

∣∣00〉. Then,
the CNOT gate between Q1 and Q4 would instead be implemented by a CNOT
gate between Q1 and Q5, followed by a SWAP gate on Q5 and Q4. A SWAP gate
can be implemented by three CNOT gates, and this circuit can lead to one X-error
(detected on Q4, irrelevant on Q5) or two X-errors, i.e. on Q4 and Q5, which would
be detected.

Corollary 3.3.2. Let C denote the [[4,2,2]] code and let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli
noise model with p ∈ [0, 1]. Let Γ : C4 → C

4 be a circuit that consists of the
proposed state preparations. Like [41], let us assume that qubits are initialized only
when they are needed, and do not have wait locations before the first gate is applied
to them.

• For
∣∣ϕ+

〉
, Γ has Lu = 6 locations, and ΓC has Le = 12 locations, and

therefore, [ΓC]F(p) demonstrates fault-tolerance for p < 1/40 = 0.025.

• For
∣∣00〉, the location counts are Lu = 6 and Le = 22, and therefore, the

circuit demonstrates fault-tolerance for p < 2/283 = 0.00706714.

• For
∣∣0+〉, the location counts are Lu = 5 and Le = 12, and therefore, the

circuit demonstrates fault-tolerance for p < 5/217 = 0.0230415.

Proof. We go through the location counting for the preparation of the maximally
entangled state, illustrated also in Figure 3.1.
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The unencoded circuit consists of 2 preparations, 1 single-qubit gate, 1 two-qubit
gate and 2 measurements, leading to a total location count of Lu = 6.

The locations of the encoded circuit are given by 4 preparations, 2 single-qubit gates,
2 two-qubit gates and 4 measurements, i.e. a total of Le = 12 locations.

H

(a) Preparation of |ϕ+⟩. The total number of
circuit locations is Lu = 6.

H

H

(b) Preparation of
∣∣ϕ+

〉
. The total number of

circuit locations is Le = 12.

Figure 3.1: Circuits for preparing |ϕ+⟩ and
∣∣ϕ+

〉
. Preparation gates are highlighted

in blue, measurement gates are highlighted in green, two qubit gates are highlighted
in red and single-qubit gates are highlighted in yellow.

Inserting this into the criterion for demonstrating fault-tolerance 3.2.3, we get a
threshold of

p <
6

36 + 6× 12 + 11× 12
=

6

6× (6 + 12 + 22)
= 1/40.

The location counts in the other two state preparation circuits, as illustrated in
Figure 3.2a and 3.2b, analogously lead to their respective thresholds.

Remark 3.3.3. Like [41], we assume here that qubits are only initialized when
they are needed, and do not need wait locations before. If we do not make this
assumption, and also count the additional wait locations, we obtain slightly lower
thresholds. We could also assume a different error model where fault-locations may
be counted differently. In particular, the measurement gate is commonly known to
take the longest time. We could, for the preparation above, also assume that the
measurements are performed immediately after the last gate has been performed to
alleviate additional wait locations. However, in our later investigations, where we
may apply logical gates or wait for a certain amount of time steps, the qubits will
always be measured at the same time, and we therefore use this assumption in our
counting.
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H

U
H

(a) Preparation of
∣∣0+〉. This circuit has

Le = 12 locations, whereas the unencoded
circuit has Lu = 5 locations.

U
H

(b) Preparation of
∣∣00〉. This circuit has Le =

22 locations, whereas the unencoded circuit
has Lu = 4 locations.

Figure 3.2: Preparation circuits for
∣∣0+〉 and

∣∣00〉, using the same color indicators
as in Figure 3.1, with the addition of orange markers, which we use to indicate a
wait location.

The following logical gates are proposed in [41] and [23]:

X1 = X1X3

X2 = X1X2

Z1 = Z1Z2

Z2 = X1Z3

SWAP1,2 ◦H1H2 = H1H2H3H4

Z1Z2 ◦ CZ1,2 = S1S2S3S4

(3.2)

Lemma 3.3.4. Let C denote the [[4,2,2]] code and let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli
noise model with p ∈ [0, 1]. Let Γ : C4 → C

4 be a circuit that consists of the
proposed state preparations and the proposed logical gates. Then, no single-qubit
gate error in [ΓC]F(p) causes a logical error.

Proof. This follows because all transformation rules from before hold, and the
encoded gates only contain single-qubit gates.

Effectively, within the [[4,2,2]] code, we can thus prepare any state that can be
obtained from applying a combination of gates from the logical gate set to one of
the three states listed in Table 3.1, with the threshold decreasing as a function of
the number of gates that are applied. Then, if the probability of single-qubit error
is below this threshold, we expect the circuit implemented in the [[4,2,2]] code to
fulfill the criterion for demonstrating fault-tolerance in Definition 3.2.2.

Corollary 3.3.5. Let C denote the [[4,2,2]] code and let F(p) denote the i.i.d. Pauli
noise model with p ∈ [0, 1]. Let Γ : C4 → C

4 be a circuit that consists of the
proposed state preparations and T proposed logical gates.
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Then, for any gate sequence length T , [ΓC]F(p) demonstrates fault-tolerance for the
following thresholds:

• For the initial state
∣∣ϕ+

〉
:

p <
1

40 + 14T
.

• For the initial state
∣∣0+〉:

p <
5 + 2T

217 + 156T + 28T 2
.

• For the initial state
∣∣00〉:

p <
2 + T

283 + 124T + 14T 2
.

Proof. All logical gates are transversal single-qubit gates. This means that each
logical gate in the sequence adds 4 locations to the 4-qubit circuit, and 2 locations to
the 2-qubit circuit. Therefore, when a gate sequence of length T is applied to

∣∣ϕ+

〉
,

the total circuit has Lu = 12 + 4T locations, and applying the equivalent sequence
to the unencoded state |ϕ+⟩, the resulting number of locations is Le ≥ 6+ 2T . Then,
we can use the criterion from Lemma 3.2.3,

p <
Lu

Le(Le − 1) + LuLe + L2
u

,

to conclude that the circuit simulation is expected to demonstrate fault-tolerance if

p <
6 + 2T

(12 + 4T )(11 + 4T ) + (6 + 2T )(12 + 4T ) + (6 + 2T )2
=

1

40 + 14T
.

The thresholds for different lengths of gate sequences T are plotted in Figure 3.3.
As expected, increasing the number of gates leads to lower thresholds.

3.3.2 Thresholds in the native gate set
The IonQ quantum computers use trapped ion technology, which involves trapping
individual ionized ytterbium atoms using electromagnetic fields and then manipulat-
ing their quantum states with laser beams to perform a computation. This approach
offers high qubit fidelity, long coherence times and flexible qubit connectivity [124].

When provided with the high-level description of a quantum circuit, any quantum
computer uses several levels of compilation and optimization to improve the per-
formance and efficiency of the computation. As a first step, the circuit is typically
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|ϕ+〉

|00〉

|0+〉

0 10 20 30 40
T

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

0.025

pth(T )

Figure 3.3: Thresholds pth(T ) for demonstrating fault-tolerance for different gate
sequence lengths T applied to the preparation circuits listed in Table 3.1, where
locations are counted in terms of the gate set from [41].

converted into a sequence of native gates (if it is provided in terms of different gates).
This process often involves optimizing the circuit in order to minimize the number
of gates, utilize the highest fidelity qubits, and to reduce the overall error rate of
the computation [73, 79]. The goal of mid-level compilation is then to reduce the
circuit depth and improve the parallelism of the computation through techniques
such as gate reordering, which can help to protect against the effects of gate errors
[115, 63]. Finally, high-level compilation involves optimizing the overall structure
of the quantum algorithm itself, which can also involve selecting appropriate error
correction codes or other strategies to improve the reliability of the computation.

To truly test a current quantum device, these additional device-level optimizations
should be kept in mind when implementing an algorithm. The quantum computers of
the present are greatly affected by errors, and therefore, results of a computation are
highly dependent on the strategies used for error mitigation and circuit optimization.
One of the most basic and yet interesting near-term goals would involve demonstrat-
ing that a quantum state can stay alive and usable for an extended period of time
despite the high error rates, and that this time duration can be improved by the use
of error correction and mitigation [109]. Typically, this could be investigated in a
setup where a quantum state is prepared and then left alone for longer and longer
time periods before it is measured (as in [85] for superconducting qubits); this type
of circuit, however, would involve applying an identity gate to the qubits in each
time step, which would be removed by the compilation procedure. Experiments
such as this are therefore only sensible if one can know and control the level of
compilation. In 2022, IonQ became the first trapped ion quantum computer to allow
for cloud-based remote-access verbatim compilation, which is a feature ensuring that
the gates in the circuit are executed exactly as described. By providing the task in
terms of native gates, it can therefore be facilitated that a user knows exactly which
gates are executed, as well as their ordering.

For commercial use, IonQ currently offers cloud-based access to an 11 qubit device
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Harmony, and a 21 qubit device Aria. Recently, three native gates have become
available for commercial use on these devices in the context of verbatim compilation.

The single qubit gates are implemented using laser pulses that induce transitions
between the ion’s electronic energy levels. Details of the physical implementation
are discussed in [124].

gpi(ϕ) =

(
0 e−iϕ

eiϕ 0

)
gpi2(ϕ) =

1√
2

(
1 −ie−iϕ

−ieiϕ 1

)
As an entangling gate, IonQ employs the two-qubit Mølmer-Sørensen gate [105]:

ms(ϕ, ψ) =
1√
2


1 0 0 −ie−i(ϕ+ψ)
0 1 −ie−i(ϕ−ψ) 0
0 −iei(ϕ−ψ) 1 0

−iei(ϕ+ψ) 0 0 1

 .

Techniques for decomposing a given circuit in terms of this gate set are discussed in
[79]. For some of the most common gates, in particular gates that are used in the
usual description of the [[4,2,2]] code, their decomposition in terms of IonQ’s native
gates is given in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Native gate compositions of common gates

Gate Decomposition in native gates

X gpi(0)

Y gpi(π/2)

Z gpi(0) gpi(π/2)

H gpi(0) gpi2(−π/2)

gpi2(π/2)

ms(0, 0)

gpi2(π) gpi2(−π/2)

gpi2(π)

We find that the threshold theorem for demonstrating fault-tolerance, Theorem 3.2.3,
also applies to the code when decomposed in the native gates of IonQ. This can be
seen by analyzing the output statistics from every possible single-qubit error in the
i.i.d. Pauli fault model, which confirm that such errors will either be detected or
give the correct statistics. It is therefore justified to employ this code as an error
detection code and expect it to demonstrate fault-tolerance under the criterion in
Definition 3.2.2. We obtain the following thresholds for the state preparation:
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• For
∣∣00〉, the location counts are Lu = 4 and Le = 26, and the threshold

for demonstrating fault-tolerance under the i.i.d. Pauli noise model with the
preparation circuit is pth = 0.00519481.

• For
∣∣0+〉, the location counts are Lu = 6, Le = 20, and the threshold for the

preparation circuit is pth = 3/268 = 0.011194.

• For
∣∣ϕ+

〉
, the location counts are Lu = 10, Le = 20, and the threshold for the

preparation circuit is pth = 1/68 = 0.0147059.

The thresholds for sequences of T logical gates for the three state preparations are
plotted in Figure 3.4. The use of native gates slightly increases the location numbers,
which manifests itself in a lower threshold.

|ϕ+〉

|00〉

|0+〉

0 10 20 30 40
T

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

pth(T )

Figure 3.4: Threshold pth(T ) for demonstrating fault-tolerance as a function of the
gate sequence length T , where locations are counted in terms of the native gate set
of IonQ Harmony and Aria.

3.4 Error detection with the [[4,2,2]] code on current
hardware

The cloud-based open access promises a more direct way of testing and implementing
small algorithms without a deeper understanding of experimental components and
system-based protocol designs. However, for access as a researcher, we found
significant obstacles in relation to exploring the capabilities of these systems. While
support for verbatim compilation was recently introduced, it has to be noted that
the list of native gates that are available does not comprise every possible gate; in
particular, an identity gate, which would correspond to doing nothing to the system
for a certain amount of time, is not available. An identity gate can be constructed
by applying another gate twice, for example gpi(0), as gpi(0)2 = 1, which is also
what IonQ’s documentation suggests. However, it is important to note that this is not
exactly the same as doing nothing, as it might lead to higher errors, and introduce
bias depending on the gate we apply and the qubit we apply it to. Here, we chose
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to apply the gate gpi(0) to one additional qubit, and undoing it immediately after.
This qubit does not interact with the other circuit qubits and is disregarded during
the analysis. Because our model of an identity means that we are applying a gate
twice, each such round constitutes two time steps in our life-time analysis.

For a given circuit that prepares a state |ψ⟩, we denote the ideal output distribution
by P theo

ψ , which is the probability distribution we would expect in the asymptotic
limit if there are never any errors, i.e. the probability distribution obtained from
|ψ⟩ through Born’s rule. P unenc

ψ means the output probability distribution obtained
from an experiment for the unencoded circuit, whereas P enc

ψ means the probability
distribution obtained from post-selection of the output distribution of the experiment
implementing the encoded circuit. In the case of circuit simulations with depolariz-
ing errors, we denote the obtained probability distributions by P unenc

ψ,q and P enc
ψ,q where

q ∈ [0, 1] is an index corresponding to the depolarizing probability used for the
simulation. In the case of circuit simulations with amplitude damping noise, we use
an index γ ∈ [0, 1], which corresponds to the amplitude damping parameter used
for the simulation. For experiments on quantum hardware, we denote the resulting
probability distributions by P unenc

ψ,D and P enc
ψ,D where the index D = {H,A} indi-

cates whether the experiment was performed on IonQ’s 11-qubit quantum computer
Harmony, or their 21-qubit quantum computer Aria.

We perform simulations where the errors affecting the qubits are modelled by de-
polarizing noise and amplitude damping noise. From Figure 3.4, we may expect
the error parameters in Figure 3.5a to be below threshold for longer times than the
parameters in 3.5c. However, we observe a separation of the expected error in the
unencoded circuit and the encoded circuit in all three cases, even for error parameters
well above the threshold. This may very well be a result of the approximations used
in the proof of Theorem 3.2.3 leading to a more pessimistic threshold for observing
such an improvement. The simulation seems to confirm that we can indeed expect
the [[4,2,2]] error detection code to be useful for computation, in the sense that an
encoded state is more resistant against errors over time, at least under these basic
error models.

On actual hardware, we observe the following data for the maximally entangled state
|ϕ+⟩, plotted in Figure 3.6. The results for |00⟩ are plotted in Figure 3.7, and the
results for |0+⟩ are plotted in Figure 3.8.

It is notable that the TV-distance seems to vary greatly, in particular for some lengths
of gate sequences. This is most likely not a consequence of the number of shots, but
rather seems to be an effect of chip-related or daily fluctuations.

It can indeed be observed that encoding the states in the [[4,2,2]] code improves
(i.e. lessens) their TV-distance from the ideal state for the experiments performed
on IonQ Harmony. At least for short circuit depths (approximately 15 time steps),
the encoded states often have a significantly lower probability to lead to a corrupted
result. This seems to be in agreement with the reported single-qubit gate error of
0.4% [124, 62] being below to the thresholds from Figure 3.4 for low circuit depth,
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TVdistPϕ+,q/γ
un/enc, Pϕ+

theo Pϕ+,q=0.02
unenc

Pϕ+,q=0.02
enc

Pϕ+,γ=0.03
enc

Pϕ+,γ=0.03
enc

(a) Simulation for error parameters q = 0.02 and γ = 0.03.
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(b) Simulation for error parameters q = 0.05 and γ = 0.05.
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(c) Simulation for error parameters q = 0.1 and γ = 0.1.

Figure 3.5: Simulation of the circuits for |ϕ+⟩ and increasing lengths of gate se-
quences applied to it, with a depolarizing noise model with depolarizing probability
p at each gate, and an amplitude damping noise model with damping parameter γ at
each gate. All simulations were based on 1000 shots for each circuit.
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(a) Experimental results on IonQ Harmony for |ϕ+⟩. These
results were obtained on the 25 May 2023, with 5000 shots.
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(b) Experimental results on IonQ Aria for |ϕ+⟩. These results
were obtained on the 31 May 2023, with 1000 shots.

Figure 3.6: TV-distance of the probability distributions obtained as an output of
current quantum hardware to the expected probability distribution for |ϕ+⟩. One
curve in each plot gives the result for the unencoded circuit, and one curve in each
plot gives the result for the same circuit encoded in the [[4,2,2]] code for gate
sequence lengths between 0 and 50.

and above the thresholds for larger circuit depths. These results can be interpreted
as an increased life-span of the information encoded in the quantum state when
it is protected by the [[4,2,2]] code. Furthermore, it suggests that the noise is not
excessively correlated and that our noise model for the device is fairly accurate.
However, even if we generally observe an improvement for the protected state,
this effect still does not protect the computation from noise effects that occur at
larger circuit depths. In other words, although we manage to keep the quantum
information usable for longer times through our implementation in the [[4,2,2]] code,
this additional life-time is still far from enough for the circuit depths required for
most quantum algorithms. While error detection helps, it can thus not be concluded
that the computation overall is fault-tolerant. This is, of course, a consequence of
our way defining a threshold, which focusses on a proof-of-principle demonstration
of the principles of fault-tolerance. In other words, we are basing our threshold
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(a) Experimental results on IonQ Harmony for |00⟩. These results
were obtained on 29 May 2023.
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(b) Experimental results on IonQ Aria for |00⟩. These results
were obtained on 30 May 2023.

Figure 3.7: TV-distance of the probability distributions obtained as an output of
current quantum hardware to the expected probability distribution for |00⟩. One curve
in each plot gives the result for the unencoded circuit, and one curve in each plot
gives the result for the same circuit encoded in the [[4,2,2]] code. Both experiments
utilized 1000 shots and were performed for gate sequence lengths ranging between 0
and 40.

calculation on whether or not the encoded circuit performs better than the unencoded
version, while disregarding whether or not either of the circuits performs particularly
well. Similar results were observed in [46] for superconducting qubits.

On IonQ Aria, we do not observe a conclusive improvement. While the overall
errors are significantly lower than for IonQ Harmony for all observed circuit depths,
the performance of the encoded circuit and the unencoded circuit is almost indistin-
guishable in the case of |0+⟩ and |ϕ+⟩ (although there is perhaps a slight tendency
towards a lower average error probability for the encoded circuit). Only in the case of
the preparation of |00⟩ do we seemingly observe a noticeable separation. However,
the corresponding preparation circuit also has an extra qubit which is measured
during the error detection phase, which may lead to a lower probability to survive
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(a) Experimental results on IonQ Harmony for |0+⟩. These
results were obtained on 30 May 2023.
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(b) Experimental results on IonQ Aria for |0+⟩. These results
were obtained on 31 May 2023.

Figure 3.8: TV-distance of the probability distributions obtained as an output of
current quantum hardware to the expected probability distribution for |0+⟩. One
curve in each plot gives the result for the unencoded circuit, and one curve in each plot
gives the result for the same circuit encoded in the [[4,2,2]] code. Both experiments
utilized 1000 shots and were performed for gate sequence lengths ranging between 0
and 40.

postselection.

Based on the reported single-qubit gate error of 0.05% [61], we would expect IonQ
Aria to have single-qubit gate error rates below the thresholds implied by Figure
3.4, and certainly lower single-qubit gate error rates than IonQ Harmony, suggesting
that the local i.i.d. Pauli noise model may not be accurate for this device. It may be
that the effects of correlated errors become more significant in comparison when
single-qubit errors are sufficiently unlikely.
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3.5 Conclusion and open questions
In this project, we compare the state preparation and lifetime of three two-qubit states
with and without a protective implementation in the [[4,2,2]] error detection code
on a trapped ion quantum computer. We observe, in particular, that error detection
does indeed protect the quantum state to some degree for the 11-qubit device, which
suggests that our error model approximates the device well. However, the total
computation is far away from being below a threshold for true fault-tolerance. For
IonQ’s 21-qubit device, the overall computations seem to be much less vulnerable to
faults, but the improvement through an error detecting implementation is much less
clear, suggesting that our assumed error model for the threshold calculation does not
capture the behaviour of the device, which has to be analyzed more carefully in the
future.

On IonQ Harmony, we observe that short and medium-depth circuits benefit the most
from a protective encoding; for quantum communication setups, particularly for
communication over long distances or time durations, it may therefore be beneficial
to protect only the encoding and decoding circuit, without imposing threshold
constraints on the communication line, which perhaps underlines the relevance of
our coding scheme construction in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the findings for IonQ
Aria suggest that it may be practically relevant to extend our work on communication
with noisy encoding and decoding circuits in Chapter 2 to more complicated and
perhaps correlated noise models, or to consider circuits with randomized compiling.



Chapter 4

The limits of enhancing
communication rates with
entanglement

This chapter is based on a work which is in preparation for publication.

Based on a conjecture by Bennett et al. in one of the earliest papers on entanglement-
assisted communication [14], we show that the quotient Cea(T )

C(T )
is bounded by an

expression that only depends on the channel output dimension, not on the channel
itself, for many quantum channels T .

For these channels, we thus have uniform convergence in Chapter 2, Theorem 2.6.3.

4.1 Introduction
Information theory, as pioneered by Claude Shannon in his seminal work [97], revo-
lutionized communication theory and laid the groundwork for much of our modern
communication infrastructure. Mathematically, the process of communicating be-
tween a sender and a receiver is modelled by a communication channel T , which
takes into account the noise affecting individual symbols during transmission. The
ability of a specific channel T to transmit information is quantified by its capacity,
which is given by the asymptotic number of message bits that can be successfully
transmitted per channel usage while achieving vanishing error. This capacity is in
fact equal to the mutual information between the channel input and the channel
output [97].

In quantum information theory, the generalization of this concept is not straight-
forward, and several non-equivalent generalizations exist. Each notion captures
different aspects of quantum information transmission and adresses communication
setups in the presence of different resources or constraints from quantum theory.

The classical capacity C(T ) of a quantum channel T refers to the maximum rate at
which classical information can be reliably transmitted through the quantum channel
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without any additional quantum or classical resources. Nonetheless, this capacity
setup introduces effects that only appear in quantum theory, most notably non-
additivity in tensor products [48]. To study this quantity, Holevo [53] introduced the
Holevo capacity, which is an entropic expression that bounds the classical capacity
of a given channel.

In contrast, the superdense coding protocol [16] demonstrates that quantum entan-
glement between a sender and a receiver can improve their communication rate and
acts as a resource for communication. Beyond this example, [15, 14] defines an
entanglement-assisted communication setup for any quantum channel in order to
characterize the maximum rate of transmitting information via the channel when
the sender and receiver have access to an unlimited amount entanglement. This
entanglement-assisted capacity Cea(T ) turns out to be equal to the (maximal) quan-
tum mutual information [14] and is therefore seen as a quantum analogue of the
classical concept.

The entanglement-assisted capacity is always larger or equal to the classical capacity
of a given channel. Here, we investigate how much larger it can be, or if the
improvement can be bounded by some finite expression for any channel that does
not depend on the channel, but only on its dimension. In [14, Section III.3], a bound
on this quotient was conjectured by Bennet, Shor, Smolin and Thalapiyal based on
results from Holevo in [54]. An upper-bound on the quotient is known for some
well-known channels with closed form capacity expressions, such as the erasure
channel and the depolarizing channel [15], and the qubit amplitude damping channel
[14]. Beyond these channel families, we are not aware of any other known upper
bounds.

Here, we show that the quotient is bounded by a dimension-dependent expression for
a large class of channels. More precisely, for many quantum channels T : MdA′ →
MdB , we show that there exists a function f(dB) of the channel output dimension
such that

Cea(T )

C(T )
≤ f(dB)

where f(dB) does not depend on the channel, only on the output dimension. We
achieve this by bounding the quotient of the entanglement-assisted capacity and the
Holevo capacity of the same channel.

In order to show this, we give an interpretation of the entanglement-assisted capacity
in terms of a relative entropy between the channel T and a replacer channel that
replaces any input with a state that depends on the channel image in Section 4.2.
Then, we show a novel upper bound on the entanglement-assisted capacity which is
quadratic in the induced trace distance between the two channels in Section 4.3.2.
Finally, making use of Pinsker’s inequality to lower bound the Holevo capacity, we
show a dimension-dependent bound on the quotient of capacities in Section 4.3.
We furthermore derive a tight bound on the quotient for unital qubit channels in
Section 4.4.3.
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4.2 Capacities as quantum channel divergences
In this section, we recall that the Holevo capacity of a quantum channel T can be
formulated as a channel divergence between the channel and a replacer channel [96,
111]. We go on to show that the entanglement-assisted capacity can be formulated
as a stabilized channel divergence in Theorem 4.2.5.

We refer to the definitions in Section 1.1.4 for quantum divergences and quantum
channel divergences.

4.2.1 The Holevo capacity as a channel divergence
In the case of classical communication via a quantum channel T : MdA′ → MdB ,
we consider an encoding map that maps classical messages to a quantum state which
is sent through the channel, and a decoding map that takes the channel’s output and
outputs a guess of the classical message. Then, the ability of a quantum channel
to transmit information is quantified by the asymptotic rate of message bits per
channel use that is achieved by the best possible encoding and decoding operation
with vanishing probability to decode the wrong message.

In an effort to study how well a quantum channel transmits classical information,
we recall that Holevo [53] introduced the Holevo capacity, as can be found in
Definition 1.1.20. This Holevo capacity lower bounds the channel’s classical capacity,
and thus a lower bound on the Holevo capacity also serves as a lower bound on the
classical capacity, see also Theorem 1.1.26.

In order to study the set of states that optimize the Holevo capacity more closely, we
introduce the following notion:

Definition 4.2.1 (Holevo divergence radius). Let S0 ⊆ Md be a closed subset of the
set of quantum states. The (Holevo) divergence radius of S0 is given by

χ(S0) = inf
σ∈Md

{
sup
ρ∈S0

D(ρ||σ)
}
.

With this formulation, the Holevo capacity of a channel T can be expressed as the
divergence radius of the channel image.

Theorem 4.2.2 ([96, Section V]). Let T : Md′A
→ MdB be a quantum channel.

Then, we have

CH(T ) = χ(Im(T )) = inf
σB∈MdB

{
sup

ρB∈Im(T )

D(ρB||σB)
}
.

This was originally proven in [96]; we also give the proof in greater detail in
Section 1.1.3, see Theorem 1.1.25.

This expression for the Holevo capacity allows for a geometric interpretation of the
capacity by analyzing the channel image [111]. The minimum of the optimization
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problem is achieved by a unique state σ ∈ MdB , which we will refer to as the diver-
gence center. Furthermore, the states achieving the maximum of the optimization
problem are referred to as peripheral states. The center lies in the convex hull of the
peripheral states, and Carathéodory’s convex hull theorem ensures that the center
can be written as a convex combination of at most d+ 1 peripheral points.

For any quantum state σ ∈ MdB , we define an associated replacer channel Rσ :
Md′A

→ MdB , by which we mean a constant channel that always outputs the
quantum state σ for any input, i.e. Rσ(ρ) = σ∀ρ ∈ MdA′ .

The Holevo capacity of a quantum channel T : Md′A
→ MdB can further be seen as

a channel divergence quantifying the distance between T and a particular replacer
channel Rσ : Md′A

→ MdB . To be precise, we compare the channel T and the
replacer channel which is closest to T in channel divergence, which is the replacer
channel that replaces any input with the divergence center of T :

Corollary 4.2.3. For any quantum state σB ∈ MdB , let Rσ : MdA′ → MdB be a
quantum channel such that Rσ(ρA′) = σB∀ρA′ ∈ MdA′ . Then, for any quantum
channel T : MdA′ → MdB , we have

CH(T ) = inf
σB∈MdB

D(T ||Rσ).

The proof directly follows by the definition of the replacer channel Rσ and the
channel divergence.

4.2.2 The entanglement-assisted capacity as a stabilized channel
divergence

When the communication via a quantum channel is assisted by entanglement, the
channel’s ability to transmit quantum information is given by the quantum mutual
information between the channel’s input and output, see Theorem 1.1.31.

Similarly to the expression in Theorem 4.2.2 for the Holevo capacity, we can find an
expression for the entanglement-assisted capacity in terms of a quantum divergence.
For this capacity, the expression depends on the image of the channel T : MdA′ →
MdB tensored with an identity on an extra reference system A, i.e. the image of
id⊗T : MdA ⊗MdA′ → MdA ⊗MdB . In line with works in [118], we refer to the
related objects as a stabilized divergence radius and stabilized channel divergence. A
similar representation was derived for α-entropies and α-mutual information in [44]
for α ∈ (1,∞), where our special case can be obtained by taking the limit α → 1.

Definition 4.2.4 (Stabilized divergence radius). Let S0 ⊆ MdA ×MdB be a closed
subset of the set of quantum states. The stabilized divergence radius wrt subsystem
B of S0 is given by

ηB(S0) = inf
σB∈MdB

{
sup

ρAB∈S0

D(ρAB||ρA ⊗ σB)
}
.
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Theorem 4.2.5. For a quantum channel T : MdA′ → MdB , we have that its
entanglement-assisted capacity is given by

Cea(T ) = ηB(Im(id⊗T )) = inf
σB∈MdB

{
sup

τAB∈Im(id⊗T )
D(τAB||τA ⊗ σB)

}
.

Proof. Let T : MdA′ → MdB be a quantum channel. [14] gives a one-letter formula
for the entanglement-assisted capacity of T in terms of the mutual information, which
we can formulate as a relative entropy in the following way:

Cea(T ) = sup
ρAA′ pure

I(A′ : B)(id⊗T )ρAA′

= sup
ρAA′ pure

D((id⊗T )ρAA′||ρA ⊗ T (ρA′))

= sup
ρAA′ pure

{
inf

σB∈MdB

D((id⊗T )ρAA′ ||ρA ⊗ σB)
}
.

This divergence can be rewritten as follows:

D((id⊗T )(ρAA′)||ρA ⊗ σB))

= tr
(
(id⊗T )(ρAA′)

(
log((id⊗T )(ρAA′))− log(ρA ⊗ σB)

))
= tr

(
(id⊗T )(ρAA′) log((id⊗T )(ρAA′))

)
− tr

(
ρA log(ρA)

)
− tr

(
T (ρA′) log(σB)

)
= −H(B|A)(id⊗T )(ρAA′ ) − tr

(
T (ρA′) log(σB)

)
.

The first equality follows from the definition of the relative entropy, the second
inequality holds because the state in the second logarithm is separable, and therefore
the subparts commute. The third equality follows from the linearity of the trace and
the last inequality follows from the definition of the conditional quantum entropy.

This expression is convex in σB, as the matrix logarithm is concave. The ex-
pression − tr

(
T (ρA′) log(σB)

)
is linear in ρA′ . The negative conditional entropy

−H(B|A)(id⊗T )(ρAA′ ) is concave in ρA′ , as the conditional quantum entropy is con-
vex in the marginal state, see Lemma 4.6.1.

Therefore, we can exchange the supremum and the infimum, and obtain

Cea(T ) = inf
σB∈MdB

{
sup

ρAA′∈MdA
⊗MdA′

D((id⊗T )ρAA′ ||ρA ⊗ σB)
}

= inf
σB∈MdB

{
sup

τAB∈Im(id⊗T )
D(τAB||τA ⊗ σB)

}
= ηB(Im(id⊗T )).
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Corollary 4.2.6. For any quantum state σB ∈ MdB , let Rσ : MdA′ → MdB be a
quantum channel such that Rσ(ρA′) = σB∀ρA′ ∈ MdA′ . Then, for any quantum
channel T : MdA′ → MdB , we have

Cea(T ) = inf
σB∈MdB

Dstab(T ||Rσ).

The divergence of two channels is known to be additive for replacer channels in the
second argument [28, Lemma 11].

4.2.3 The divergence center and the stabilized divergence center
for some families of channels

Due to data processing inequality, for all channels T , we recover the well-known fact
that the entanglement-assisted capacity is greater or equal to the Holevo capacity:

Cea(T ) = sup
ρAB∈Im(id⊗T )

D(ρAB||ρA ⊗ σ∗
B)

≥ sup
ρAB∈Im(id⊗T )

D(ρB||σ∗
B)

= sup
ρB∈Im(T )

D(ρB||σ∗
B)

≥ inf
σ∈MdB

sup
ρB∈Im(T )

D(ρB||σB)

= CH(T ).

Beyond this observation, there are some families of quantum channels for which we
can make more precise statements about the centers. For some quantum channels,
e.g. depolarizing qubit channels in Example 4.2.7, the divergence center and the
stabilized divergence center are given by the same state. However, there are also
examples of quantum channels where the two centers are not the same. One family of
channels where this is the case is the qubit amplitude damping channel for damping
parameters γ ∈ (0, 1), which we examine in more detail in Example 4.2.8.

Example 4.2.7 (Depolarizing qubit channels). Let Tp(ρ) = (1−p)ρ+ p
4
(ρ+XρX+

Y ρY + ZρZ) denote the qubit depolarizing channel with depolarizing parameter p,
which is completely positive for p ∈ [0, 4

3
].

In the Bloch sphere, the channel image of the qubit depolarizing channel is a
contracted sphere where the radius decreases for increasing parameter p. For all
p, the center of this sphere is the center of the Bloch sphere, i.e. the maximally
mixed state 1

2
. The peripheral points are the points on the surface of the contracted

ball. One example of a peripheral point is the image of |0⟩ ⟨0|, given by (1 −
p
2
) |0⟩ ⟨0| + p

2
|1⟩ ⟨1|. Inserting these two points, the divergence radius is given by

χ(Tp) = D((1− p
2
) |0⟩ ⟨0|+ p

2
|1⟩ ⟨1| ||1

2
) = (1− p

2
) log

(
2(1− p

2
)
)
+ p

2
log
(
2p
2

)
=

1 + (1− p
2
) log

(
1− p

2

)
+ p

2
log
(
p
2

)
, which is precisely the classical capacity of the

qubit depolarizing channel as found in [15].
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For the entanglement-assisted capacity, consider the image of id2⊗Tp. Due to
symmetry, the center has to be 1

2
. One peripheral point is obtained by inputting the

maximally entangled state, which is mapped to the following state: (id⊗Tp)(ϕ+) =
(1 − 3p

4
)ϕ+ + p

4
(ϕ− + ψ+ + ψ−) with the Bell basis states. The marginals of this

state are ρA = ρB = 1

2
, and therefore Cea(Tp) = D((id⊗Tp)(ϕ+)||12 ⊗ 1

2
) =

(1− 3p
4
) log

(
(1− 3p

4
)/(1/4)

)
+ 3p

4
log
(
43p

4

)
= 2+(1− 3p

4
) log

(
1− 3p

4

)
+ 3p

4
log
(
p
4

)
,

which is precisely the entanglement-assisted capacity of the qubit depolarizing
channel as found in [15].

There also exist channels where the divergence center and the stabilized divergence
center do not agree:

Example 4.2.8 (Amplitude damping qubit channels). By symmetry, the divergence
center and the stabilized divergence center are on the Z-axis of the Bloch sphere.

We parameterize the divergence center by σdiv =
(
sdiv 0
0 1− sdiv

)
for sdiv ∈ [0, 1],

and the stabilized divergence center by σstab =
(
sstab 0
0 1− sstab

)
for sstab ∈ [0, 1].

For the Holevo divergence center, we parameterize the channel’s output states for

pure input states ρ =
(

a
√
a(1− a)√

a(1− a) 1− a

)
by

Tγ(ρ) =

(
a+ γ(1− a) −

√
(1− γ)a(1− a)

−
√

(1− γ)a(1− a) (1− γ)(1− a)

)
.

For the entanglement-assisted capacity, we parametrize the channel’s output for pure
input states with Schmidt coefficients a and

√
1− a2 by

(id⊗Tγ(ρ)) =


a2 γa

√
(1− a2) 0 a

√
(1− γ)(1− a2)

0 0 0 0
0 0 γ(1− a2) 0

a
√

(1− γ)(1− a2) 0 0 (1− γ)(1− a2)

 .

For a fixed damping parameter, we minimze sdiv and sstab for all a ∈ [0, 1] to
describe the divergence center and the stabilized divergence center, respectively. The
results are plotted in Figure 4.3b and clearly show that the center and the stabilized
center are only in agreement for damping parameter γ → 0 (where the center for
both would be the maximally mixed state, where sdiv = sstab =

1
2
) and γ → 1 (for

which the center becomes |0⟩⟨0|, i.e. sdiv = sstab = 1). For damping parameters
γ ∈ (0, 1), they clearly differ, and the divergence center consistently has a larger
largest eigenvalue than the stabilized divergence center. In a Bloch sphere picture,
this corresponds to the divergence center lying higher up on the z-axis than the
stabilized center. Once sdiv/stab is found for a given damping parameter, we can find
the corresponding parameter a and obtain the capacities - the results are plotted in
Figure 4.3a and are consistent with previous results in [14].
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(a) Holevo capacity and entanglement-assisted capacity for the
qubit amplitude damping channel. These findings match with the
previous known results from [14].
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(b) Largest eigenvalue of the divergence center and the stabilized
divergence center for the qubit amplitude damping channel. In
the limit γ → 1, both approach the state |0⟩⟨0|, i.e. s → 1.

Figure 4.1: Numerical results for the qubit amplitude damping channel.
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Example 4.2.9 (Entanglement-breaking channels). Let T : MdA′ → MdB be
an entanglement-breaking channel. For entanglement-breaking channels, for any
ρAA′ ∈ MdA ⊗MdA′ , there exist a probability distribution pk and k quantum states
τk ∈ MdA and k quantum states ωk ∈ MdB such that id⊗T (ρAA′) =

∑
k pkτk⊗ωk.

Then, we have

D(
∑
k

pkτk ⊗ ωk||
∑
k

pkτk ⊗ σ)

≤
∑
k

pkD(τk ⊗ ωk||τk ⊗ σ)

=
∑
k

pkD(ωk||σ).

The states ωk and probability distributions pk depend on the input state that maxi-
mizes the expression for a given channel. The state

∑
k pkωk is in the channel image,

but not necessarily its summands. If all ωk (for which pk > 0) are states in the
channel image, then the above cannot exceed supρ∈Im(T )D(ρ||σ) = CH(T ), and we
have equality of the Holevo capacity and the entanglement-assisted capacity. In
fact, since the Holevo capacity is equal to the classical capacity for entanglement-
breaking channels [102], we would have equality of the classical capacity and the
entanglement-assisted capacity.

Note therefore that there exist entanglement-breaking channels with entanglement-
assisted capacity that is not equal to the Holevo quantity; one example is the
depolarizing channel from Example 1.1.33, which is entanglement breaking for
depolarizing probability p ≥ d

d+1
[55, Appendix] and has Cea(Tp) = (d+1)CH(Tp)

for p = 1 [15]. A more detailed discussion and further examples of this phenomenon
can be found in [55].

Example 4.2.10 (Classical-quantum channels). Classical-quantum channels are
entanglement-breaking. For classical-quantum channels, the probability distribution
for the channel applied to ρ is given by pk = tr(|k⟩⟨k| ρB |k⟩⟨k|) = ⟨k| ρB |k⟩.
Therefore, the channel image contains all probability distributions (the eigenvalues
of any ρ), including the distribution {1, 0, 0, ..., 0}. In other words, let ρ = |0⟩⟨0|;
then the channel maps this to ω0, and similarly for all other k. Therefore, for all k,
ωk is indeed in the channel image, and we have Cea(T ) = CH(T ), which reproduces
the results from [55] and [98].

4.3 Lower bounds and upper bounds on quantum
channel divergences

As we have found in Section 4.2, the Holevo capacity and the entanglement-assisted
capacity have expressions in terms of a channel divergence and a stabilized channel
divergence with a replacer channel in the second argument. In this section, we show
that the (stabilized) channel divergence in question can be bounded in terms of the
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squared 1 → 1-distance between the channel and the associated replacer channel.
This norm fulfills a stabilization property which allows us to relate the stabilized
distance measure to the non-stabilized version.

At the basis of our analysis in Section 4.3.2 lies a continuity bound on the entanglement-
assisted capacity in the vicinity of a replacer channel. For any replacer channel, its
entanglement-assisted capacity is zero. Furthermore, for a sequence of channels
containing the replacer channel, the capacity has a minimum at the replacer channel,
and the first derivative of the capacity in that point is zero. Then, we show that we
can find an upper bound on the second derivative that does not depend on the channel
input, and only on the replacer channel output, in Theorem 4.3.5. This allows us
to make use of Taylor’s theorem in order to upper bound the entanglement-assisted
capacity in the vicinity of the replacer channel by an expression that is quadratic in
the distance between the channels in Theorem 4.3.6.

4.3.1 Stabilization of the induced Schatten norm and a lower
bound on the channel divergence

We recall the definitons of the Schatten p-norm for matrices and the induced Schatten
q → p-norm for linear maps introduced in Section 1.1.2. For some combinations of
p and q, the induced Schatten norm fulfills a special property:

Theorem 4.3.1 (Stabilization, [118, Theorem 4]). For any linear map Λ : MdA′ →
MdB , and any p ≥ 2 and q ≤ 2 we have

∥Λ⊗ idR ∥q→p = ∥Λ∥q→p

where idR denotes the identity map on MdR .

and subsequently

Corollary 4.3.2. For any linear map Λ : MdA′ → MdB , we have

∥Λ⊗ 1dR∥1→1 ≤ dB∥Λ∥1→1.

This property enables us to connect a stabilized distance to a non-stabilized distance,
but an analogue is not known to hold for quantum channel divergences. However, it
is known that the Schatten 1-norm is related to the quantum divergence of two states
by quantum Pinsker’s inequality in Theorem 1.1.11. This implies a lower bound on
the channel divergence of two channels in terms of the squared induced 1 → 1-norm.

In Section 4.3.2, we now prove a matching upper bound for the stabilized channel
divergence.

4.3.2 Taylor’s theorem for the stabilized channel divergence
Let f(x) : Rn → R be a convex function that is twice differentiable. If the second
derivative can be upper-bounded in all points i.e. if ∃M <∞ where d2f(x)

d2x
≤M for
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all x, then Taylor’s theorem guarantees that

f(x) ≤ f(x0) +
df(x)

dx

∣∣∣
x=x0

(x− x0) +M(x− x0)
2.

Here, we use Taylor’s theorem to bound the mutual information as a function of the
quantum channel output, and evaluated in the point of a replacer channel. Thereby,
we obtain an upper bound on the mutual information that is quadratic in the distance
between the replacer channel Rσ and any quantum channel in the vicinity of this
replacer channel in Theorem 4.3.6.

In order to show this, we compute the first derivative and upper-bound the second
derivative of the related stabilized channel divergence.

Remark 4.3.3. There have been other works on quadratic upper bounds of the
relative entropy, most notably [8, Theorem 2], which provides a quantum analogue
of the work of Sason [92] on classical reverse Pinsker inequalities. However, these
bounds depend on the minimal eigenvalue of the second argument of the relative
entropy. In the case of the stabilized divergence radius, this would be a product
ρA ⊗ σB of the marginal of the best input ensemble state ρAB and the stabilized
divergence center σ. Due to the maximization over ρAB, no guarantee can be
given on the smallest eigenvalue of its marginal. In the case of mutual information,
Theorem 4.3.6 therefore proves an alternative formulation of a "reverse Pinsker
inequaltiy" for mutual information which only depends on the minimal eigenvalue of
the stabilized divergence center.

Lemma 4.3.4 (First derivative of the channel divergence). For a quantum state
σB ∈ MdB , let Rσ : MdA′ → MdB be a quantum channel such that Rσ(ρA′) =
σB∀ρA′ ∈ MdA′ . For any quantum channel S : MdA′ → MdB , we define a quantum
channel Tt : MdA′ → MdB with Tt = (1 − t)Rσ + tS for any t ∈ [0, 1], and we
have

d

dt
Dstab(Tt||Rσ)

∣∣∣
t=0

= 0.

Proof. We compute the derivative using Theorem 4.6.2, and obtain

d

dt
D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))

=
d

dt
H(A)ρA +

d

dt
tr
(
Tt(ρA′) log(Rσ(ρ

′
A))
)
− d

dt
H(AB)(id⊗Tt)(ρAA′ )

= − tr
(
(S −Rσ)(ρA′) log(Rσ(ρA′))

)
+ tr

(
(id⊗(S −Rσ))(ρAA′) log((id⊗Tt)(ρAA′))

)
= tr

(
(id⊗(S −Rσ))(ρAA′)

(
log((id⊗Tt)(ρAA′))− 1⊗ log(Rσ(ρA′))

))
= tr

(
(id⊗S(ρAA′)− ρA ⊗ σB)

(
1⊗ log((1− t)σB + tS(ρA′))

− log((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + t(id⊗S)(ρAA′))
))
.
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For t→ 0, and for all quantum states ρAA′ ∈ MdA ⊗MdA′ , we have

d

dt
D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))

∣∣∣
t=0

= 0

because id⊗(S − T0)(ρAA′) is traceless ∀ρAA′ . This is also true for any state ρAA′

which maximizes the expression, and therefore also true for the stabilized channel
divergence.

Lemma 4.3.5 (Second derivative of the stabilized divergence). For a quantum state
σB ∈ MdB , let Rσ : MdA′ → MdB be a quantum channel such that Rσ(ρA′) =
σB∀ρA′ ∈ MdA′ . For any quantum channel S : MdA′ → MdB , we define a quantum
channel Tt : MdA′ → MdB with Tt = (1− t)Rσ + tS and we have

d2

dt2
Dstab(Tt||Rσ) ≤

2d3B
(1− t)λmin(σ)

.

Proof. By definition,

d2

dt2
D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))

=
d2

dt2
H(A)ρA +

d2

dt2
tr
(
Tt(ρA′) log

(
Rσ(ρA′)

))
− d2

dt2
H(AB)(id⊗Tt)(ρAA′ ).

The second derivative of H(A)ρA is zero as the expression does not depend on t. The

second derivative of tr
(
Tt(ρA′) log

(
Rσ(ρA′)

))
is zero, as the expression is linear

in t. Therefore, the second derivative of the relative entropy above is given by the
second derivative of −H(AB)(id⊗Tt)(ρAA′ ), which is computed in Lemma 4.6.2.
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For the replacer channel, we thus have

d2

dt2
D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))

≤ tr
((

(id⊗S)(ρAA′)− ρA ⊗ σB
)
· · ·

· · ·
∫ ∞

0

((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + t(id⊗S)(ρAA′) + z1)−1
(
(id⊗S)(ρAA′)− ρA ⊗ σB

)
· · ·

· · · ((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + t(id⊗S)(ρAA′) + z1)−1dz
)

≤ 2d2B tr
((
ρA ⊗ 1

) ∫ ∞

0

((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + t(id⊗S)(ρAA′) + z1)−1 · · ·

· · ·
(
ρA ⊗ 1

)
((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + t(id⊗S)(ρAA′) + z1)−1dz

)
≤ 2d2B tr

((
ρA ⊗ 1

) ∫ ∞

0

((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + z1)−1 · · ·

· · ·
(
ρA ⊗ 1

)
((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + z1)−1dz

)
≤ 2d2B tr

((
ρA ⊗ 1

)2
((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB)

−1
)

≤ 2d2B
1− t

tr
(
ρA ⊗ σ−1

B

)
≤ 2d2B

(1− t)λmin(σ)
tr
(
ρA ⊗ 1

)
≤ 2d3B

(1− t)λmin(σ)
.

For the second inequality, we are upper bounding the terms with negative signs by 0,
and upper bounding (id⊗S)(ρAA′) ≤ dBρA ⊗ 1 and (id⊗Rσ)(ρAA′) ≤ dBρA ⊗ 1.
Furthermore, for any two matricesA andB whereB is positive semidefinite, we have
(A+B)−1 ≤ A−1 as a consequence of the Woodbury matrix identity [50]. Using this,
we bound ((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + t(id⊗S)(ρAA′) + z1)−1 ≤ ((1− t)ρA ⊗ σB + z1)−1.
Then, the states commute and we can solve the integral. Since ρ−1

A and ρA cancel,
only the smallest eigenvalue of σB appears in our bound.

Since the bound above holds for any state ρAA′ , it also holds for states that maximize
the expression, and thus for the stabilized channel divergence.

With these derivatives, we can upper bound the stabilized channel divergence using
Taylor’s theorem:

Theorem 4.3.6 (Taylor’s theorem in the vicinity of the replacer channel). For a
quantum state σB ∈ MdB , let Rσ : MdA′ → MdB be a quantum channel such that
Rσ(ρA′) = σB∀ρA′ ∈ MdA′ . For any quantum state σB ∈ MdB and any quantum
channel T : MdA′ → MdB with ∥ id⊗(T −Rσ)∥1→1 ≤ 1

2
, we have

Dstab(T ||Rσ) ≤
2d3B

λmin(σ)
∥ id⊗(T −Rσ)∥21→1.
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Proof. Let Tt = (1− t)Rσ+ tS be a family of quantum channels for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. For
all Tt, we have that the second derivative of the mutual information is bounded by
the expression from Theorem 4.3.5, giving d2

dt2
D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′)) ≤

2d3B
(1−t)λmin(σ)

. For any t ≤ 1
2
, we thus have d2

dt2
D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′)) ≤

4d3B
λmin(σ)

.

Then, we expand the mutual information using Taylor’s theorem, and we obtain

D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))

≤ D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))
∣∣∣
t=0

+ t
d

dt
D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))

∣∣∣
t=0

+
t2

2

4d3B
λmin(σ)

≤ t2
2d3B

λmin(σ)
.

where the last inequality holds because the relative entropy is faithful, and the first
derivative of the mutual information is zero at t = 0 by Theorem 4.3.4.

We furthermore have

∥ id⊗(Tt −Rσ)∥1→1 = t∥ id⊗(S −Rσ)∥1→1 = t.

In total, we therefore obtain

sup
ρAA′

D(id⊗Tt(ρAA′)|| id⊗Rσ(ρAA′))

= Dstab(Tt||Rσ)

≤ 2d3B
λmin(σ)

∥ id⊗(Tt −Rσ)∥21→1.

We set Tt = T .

Corollary 4.3.7. By combining Theorem 4.3.6 and Lemma 4.3.2, for any quantum
channel T : MdA′ → MdB with ∥T −Rσ∥1→1 ≤ 1

2dB
, we have

Dstab(T ||Rσ) ≤
2d5B

λmin(σ)
∥T −Rσ∥21→1.

4.4 An upper bound on the quotient of capacities
In Section 4.3.2, we show that entanglement-assisted capacity in the vicinity of
the replacer channel is bounded by an expression that is quadratic in the stabilized
channel distance in Theorem 4.3.6. This is a key component, as the quadratic
behaviour matches the quantum Pinsker inequality in Theorem 1.1.11, which is
a well-known lower bound on the Holevo capacity, and because the 1 → 1-norm
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fulfills a crucial stabilization property due to Theorem 4.3.2. Therefore, we can lower
bound the Holevo capacity in terms of a quadratic channel distance, and upper bound
the entanglement-assisted capacity in terms of the quadratic same channel distance,
which allows us to bound the ratio of capacities by a finite, dimension-dependent
function in Theorem 4.4.2.

4.4.1 A bound for channels that are far from a replacer channel
We emphasize that the ratio of capacities can only diverge when the classical ca-
pacity becomes zero. For non-zero classical capacity, say C(T ) = ϵ, the ratio
is automatically upper-bounded by 2 log(d)/ϵ because the entanglement-assisted
capacity is upper-bounded by 2 log(d). Problems arise in the case of ϵ→ 0. Since
the classical capacity is equal to a maximal mutual information with cq-states as
input (Theorem 1.1.22), which is faithful, this is only the case for channels where
information is completely destroyed by the channel, i.e. channels that replace any
input state with the same quantum state σ, Rσ(ρ) = σ tr(ρ), which we refer to as a
replacer channel. Therefore, the points where the capacity quotient could diverge
are channels in the vicinity of a replacer channel. This is made more precise by the
following:

Theorem 4.4.1 ([84, Eq. 12.103]). For any quantum channel T : MdA′ → MdB ,
let σ∗

B ∈ MdB denote its divergence center. If ∥T −Rσ∗∥1→1 >
1

2dB
, we have that

CH(T ) >
1

2dB
, and therefore

Cea(T ) ≤ g(dB)CH(T ).

with g(dB) = 4dB log(dB).

Due to this, we will consider channels T that are close to a replacer channel in the
remainder of this section.

4.4.2 A bound in the vicinity of a replacer channel
Using Theorem 4.3.6 and Theorem 1.1.11, we can bound the quotient of capacities
for channels near the associated replacer channel by the following expression:

Theorem 4.4.2. For any quantum channel T : MdA′ → MdB , let σ∗
B ∈ MdB

denote its divergence center. If ∥T −Rσ∥1→1 ≤ 1
2dB

, we have

Cea(T ) ≤ f(dB, λmin(σ
∗))CH(T ).

for a function f(dB, λmin(σ∗)) =
4 ln(2)d5B
λmin(σ∗)

.

Proof. We use our expression of the entanglement-assisted capacity as a divergence
from Theorem 4.2.5. Since the expression entails a minimization over the marginals
that is achieved by the stabilized center, the expression can be upper-bounded by
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a divergence with respect to the divergence center σ∗
B ∈ MdB for the un-assisted

divergence radius for the channel T : MdA′ → MdB . Therefore, we have

Cea(T ) = inf
σ∈MdB

Dstab(T ||Rσ)

≤ Dstab(T ||Rσ∗)

≤ 2d5B
λmin(σ)

∥T −Rσ∗∥21→1.

On the other hand, we have Pinsker’s inequality from Theorem 1.1.11:

CH(T ) = sup
ρA′∈MdA′

D(T (ρA′)||σ∗
B)

≥ sup
ρA′∈MdA′

1

2 ln(2)
∥T (ρ)− σ∗∥21

=
1

2 ln(2)
∥T −Rσ∗∥21→1.

In total, we obtain

Cea(T ) ≤
2d5B

λmin(σ)
∥Tt −Rσ∥21→1

≤ 4 ln(2)d5B
λmin(σ)

CH(T ).

In other words, for any given replacer channelRσ with a bounded minimal eigenvalue
λmin(σ), we have that any channel T with ∥T − Rσ∥1→1 ≤ 1

2dB
has a bounded

quotient with
Cea(T )

C(T )
≤ 4 ln(2)d5B

λmin(σ)
.

4.4.3 A tight bound for qubit unital channels
By our method in Theorem 4.3.6, we can upper bound the quotient of capacities by a
dimension-dependent factor. However, this bound is very likely not optimal for most
channels, and also lies above the conjectured bound by Bennett et al [14], suggesting
that the bound could be improved significantly. Further illustrating this, we prove a
(previously unknown) tight bound for the class of unital qubit channels.

More precisely, since the divergence center of any unital qubit channel T : M2 →
M2 is the maximally mixed state due to symmetry and invariance of the capacities
under unitaries, we would have λmin(σB) = 1

2
, and thus Cea(T )

CH(T )
≤ 4 ln(2)26 =
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256 ln(2). Here, we show that the quotient for unital qubit channels is in fact
bounded by Cea(T )

CH(T )
≤ 5.0798, and that this novel bound is tight.

It is known that the Holevo capacity for unital channels is additive [66], and therefore,
for this class of channels, the Holevo capacity is equal to the classical capacity, so
that a tight bound on Cea(T )

CH(T )
is also a tight bound on the quotient with the regularized

capacity.

Theorem 4.4.3. For any unital qubit channel T : M2 → M2, we have

Cea(T )

CH(T )
≤ 5.0798

and this bound is tight.

Proof. We will prove this upper bound by proving a sequence of bounds for increas-
ingly more specialized families of quantum channels.

For any unital quantum channel T : M2 → M2, there exist a qubit Pauli channel S :
M2 → M2 and unitary matrices U ∈ M2 and V ∈ M2 such that T = ΛU ◦S ◦ΛV
where ΛU : M2 → M2 denotes CPTP the map with a single Kraus operator U , and
ΛV : M2 → M2 denotes the CPTP map with a single Kraus operator V [91]. The
Holevo capacity and the entanglement-assisted capacity of T and S coincide. Thus
an upper bound on the quotient for all qubit Pauli channels implies that the same
upper bound applies to all unital qubit channels.

In Theorem 4.6.5, we prove that the capacity quotient for qubit Pauli channels is
upper-bounded by the quotient for covariant Pauli channels, where two channel
parameters coincide.

In Theorem 4.6.4, we show that the capacity quotient for covariant Pauli channels
is upper-bounded by the quotient for a family of channels Sp ∈ S0 ⊆ L(M2,M2)
for p ∈ [0, 1] where the capacity has a closed form that is well known. For these
channels, the quotient is upper bounded by

Cea(Sp)

CH(Sp)
≤ 6− 3 log(3)

5− 3 log 3
≤ 5.0798

in Theorem 4.6.3, giving the upper bound for all unital qubit channels.

This bound is tight because it is achieved by the qubit channel T1 : M2 → M2 with
T1(ρ) =

1
3
(XρX + Y ρY + ZρZ). This was first noted in [54].

4.5 Conclusion and open problems
In this manuscript, we prove that the quotient of the entanglement-assisted capacity
and the classical capacity of the same quantum channel is bounded by a dimension-
dependent function so long as the channel has a geometric center in terms of the
quantum relative entropy which has full rank.
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The bound Cea(T )
C(T )

≤ 4 ln(2)d5B
λmin(σ)

that we obtain is (likely) not tight and does not match

the conjectured upper bound Cea(T )
C(T )

≤ 2(dB + 1) from [14]. It is an open question
whether our bound could be improved generally or under certain assumptions on the
quantum channel beyond our tight bound for unital qubit channels.

Our bound is finite for sequences of quantum channels that move towards a replacer
channel which replaces any input with a full-rank state because of the dependence on
the minimal eigenvalue of the divergence center. In other words, the quotient could
only diverge for sequences of quantum channels where the divergence center changes
rank, i.e. it has λmin(σ) → 0. For such channels, it is currently not known whether
the quotient is finite or not. We suspect that our result can perhaps be extended to
sequences of channels that converge to a lower-rank replacer channel using ideas
from continuity bounds on the quantum mutual information.
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4.6 Appendices

4.6.1 Properties of entropy

Here, we recall and prove some properties of von Neumann entropy.

Convexity of conditional entropy in the marginal

Lemma 4.6.1. Consider two states ρ1 and ρ2 and a state ρ0 = λρ1 + (1− λ)ρ2 for
some 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Let ϕ0, ϕ1 and ϕ2 denote the respective purifications of these states
where TrA(ϕi) = ρi. Then, we have

λH(B|A)(id⊗T )ϕ1 + (1− λ)H(B|A)(id⊗T )ϕ2 ≥ λH(B|A)(id⊗T )ϕ0 .

Proof. Consider a cqqq-state ωXBRA = λ |0⟩ ⟨0|⊗ (UN⊗ id)(ϕ1)+(1−λ) |1⟩ ⟨1|⊗
(id⊗UT )(ϕ2), where UT is the Stinespring dilation of the channel T . Then, because
the system X is classical, we have

λH(B|A)(id⊗T )ϕ1 + (1− λ)H(B|A)(id⊗T )ϕ2

= H(B|AX)ω = H(AB|X)ω −H(A|X)ω.

When conditioning on the system X , the state ω is pure in the system ABR, and
therefore we have

H(AB|X)ω −H(A|X)ω = H(R|X)ω −H(BR|X)ω = −H(B|RX)ω.

The conditional quantum entropy is strongly subadditive, and thereforeH(B|RX)ω ≤
H(B|R)ω. Let there be a state σBRA = UN(ϕ0). Restricted to the subsystems B and
R, we have ωBR = λUN(ρ1) + (1− λ)UN(ρ2) = UN(λρ1 + (1− λ)ρ2) = UN(ρ0)
and σBR = UN(ρ0), and thus H(B|R)ω = H(B|R)σ, which implies

−H(B|RX)ω ≥ −H(B|R)ω = −H(B|R)σ.

The state σBRA is pure with respect to the systems ABR, and therefore we find

−H(B|R)σ = −H(BR)σ +H(R)σ = −H(A)σ +H(AB)σ = H(B|A)σ = H(B|A)id⊗T (ϕ0).

In summary,

λH(B|A)(id⊗T )ϕ1 + (1− λ)H(B|A)(id⊗T )ϕ2 ≥ H(B|A)id⊗T (ϕ0).
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Derivatives of the von Neumann entropy

Here, we give the first and second derivative of the (negative) von Neumann entropy.
The first derivative was computed in [75]; the second derivative is simply obtained
from the derivative of the matrix logarithm from [2, 45].

Theorem 4.6.2. Let ρ ∈ Md and σ ∈ Md be quantum states, and define the
quantum state ρt = (1− t)ρ+ tω = ρ+ t(ω − ρ). Then, we have

d

dt
tr
(
ρt log(ρt)

)
= tr

(
(ω − ρ) log(ρ+ t(ω − ρ))

)
.

Further, we have

d2

dt2
tr
(
ρt log(ρt)

)
= tr

(
(ω − ρ)

∫ 1

0

((1− z)ρt + z1)−1(ω − ρ)((1− z)ρt + z1)−1dz
)
.

Proof. The first derivative:

d

dt
tr
(
ρt log(ρt)

)
= tr

( d

dt
(ρt) log(ρt)

)
+ tr

(
ρt

d

dt
(log(ρt))

)
= tr

( d

dt
(ρt) log(ρt)

)
+

tr
(
ρt

∫ 1

0

((1− z)ρt + z1)−1(
d

dt
(ρt))((1− z)ρt + z1)−1dz)

)
= tr

( d

dt
(ρt) log(ρt)

)
+ tr

(
ρtρ

−1
t

d

dt
(ρt)
)

= tr
(
(ω − ρ) log(ρ+ t(ω − ρ))

)
+ tr

(
ω − ρ

)
= tr

(
(ω − ρ) log(ρ+ t(ω − ρ))

)
.

The derivative of the matrix logarithm for positive Hermitian matrices ρ and ω is
derived in [2], or in [45]. The third equality is possible because ρt and ρt + z1
commute, and the trace is taken. In the fourth equality, we insert ρt. The last equality
follows from the fact that ω− ρ is a difference between quantum states and therefore
traceless.

In the point t = 0, we have

d

dt
tr
(
ρt log(ρt)

)∣∣∣
t=0

= tr
(
(ω − ρ) log(ρ)

)
.
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The second derivative in the same direction is given by

d2

dt2
tr
(
ρt log(ρt)

)
=

d

dt
tr
(
(ω − ρ) log(ρ+ t(ω − ρ))

)
= tr

(
(ω − ρ)

d

dt
(log(ρt))

)
= tr

(
(ω − ρ)

∫ 1

0

((1− z)ρt + z1)−1(ω − ρ)((1− z)ρt + z1)−1dz
)
.

4.6.2 About unital qubit channels

Theorem 4.6.3. Let Tp(ρ) = (1 − d2

d2−1
p)ρ + d2

d2−1
p1
d

denote a family of quantum
channels for p ∈ [0, 1]. For all p ∈ [0, d

2−1
d2

], the quotient of the entanglement-
assisted capacity and the Holevo capacity of this channel is bounded by

Cea(Tp)

CH(Tp)
≤ lim

p→ d2−1

d2

Cea(Tp)

CH(Tp)
= d+ 1.

For all p ∈ [0, 1], the quotient of the entanglement-assisted capacity and the Holevo
capacity of this channel is bounded by

Cea(Tp)

CH(Tp)
≤

log
(

d2

d2−1

)
log(d) + 1

d+1
log
(

1
d+1

)
+ d

d+1
log
(

d
d2−1

) .
Proof. Recall that the Holevo capacity of the channel

Tp(ρ) = (1− d2

d2 − 1
p)ρ+

d2

d2 − 1
p
1

d

is given by [15, Eq. 1], [56, Ex. 8.9], [120, Theorem 20.4.3] to be

CH(Tp) = log d+ (1− p
d

d+ 1
) log

(
1− p

d

d+ 1

)
+ p

d

d+ 1
log

(
dp

d2 − 1

)
and that its entanglement-assisted capacity is given by [56, Ex. 9.4], [15, Eq. 3] to be

Cea(Tp) = log d2 + (1− p) log(1− p) + p log

(
p

d2 − 1

)
.
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In the limit p→ d2−1
d2

, where Tp approaches a constant channel which always outputs
the maximally mixed state, regardless of the input, we have

lim
p→ d2−1

d2

Cea(Tp)

CH(Tp)

= lim
p→ d2−1

d2

{ log d2 + (1− d2p
d2−1

d2−1
d2

) log
(
1− d2p

d2−1
d2−1
d2

)
+ d2p

d2−1
d2−1
d2

log
(

d2p
(d2−1)d2

)
log d+ (1− p d

d+1
) log

(
1− p d

d+1

)
+ p d

d+1
log
(

dp
d2−1

) }

= lim
p→ d2−1

d2

{(d+ 1)

d

log
(
d2−1
p

− (d2 − 1)
)

log
(
d2−1
dp

− (d− 1)
) }

= d+ 1.

The second equality is obtained by using L’Hopital’s rule, and the third equality is
obtained by using L’Hopital’s rule a second time.

For all p ∈ [0, 1], the quotient of the entanglement-assisted capacity and the Holevo
capacity of this channel is bounded by

Cea(Tp)

CH(Tp)
≤ Cea(T1)

CH(T1)

=
log
(

d2

d2−1

)
log(d) + 1

d+1
log
(

1
d+1

)
+ d

d+1
log
(

d
d2−1

)
=

(d+ 1) log
(

d2

d2−1

)
(2d+ 1) log(d)− log(d+ 1)− d log(d2 − 1)

.

Theorem 4.6.4. Let Tp0,p1,p2,p3 : M2 → M2 denote a qubit Pauli channel, and let
p1 = p2.

For all 0 ≤ p0 + p3 ≤ 1, we have that C
ea(Tp0,p3 )

χ(Tp0,p3 )
is maximal for p1 = p2 = p3 or for

p0 = p1 = p2.

The analogue statement also holds under exchanges of the parameters p0, p1, p2 and
p3.

Proof. We refer to a qubit Pauli channel with p1 = p2 = (1−p0−p3)
2

as a covariant
Pauli channel which acts on a state ρ as

Tp0,p3(ρ) = p0ρ+
(1− p0 − p3)

2
(XρX + Y ρY ) + p3ZρZ.

This channel is covariant under rotations around the Z-axis; since X and Y have the
same coefficient, this channel is described by two parameters.
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Based on [104], [87] give explicit expressions for the Holevo capacity and the
entanglement-assisted capacity for channels from this family.

The entanglement-assisted capacity of a covariant Pauli channel with parameters
0 ≤ p0 + p3 ≤ 1 is given by

Cea(Tp0,p3) = 2 + p0 log(p0) + p3 log(p3) + (1− p0 − p3) log

(
1− p0 − p3

2

)
.

The Holevo capacity is given by

CH(Tp0,p3) =

{
C1(Tp0,p3) if (p0 − p3)

2 ≥ (2p0 + 2p3 − 1)2

C2(Tp0,p3) else

where

C1(Tp0,p3) = 1+
1− p0 + p3

2
log

(
1− p0 + p3

2

)
+
1 + p0 − p3

2
log

(
1 + p0 − p3

2

)
C2(Tp0,p3) = 1 + (p0 + p3) log(p0 + p3) + (1− p0 − p3) log(1− p0 − p3).

There are two distinct parameter regions defined by the case distinction, which is
illustrated in Figure 4.2 in light and dark grey. We will refer to the region where C1

applies as Case 1, and the region where C2 applies as Case 2.

The border between the two regions is parametrized by the two solutions of the
quadratic equation (p0−p3)2 = (2p0+2p3−1)2, given by the two lines p3 = 1

3
− 1

3
p0

and p3 = 1− 3p0.

Note that p3 = 1
3
− 1

3
p0 means that p0 = 1 − 3p3, and p1 = p2 = p3. This

channel would thus correspond to a Pauli channel where three of the four parameters
coincide, and only p0 differs, which is exactly the type of channel that appears in
Theorem 4.6.3. Note that p3 = 1−3p0 means that p1 = p2 = p0. This channel would
thus correspond to a Pauli channel where three of the four parameters coincide, and
only p3 differs. For the other solution, p3 = 1− 3p0, we have p1 = p2 = p0. Again,
three out of the four parameters coincide, and this channel is related to the channel
from Theorem 4.6.3 by unitary transformations. Then, because we will show that
the quotient is maximal along these two lines, we can upper bound the quotient for
all parameter pairs in terms of the bound in Theorem 4.6.3.

CASE 1: The quotient is extremal when d
dp0

(
Cea(Tp0,p3 )

C1(Tp0,p3 )

)
= 0 = d

dp3

(
Cea(Tp0,p3 )

C1(Tp0,p3 )

)
.

These conditions turn out to be equivalent. The points where they are equal to zero
are described by the solutions to this equation:

log(1 + p0 − p3)
(
− p0 log

(
(1−p0−p3)2

4p0p3

)
+ log(4p3)

)
((1 + p0 − p3) log(1 + p0 − p3) + (1− p0 + p3) log(1− p0 + p3))2

−
log(1− p0 + p3)

(
p0 log(4p0) + (1− p0) log

(
(1−p0−p3)2

p3

))
((1 + p0 − p3) log(1 + p0 − p3) + (1− p0 + p3) log(1− p0 + p3))2

= 0.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the parameter region for p0 and p3. The light gray region is the
region where case 2 applies. The dark gray region is the region where case 1 applies.

This can be solved numerically, and the solutions are plotted in Figure 4.2. Pointwise
numerical computation of the quotient along this line shows that it never exceeds
2.1, and pointwise numerical computation of the Hessian shows that the points along
this line are minima or saddle points.

Furthemore, we can numerically determine the tangential curve of this curve at p0 =
p3 =

1
4
, obtaining p3 = 1/2− p0 (which is exactly the curve where C2(Tp0,p3) = 0),

and we can prove that it is bounded for a channel sequence along this line:

lim
p0→1/4

Cea(Tp0,p3)

C1(Tp0,p3)

∣∣∣
p3=1/2−p0

= lim
p0→1/4

1 + p0 log(p0) + (1
2
− p0) log

(
1
2
− p0

)
1 + (3

4
− p0) log

(
3
4
− p0

)
+ (1

4
+ p0) log

(
1
4
+ p0

)
= lim

p0→1/4

log(p0) + p0
1
p0

− (1
2
− p0)

1
( 1
2
−p0)

− log
(
1
2
− p0

)
−(3

4
− p0)

1
( 3
4
−p0)

− log
(
3
4
− p0

)
+ (1

4
+ p0)

1
( 1
4
+p0)

+ log
(
1
4
+ p0

)
= lim

p0→1/4

log(p0)− log
(
1
2
− p0

)
− log

(
3
4
− p0

)
+ log

(
1
4
+ p0

)
= lim

p0→1/4

1
p0

+ 1
1
2
−p0

1
3
4
−p0

+ 1
1
4
+p0)

= lim
p0→1/4

4 + 4

2 + 2
= 2.

The maximum of the quotient is reached on the edge of the domain, which runs
along the line which parametrizes a Pauli channel with three equal coefficients.

CASE 2: The quotient is extremal when d
dp0

(
Cea(Tp0,p3 )

C2(Tp0,p3 )

)
= 0 = d

dp3

(
Cea(Tp0,p3 )

C2(Tp0,p3 )

)
.
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Close inspection reveals that the quotients and thereby also their partial derivatives
are the same under exchanging p0 and p3, which means they are equal for p0 = p3
(which is the same line along which C1(Tp0,p3) is zero). This line is sketched in
Figure 4.2 in purple.

Along this line, we have

Cea(Tp0,p3)
∣∣∣
p3=p0

= 2 + 2p0 log(p0) + (1− 2p0) log

(
1

2
− p0

)
= 1 + 2p0 log(2p0) + (1− 2p0) log(1− 2p0)

= C2(Tp0,p3)
∣∣∣
p3=p0

and the quotient is 1. This line corresponds to a minimum. The quotient reaches
its maximum on the edge of the domain, which is along the line where the channel
reduces to a Pauli channel with three equal coefficients.

Theorem 4.6.5. Let Tp0,p1,p2,p3 : M2 → M2 denote a Pauli channel. For any
0 ≤ p0 + p1 + p2 + p3 ≤ 1, we have that C

ea(Tp0,p1,p2,p3 )

CH(Tp0,p1,p2,p3 )
is maximal if the channel is

covariant, i.e. pi = pj for some i ̸= j.

Proof. Let Tp0,p1,p2,p3 : M2 → M2 be a Pauli channel, acting on a qubit state ρ as

Tp0,p1,p2,p3(ρ) = p0ρ+ p1XρX + p2Y ρY + p3ZρZ.

Without loss of generality, let p0, p2 and p3 be three independent parameters and let
p1 = 1 − p0 − p2 − p3. Note that since

∑
k pk = 1 (which is a condition for the

channel to be trace preserving), the channel Tp0,p1,p2,p3 can be described by these
three independent parameters.

Recall that this channel’s entanglement-assisted capacity is known [24] to be

Cea(Tp0,p1,p2,p3) = 2 + p0 log(p0) + p1 log(p1) + p2 log(p2) + p3 log(p3)

and that its Holevo-capacity is given by [104] as

CH(Tp0,p1,p2,p3) =
1 + λ∗

2
log(1 + λ∗) +

1− λ∗

2
log(1− λ∗)

with λ∗ = max{|λmin|, λmax} = max{|p0 − p1 − p2 − p3 + pmin|, p0 − p1 − p2 −
p3 + pmax}.

For a given channel with parameters pk, λ∗ will only depend on two out of the three
parameters. If we are in the case where λ∗ = λmax = p0 − p1 − p2 − p3 + pmax =
2p0 − 1 + pmax, it depends only on p0 and pmax, and if λ∗ = λmin, it depends only
on p0 and pmin.

Let us first assume that we are in the first case, λ∗ = λmax, and that pmax =
p3. Then, p2 does not appear in the expression for the Holevo capacity, which
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Figure 4.3: For pairs of values p0 and p3, we plot the quotient of Cea(Tp0,p3) and
CH(Tp0,p3). The quotient is maximal on the border between the domains highlighted
in Figure 4.2.
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is given by CH(Tp0,p1,p2,p3) = 1 + (1 − p0 − p3) log(2(1− p0 − p3)) + (p0 +
p3) log(2(p0 + p3)). Then, when computing the gradient for the entanglement-
assistance factor Cea(Tp0,p1,p2,p3 )

CH(Tp0,p1,p2,p3 )
, the partial derivative with regard to p2 is given

by

d

dp2

(Cea(Tp0,p1,p2,p3)

CH(Tp0,p1,p2,p3)

)
=

− log(1− p0 − p2 − p3) + log(p2)

1 + (1− p0 − p3) log(2(1− p0 − p3)) + (p0 + p3) log(2(p0 + p3))
.

This derivative can only be zero as a function of p2 if p2 = 1
2
(1− p0 − p3). Thereby,

the quotient can only be extremal in the case where p2 = 1
2
(1 − p0 − p3), which

implies p1 = 1
2
(1−p0−p3) = p2, corresponding to a covariant Pauli channel. In this

case, this corresponds to a Pauli channel that is covariant with respect to rotations
around the Z-axis.

Note that our assumption on p3 being the largest parameter is without loss of gen-
erality because the entanglement-assisted capacity is symmetric in the parame-
ters. If p2 was the largest eigenvalue instead, the Holevo capacity would not de-
pend on p3, and the above argument would yield that the quotient is extremal for
p3 = p1 =

1
2
(1−p0−p2), a Pauli channel which is covariant with respect to rotations

around the Y -axis. The quotient of the capacities does not depend on this axis, as
the different covariant Pauli channels are related by conjugation of Pauli matrices,
which are unitary, and the capacities are unchanged under unitary transformations.

If the second case applies, i.e. λ∗ = |λmin|, the Holevo capacity will still only
depend on two out of the three parameters. Assuming now that pmin = p3 would
lead to the same argument, i.e. that the channel is extremal for a parameter family
that describes a covariant Pauli channel.





Chapter 5

Conclusion and open problems

Quantum effects fascinate us and stump us. They give rise to exciting fundamental
notions of communication and information, but they also introduce noise and no-go
theorems that require highly specialized techniques. In this thesis, we hope to shed
light on this dichotomy in the context of various topics in quantum Shannon theory
and quantum fault-tolerance.

As pointed out in [27], these observations raise a question of how well we can
leverage quantum effects for communication in the presence of the noise that typically
affects a quantum computer. In Chapter 2, we therefore study entanglement-assisted
communication in the presence of noise on the encoding and decoding operation.
We construct a coding scheme that can transmit information at almost the same rate
as long as the gate error probability is below a threshold.

In Chapter 3, we study the noise on trapped ion quantum devices, finding that tech-
niques from fault-tolerance can protect some computations, but that current devices
cannot be considered fault-tolerant (yet?), in particular for near-term demonstrations
of quantum communication. These results highlight the importance of studying the
noise in current quantum circuits and coming up with realistic noise models and
theoretical as well as experimental mitigation strategies.

In Chapter 4, we take a step towards solving an open problem in quantum Shannon
theory concerning the ratio of the entanglement-assisted capacity and the classical
capacity of the same quantum channel. In particular, we prove that this quotient is
bounded by a finite expression for many quantum channels. This implies that there is
a fundamental limit on how much the effect of quantum entanglement can improve
communication for these channels.
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